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subset restriction would be signaled with a conventional bitmap, N =NH• Nv = 64 bits would be 

used. 

"Similar rows embodiment" 

In one embodiment, by using compressing of the CSR signalling, a scheme is designed 

5 taking into consideration the hypothesis that precoders (k, l) with adjacent l-indices (i.e. 

(k, l 0 - 1), (k, l 0 ) and (k, l 0 + 1)) are likely to have the same restriction setting, meaning that if 

(k, l 0 ) is restricted, (k, l 0 + 1) is likely to be restricted as well and vice versa . The scheme works 

as follows: 

First, a bitmap of NH bits are sent, indicating the codebook subset restriction for the 

10 "row" of precoders where l = 0 (c.f. Figure 4), i. e the precoders (k, l) = (0,0), (1,0), ... , (NH -

1,0). 

Then, the codebook subset restriction for the second "row" of precoders, where l = 1 is 

sent. If the restriction is the same as for the previous row of precoders, a '1 ' is sent. If the 

restriction for this row differs from the restriction of the previous row, a 'O' is sent, followed by a 

15 bitmap indicating the restriction for this row. 

20 

The previous step is then repeated for each of the Nv "rows" of precoders. 

This embodiment is illustrated with an example, considering the codebook subset 

restriction setting illustrated in Figure 4, i.e. the restriction of precoders with indices (k, l) = 

(0,4), (3,5), ( 4,5), (7,4) should be signaled . 

For l = O: 

No precoders with l-index O should be restricted, therefore the bitmap '00000000' is 

sent. 

For l = 1: 

The restriction of this row is identical to the restriction of the previous row, the bit '1' is 

25 sent. 

30 

For l = 2: 

The restriction of this row is identical to the restriction of the previous row, the bit '1' is 

sent. 

For l = 3: 

The restriction of this row is identical to the restriction of the previous row, the bit '1' is 

sent. 

For l = 4: 

The restriction of this row is not identical to the restriction of the previous row, therefore 

the bit 'O' is sent. The bitmap indicating the restriction for this row should now be sent. 

35 Precoders (0,4) and (7,4) should be restricted. Therefore, the bitmap '10000001 ' is sent. 

For l = 5: 
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The restriction of this row is not identical to the restriction of the previous row, therefore 

the bit '0' is sent. The bitmap indicating the restriction for this row should now be sent. 

Precoders (3,5) and (4,5) should be restricted. Therefore, the bitmap '00011000' is sent. 

For l = 6: 

The restriction of this row is not identical to the restriction of the previous row, therefore 

the bit '0' is sent. The bitmap indicating the restriction for this row should now be sent. No 

precoder should be restricted. Therefore, the bitmap '00000000' is sent. 

For l = 7: 

The restriction of this row is identical to the restriction of the previous row, the bit '1' is 

10 sent. 

The string of bits to be signaled is thus 

0000000001110100000010000110000000000001', consisting of 39 bits. Generally, the number 

of bits required with this scheme is 

Nbits = M ·NH+ Nv - 1 

Where M is the number of times the rows change and a bitmap for a row has to be 

15 transmitted, M = 4 in the example. Analyzing the above expression, we note that 1 :::; M :::; Nv. 

This means that for some of the 2N = 2NwNv possible codebook subset restrictions, the number 

of bits required to signal the codebook subset restriction with this scheme is smaller than N, 

while for others, such as when M = N v , the number of bits required is larger than N. 

It should be noted that this is a small example for the sake of illustrating the 

20 embodiment. If a larger codebook is used, say NH = Nv = 30, and M = 4 the number of bits 

required with this scheme would be Nbits = M ·NH+ Nv - 1 = 149 compared to N =NH· Nv = 

900 in the case of just transmitting the entire bitmap; this is hence a substantial reduction in the 

number of required bits. 

Finally, it is pointed out that all possible codebook subset restriction configurations can 

25 be represented by this encoding/decoding scheme, thereby providing full flexibility. 

"Similar columns" embodiment 

In another embodiment, the scheme discussed in the previous embodiment is modified 

by instead taking into consideration the hypothesis that precoders (k, l) with adjacent k-indices 

(i.e. (k0 - 1, l) , (k 0 , l) and (k0 + 1, l) ) are likely to have the same restriction setting, meaning 

30 that if (k0 , l) is restricted, (k 0 + 1, l) is likely to be restricted as well and vice versa. The 

construction of the string of bits to be signaled would then work similarly as in the previously 

discussed embodiment, except that the precoders "columns" k will be used instead. 

In another embodiment an extra initial bit is inserted where '1' indicates that encoding is 

done under the assumption that precoders (k, l) with adjacent l-indices (i.e. (k, l 0 -

35 1), (k, l 0 ) and (k, l 0 + 1) ) are likely to have the same restriction, hence the encoding is done row 

wise, whereas a '0' indicates that precoders (k, l) with adjacent k-indices (i.e. (k0 -
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1, l), (k0 , l) and (k0 + 1, l) ) are likely to have the same restriction setting , hence encoding is 

done column wise. 

In another embodiment an initial bit is inserted where '1' indicates that no precoders are 

restricted, a '0' indicates that some precoders are restricted and the '0' is followed by a number 

5 of bits representing the codebook subset restriction . 

Accordingly, different "compression" techniques (whether based on similar rows, 

columns, or otherwise) may be adopted for different groups of precoders in the same codebook, 

where the particular technique is indicated to the device so that the device can decode the 

signaling. Alternatively, the same "compression" technique may be adopted for each of the 

10 groups of precoders, but the network evaluates different possible techniques to identify the one 

that provides the best compression and then adopts that approach (and indicates it to the 

device). 

Of course, the embodiments shown in Figure 2, and variations thereof, may be used for 

signaling a restricted subset of precoders in any given codebook, whether Kronecker structured 

15 or not. Moreover, the signaling may be rank-specific, meaning that different signaling restricts 

different rank-specific codebooks. 

According to other embodiments shown in Figure 5, a method is implemented in a 

network node 10 (e.g., a base station) for signaling to a wireless communication device 14 

which precoders in a codebook are restricted from being used (e.g. , which Kronecker product 

20 precoders are restricted). As shown, the method includes generating codebook subset 

restriction signaling that, for each of one or more groups of precoders, jointly restricts the 

precoders in the group, e.g., with a single signaling bit (Block 210). In at least some 

embodiments, this signaling (i) is rank-agnostic so as to restrict precoders irrespective of their 

transmission rank; and/or (ii) jointly restricts a group of precoders by restricting a certain 

25 component that those precoders (i.e., the precoders in the group) have in common. Regardless, 

the method then includes sending the generated signaling to the wireless communication device 

14 (Block 220). 

Consider embodiments that jointly restrict a group of precoders by restricting a certain 

component that those precoders (i.e., the precoders in the group) have in common. Precoders 

30 have a certain component in common if the precoders are derived from or are otherwise a 

function of that same component. In one embodiment, for example, a group of precoders W(b) 

that have a certain component b in common are jointly restricted by restricting that component 

b. Restriction of this component b may be signaled for instance in terms of one or more indices 

for the component (e.g., m where the component is indexed as bm or (k, l) where the 

35 component is indexed as bk,l , with m, k, and l being indices for a Kronecker-structured 

codebook as described above) . 

Note that embodiments herein contemplate a precoder having one or more different 

"components" at any level of granularity (e.g., component(s) at a high level of precoder 
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factorability and/or component(s) at a lower level of precoder factorability). For example, a 

precoder may comprise one or more different components b at one level of granularity. At a 

finer level of granularity, though, each of these components b may in turn be derived from or 

otherwise be a function of multiple sub-components xH and x v such that b(xH,xv ). In this case, 

5 a group of precoders W(xH,xv) that have a certain component xH or xv in common may be 

jointly restricted by restricting that component xH or xv. Restriction of this component xH or x v 

may be signaled for instance in terms of an index for the component (e.g. , k or l where the 

component xH is indexed as x~ and the component xv is indexed as xt, with xH and x v being 

horizontal and vertical beamforming vectors, respectively, and with k and l being indices for a 

10 Kronecker-structured codebook as described above). 

In some embodiments, a precoder at one level of granularity consists of one or more 

different components that are referred to as one or more so-called "beam precoders". Each 

precoder Win this regard consists of one or more beamforming vectors b0 , bi, ... , bx that are 

referred to as beam precoders. One or more embodiments herein jointly restrict a group of 

15 precoders W that have a certain beam precoder in common, by restricting that beam precoder. 

With restriction of precoders Was a whole founded on restriction of one or more of their 

constituting beam precoders, these embodiments advantageously generate the CSR signaling 

in terms of beam-specific restrictions (i.e., restrictions of certain beam precoders), rather than in 

terms of precoder-specific restrictions (i.e. , restrictions on precoders Was a whole). In some 

20 embodiments, the device 14 shall assume that a precoder Wis restricted if one or more of its 

beam precoders are restricted. In other embodiments, each beam precoder must be restricted 

for the device 14 to assume that the total precoder W is restricted. 

In one embodiment, a beam precoder is the beamforming vector used to transmit on a 

particular layer, where different scaled versions of that beamforming vector are transmitted on 

25 different polarizations. Different layers are transmitted on different beam precoders. A precoder 

W in this case can be expressed as: 

w =a. [ ho b1 bL-1 ] 
~oho ~1b1 ~L-1bL-1 

Here, W is a N x L precoder matrix, where N is the number of transmit antenna ports, L 

the transmission rank (i.e. the number of transmitted spatial streams), b0 , b1, ... , bL-i are!!_ x 1 
2 

beamforming vectors (denoted beam precoders), ~ 0 , ~i, ••• , ~L-i and a are arbitrary complex 

30 numbers. Another precoder W of the same codebook as W above can be expressed as: 

W = a . [ b1 b2 bL ] 
~1b1 ~2b2 ~LbL . 

For example, by signaling b0 , only the former precoder is restricted and by signaling b 1 both 

precoders will be restricted. 
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In some embodiments, the first!!_ antenna ports are mapped to antennas with one 
2 

polarization while the latter!!_ antenna ports are mapped to antennas with the same positions as 
2 

the first antennas, but with an orthogonal polarization. In such embodiments, for each column of 

W (i.e. the precoder for each spatial layer), a beam precoder h is transmitted on one 

5 polarization and a scaled version of the same beam precoder <ph is transmitted on a second 

polarization. Such scaling may impact the phase, amplitude, or both the phase and amplitude of 

the beam precoder. 

In another embodiment, a beam precoder is the beamforming vector used to transmit on 

multiple different layers, where the layers are sent on orthogonal polarizations. In this case, a 

10 precoder W can be expressed as: 

W = a . [ ho ho ho ] 
(()oho (()1ho (()L-1ho 

Accordingly, it should be noted that the beam precoders for each spatial layer 

h0 , h1, ... , hL-i may be different beam precoders, or, some subsets of the beam precoders may 

be identical, for example h0 may be equal to h 1 . 

In yet another embodiment, a beam precoder is the beamforming vector used to transmit 

15 on a particular layer and on a particular polarization. That is, a beam precoder may be defined 

in a slightly different way than the definition above. The definition of a beam precoder may for 

example allow different beam precoders to be transmitted on the different polarizations of the 

same layer, such as 

20 

w = a . [ ho h2 h2L-2 ] 
(()oh1 (()1h3 (()L-1h2L-1 · 

In still another embodiment, the beam precoders may be defined by disregarding the 

polarization as 

W = a· [h0 h1 hL-1] . 

Note that the beam precoders h0 , h1, ... , hL-i may be chosen explicitly from a set of 

beam precoders (a codebook) or they may be implicitly chosen when selecting the (total) 

25 precoder W from a codebook X. It should be noted that the selection of the (total) precoder W 

may be made with one or several PM ls. In the case where selection of the total precoder Wis 

made with several PM ls, the resulting beam precoders for each layer may be a function of only 

a subset of the PM ls or they may be a function of all PM ls. 

Irrespective of the particular way a beam precoder is defined, though, one or more 

30 embodiments herein jointly restrict a group of precoders W that have a certain beam precoder in 

common, by restricting that beam precoder. That is, in some embodiments, codebook subset 

restriction (CSR) may be signalled based on the set of possible beam precoders h, instead of 

CSR signalled on the set of possible (total) precoders W. In some such embodiments, the 

device 14 shall assume that a precoder W is restricted if one or more of the beam precoders 
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h0 , h1 , ... , hL-i of each layer are restricted. In other such embodiments, each layers' beam 

precoder must be restricted for the device 14 to assume that the total precoder W is restricted . 

Consider a specific example for an STX codebook with transmission rank 2 . In some 

embodiments, this codebook is defined as shown in Figure 6 . Defined in this way, each 

5 precoder W is formed in part from a beam precoder vm (note the notation shift from 

h0 , h1 , ... , hL-i to vm ). The beam precoder index mis the same for some precoders W, including 

for instance precoders whose subcodebook index i2 is equal to 0, 1, 8, 9, 12 or 13 (since for 

those precoders m = 2i1 ). This means that those precoders W have the same beam precoder 

vm in common. Accordingly, some embodiments herein jointly restrict a group of precoders W 

10 that have a particular beam precoder vm in common, by restricting that beam precoder vm, e.g. , 

with a single bit. Restriction of this beam precoder vm may be signaled for instance in terms of 

index m (e.g., beam precoders indexed with a particular value of mare restricted) . Signaling in 

this case may constitute a bitmap, with different bits in the bitmap respectively dedicated to 

indicating whether or not different beam precoders are restricted from being used. For example, 

15 signaling may constitute a bitmap of m values, with different bits in the bitmap respectively 

dedicated to indicating whether or not beam precoders indexed with different of m values are 

restricted from use. 

In alternative embodiments not shown in Figure 6, the beam precoder vm is replaced by 

beam precoder vk,l, which is a Kronecker product of a vertical beamforming vector xv with index 

20 k and a horizontal beamforming vector x H with index l. For example, as noted above, these 

beamforming vectors may comprise OFT vectors. Regardless, restriction of beam precoder vk,l 

may be signaled in terms of the index pair (k, l). Signaling in this case may constitute a bitmap 

of (k, l) value pairs, with different bits in the bitmap respectively dedicated to indicating whether 

or not beam precoders indexed with different (k, l) value pairs are restricted from use. 

25 Instead of such a bitmap, restriction of one or more beam precoders vk, l in some 

embodiments is jointly signaled in terms of a "rectangle" defined by two (k, l) value pairs: 

namely, (k0 , l 0 ) and (k1 , l 1 ). In this case, beam precoders vk,l with indides k 0 < k < k1 and 

l 0 < l < l 1 are restricted . 

As yet another alternative, restriction of one or more beam precoders vk,l in some 

30 embodiments is signaled in terms of a bitmap of k values and/or a bitmap of l values. If signaled 

as only a bitmap of k values, the device in some embodiments assumes that any beam 

precoders vk,l with certain k values are restricted, irrespective of those precoders' l values. If 

signaled as only a bitmap of l values, the device in some embodiments assumes that any beam 

precoders vk,l with certain l values are restricted, irrespective of those precoders' k values. If 

35 signaled as both a bitmap of k values and a bitmap of l values, the device in some 

embodiments assumes that only beam precoders vk,l with certain (k , l) value pairs as 

collectively defined by those bitmaps are restricted. 
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That said, restrictions specified in term of k and/or l values may in some sense be 

deemed as restrictions at a finer level of granularity than even the beam precoders themselves. 

Indeed, as noted above, each beam precoder vk,z, is in some embodiments a Kronecker 

product of a vertical beamforming vector xv with index k and a horizontal beamforming vector 

5 xH with index l. Accordingly, signaling the restriction as k and/or l values effectively amounts 

to restricting (sub)components xH or xv. 

Consider an example of these finer-granularity embodiments where codebook subset 

restriction is to be applied to beam precoders with l values of 3 or 4. If this configuration of 

codebook subset restriction would be signaled with a conventional bitmap, N =NH• Nv = 64 

10 bits would be used. By contrast, the scheme in these finer-granularity embodiments consider 

restriction of entire precoder "rows", i.e all precoders that are formed from beam precoders with 

the same l-index is either turned on or off. To signal the codebook subset restriction in this 

example, therefore, the bitmap '00011000' of l values, consisting of Nv = 8 bits, may be sent. 

With this scheme, a large reduction of the number of bits required to signal the codebook subset 

15 restriction is seen. However, not all of the 2N possible codebook subset restrictions may be 

signaled. 

In a similar embodiment, the restriction is applied on the precoder "columns" k and the 

codebook subset restriction is signaled with a NH bit long bitmap, indicating restrictions of entire 

precoder "columns". 

20 In another embodiment an extra initial bit is inserted where '1' indicates that encoding is 

done as above "row wise", whereas a '0' indicates is done "column wise". 

In yet another embodiment, the device 14 shall assume that a precoder Wis restricted if 

both the vertical and the horizontal precoder in the Kronecker structure are restricted. If only one 

of the vertical and horizontal precoders are restricted, then the device 14 shall not assume that 

25 the resulting precoder after Kronecker operation is restricted. 

Thus, one or more embodiments herein advantageously exploit a codebook's Kronecker 

structure to generate the signaling of Figure 5 in terms of indices k, l, and/or m. In some 

embodiments, for example, the signaling is generated to jointly restrict, e.g., with a single bit, a 

group of precoders that either (i) have the same value of index k; (ii) have the same value of 

30 index l; or (iii) have the same pair of values for indices (k , l). 

In some embodiments, signaling that jointly restricts a group of precoders by restricting a 

certain component (e.g., beam precoder) that those precoders have in common is rank

agnostic. That is, the signaling jointly restricts the group of precoders regardless of the 

precoders' transmission rank (i.e., regardless of which rank-specific codebook they belong to). 

35 For example, embodiments that restrict a single beam precoder h0 can be extended so that all 

precoders across all ranks that contain the restricted beam precoder h0 are restricted. Hence, 

all precoders across all ranks that contain a certain beam precoder h0 is a precoder group that 

can be restricted jointly. According to some embodiments, therefore, an advantage of signaling 
19 
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CSR based on beam precoders is that one does not need to signal a separate CSR for 

precoders with different rank (precoders with different rank are restricted with the same CSR). 

This reduces signaling overhead. 

Signaling that jointly restricts a group of precode rs by restricting a certain component 

5 that those precoders have in common also proves effective for restricting precoders that 

transmit in whole or in part towards certain angular pointing directions. Indeed, according to 

some embodiments herein, the network node 10 jointly restricts a group of precoders that 

transmit at least in part towards a certain angular pointing direction, by restricting a certain 

component (e.g ., beam precoder) which has that angular pointing direction. In this way, the 

10 network node 10 avoids transmitting energy in a certain direction, by signaling to the device 14 

by means of CSR that the device 14 shall not compute feedback for that particular direction. 

More specifically in this regard, when each precoder Wis formed from multiple beam 

precoders, the precoder Win some sense has multiple angular pointing directions 

corresponding to the angular pointing directions of its constituent beam precoders (where each 

15 beam precoder has its own azimuth and zenith angular pointing direction for example). In 

another sense, though, the precoder W has an overall angular pointing direction that is a 

combination (e.g. , average) of its beam precoders' respective directions. By restricting beam 

precoders that have certain angular pointing directions, embodiments herein effectively restrict 

precoders that transmit at least in part in those directions, and do so with reduced signaling 

20 overhead. 

As an example, a set of rank-1 precoders with the same angular pointing direction but 

with different polarization properties, such as the whole set of rank-1 precoders 

[ej~~bJ [ej~~bJ [ej~~bJ 
may be restricted by restriction signaling of a single beam precoder b0 . That is, when a 

25 restriction is signaled for a certain beam precoder, the restriction applies implicitly to all 

polarization phases of the signaled beam. Hence, the group of rank-1 precoders exemplified 

above is associated with a single CSR bit and is thus jointly restricted. This reduces device 

complexity and CSR signaling overhead, since only the beam direction needs to be signaled. 

In another example, the set of rank-1 precoders 

30 [ej~~bJ. [ej~\J [ej~~bJ. 
may be jointly restricted by restriction signaling of a single beam precoder b0 . Hence, the group 

of rank-1 precoders exemplified above is associated with a single CSR bit and is thus jointly 

restricted. 

Restriction of precoders with certain angular pointing directions can also be 

35 accomplished by specifying restrictions in terms of certain k and/or l values. This is illustrated 

with reference to Figure 7, which illustrates the angular beam pointing directions of rank-1 
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precoders in a codebook according to one example. In this example, the network node has a 

4x4 antenna array where no mechanical downtilt is used. The Kronecker codebook consists of 8 

vertical and 8 horizontal precoders, i.e. NH = N v = 8. In this example, codebook subset 

restriction is applied to restrict beams with pointing directions in the zenith interval [80°, 100°] 

5 (the interval is illustrated with dotted lines) . That is, codebook subset restriction is applied in the 

angular interval 80° < 0 < 100°, such that the precoders with indices l-index 3 and 4 are 

restricted. The restricted beams are illustrated with an 'o' while the unrestricted beams are 

illustrated with an 'x'. The beam index kin the horizontal codebook and l in the vertical 

codebook is written next to the beams as (k, l). To signal the codebook subset restriction in this 

10 example, therefore, the bitmap '00011000' of l values, consisting of Nv = 8 bits, may be sent. 

With this scheme, a large reduction of the number of bits required to signal the codebook subset 

restriction is seen. 

In another embodiment, the device 14 shall assume that a precoder is restricted if both 

the vertical and horizontal precoder in the Kronecker structure are restricted. This allows to 

15 restrict a rectangular "window" of beam former pointing angles as seen from the network node 

10. 

20 

This can also be accomplished by signaling the restriction as a "rectangle" of precoders 

defined by the index pairs (k0 , l 0 ) and (k1 , l 1 ). With this scheme, precoders with indices 

k 0 < k < k 1 and l 0 < l < l 1 are restricted. 

Component-based restriction of a precoder group is just one example of embodiments 

that provide for rank-agnostic CSR signalling. Other embodiments herein also provide for such 

rank-agnostic signaling. For example, some embodiments herein generate signaling to jointly 

indicate that a group of precoders which transmit in whole or in part in certain angular pointing 

direction(s) are restricted, by generating the signaling to (explicitly or implicitly) indicate those 

25 angular pointing direction(s). The signaling may for instance specify an angular area or interval 

that is restricted, in terms of one or more angular parameters. This restriction may concern the 

angular pointing direction of a precoder as a whole, or the angular pointing direction of any 

beam precoder forming the precoder. 

In one embodiment, the angular area or interval may be represented by angular points 

30 (¢0 , 00 ) and (¢1 , 01 ) , spanning a rectangle in the angular domain. Here, ¢ and 0 are the 

azimuth and zenith angles with respect to the eNodeB respectivly. Multiple such rectangular 

areas may be signaled although the present embodiment focuses on the case of a single 

rectangular area for simplicity. The device 14 may then calculate the angular pointing directions 

of the precoders in the codebook and compare them to the restricted angular area to derive the 

35 codebook subset restriction. The device 14 may need some additional information regarding 

what to assume about the transmitter antenna array (which does not need to correspond to the 

actually used antenna array) to be able to calculate the pointing directions of the precoders. 

21 
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Consider an exemplary embodiment where the (sub)-codebooks of the Kronecker codebook 

consist of DFT-precoders, i.e 

The horizontal codebook can be expressed as 
T 

x~ = 1 e n MhQ" - • · e 1 
n MhQ" , k = O, ... , Mh Qh - 1, where Qh is an integer horizontal 

[ 

/ 2 ti<+<lh .2 (Mh-t)k+<lh ] 

5 oversampling factor and Llh can take on value in the interval Oto 1 so as to "shift" the beam 

pattern (Llh =0.5 could be an interesting value for creating symmetry of beams with respect to 

the broadside of an array). 

[ 

·2 11+<1v ·2 ( Mv- l)l+<lv]T 

The vertical codebook can be expressed as xi = 1 e 1 
n MvQv • •• e 1 

n MvQv , l = 

0, ... , MvQv - 1, where Qvis an integer vertical oversampling factor and Liv is similarly defined as 

10 above. 

The pointing direction of precoder (k, l) can be calculated by first calculating the pointing 

angle with respect to the broadside of the antenna array: 

k +LI_ QvMv 
~ 2 
0 = acos( d v QvMv ) 

l +LI _ QhMh 
¢ = asin( 2 ~ ) 

dHQhMhsin(0) 

Where dv and dH is the vertical and horizontal antenna element spacing of the array, in 

wavelengths, respectively. The mechanical downtilt angle f3 is taken into account in order to 

15 calculate the actual beam pointing angles as: 

<p = L(cos( 1J) sin( 0) cos(-{3) - cos( 0) sin(-/3) + j sin( 0) sin( 0)) 

0 = acos( cos( <P) sin( e) sin(- /3) + cos(- /3) cos( li)) 

The device 14 needs to be signaled the additional information dH, d v and f3 to be able to 

calculate the beam pointing direction of the precoders in the codebook. It is assumed that the 

device 14 already knows the parameters Qv, Mv, Qh, Mh and LI as part of the codebook structure. 

The set of parameters ¢ 0 , 00 ,¢1 , 01 , dH, d v,/3 thus parameterizes the codebook subset 

20 restriction in this embodiment. When signaling said parameters, several strategies may be used. 

In one embodiment, each parameter is uniformly quantized with a number of bits, over a 

predefined interval. An example is given in the table below. 

Parameters 

¢0, 00,¢1, 01 

dH,dv 

/3 

Interval 

[0,180) [deg] 

(0,2) 

(-30,30) [deg] 

22 

Quantization bits 

6 

4 

6 
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In this embodiment, the number of bits required to signal the codebook subset restriction 

is 38. Note that this is independent of the codebook size. 

In another embodiment, each parameter may take a value from a fixed set of possible 

values. Each possible value of the parameter is encoded with a different number of bits 

5 depending on e .g. the perceived likelihood of the parameter taking that value . For example, the 

horizontal array element spacing dH may be encoded as follows 

V 0. 0 . 0. 1 4 2 0 . 

alue 5 8 65 75 

Bi 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

ts 1 011 010 001 0001 0000 

In this embodiment, the encoding of dH was designed to take into account dH = 0.5 is a 

common value for horizontal antenna element separation , thus encoding this value with a low 

10 number of bits. Other, less common, values are encoded with a larger number of bits. Note that 

the encoding of dH in this embodiment constitutes a uniquely decodable code. 

15 

In another embodiment, some of the parameters are uniformly quantized with a number 

of bits over a predefined interval, while other parameters are encoded with a different number of 

bits as in the previous embodiment. 

In some other embodiments , different sets of parameters relating to the restricted 

angular area may constitute the parameters that define the codebook subset restriction . In one 

such embodiment, only a zenith interval 00 :-;:; 0 < 01 is restricted , and thus , 00 , 01 may be sent. 

In another such embodiment, the restriction is only an azimuth interval </Jo :-;:; </J < ¢ 1 . In yet 

another such embodiment, the angle interval may be open-ended , i.e. </J < ¢ 1 constitutes the 

20 restriction. 

In other embodiments, parameters relating to the antenna array such as dH , dv and I.JI 

are not a part of the codebook subset restriction parameters , instead they may be already 

known to the UE or the UE assumes a default value of said parameters and the eNodeB 

chooses restriction angles (</Jo, 00 ) and (</Jv 01 ) in such a way that the intended precoders are 

25 restricted when the UE calculates the restriction based on the default values of said parameters , 

where the default values of said parameters may differ from the actual value of said parameters. 

30 

In other embodiments, more parameters may be included in the codebook subset 

restriction parameters. In one such embodiment, the roll angle y of the antenna array may be 

included in the codebook subset restriction parameters. 

In view of the above modifications and variations, one recognizes that there are many 

ways that the CSR signaling can jointly restrict precoders in a group. The signaling can be rank

agnostic or not. And the signaling can restrict a certain component that is common to the group 

or signal angular parameters associated with the group. The signaling can take the form of a 

bitmap for beam precoder indices, take the form of angular parameters, take the form of sub-
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codebook index pairs, take the form of a bitmap for indices of a single sub-codebook, etc. 

Irrespective of these particular variations, though, CSR signaling overhead is reduced based on 

correlation of the precoder restrictions or equivalently grouping of precoders. But the group

based joint restriction means that not all of the 2N codebook subset restriction configurations are 

5 possible to convey to the device 14. Instead, only a subset of the possible configurations may 

be chosen . 

Accordingly, at least some embodiments balance the loss in flexibility caused by joint 

restriction with the signaling overhead gains by such joint restriction by performing joint 

restriction with respect to only a portion of precoders in the codebook. That is, codebook subset 

10 restriction may be configured with full flexibility on a subset A of the precoders in the codebook 

(meaning that each of the precoders may be turned on or off individually) , while only a few 

configurations may be chosen for the remaining set B of precoders. For example, the codebook 

subset restriction for the remaining set B of precoders may only be represented with one bit, 

turning all precoders in the set either on or off. This will reduce the CSR signaling overhead 

15 which is beneficial. 

As an example in the context of beam precoders, the codebook may consist of two sets 

of precoders. One of the sets consist of precoders which may be equivalently expressed as a 

function of layer-specific beam precoders (as defined above) while the other set may consist of 

arbitrary precoders. In this embodiment, the first set of precoders may be configured with full 

20 flexibility while the other precoders in the codebook may be configured with limited flexibility. 

This embodiment is just one example of grouping of the precoders in the codebook 

where precoders belonging to set A is individually represented by one bit while precoders in set 

B are all jointly restricted with a single bit. This embodiment can be further extended by having 

multiple sets Bas B_ 1,8_2, ... B_N where each of the set B_n, n=1, .. . ,N contain at least two 

25 precoders each and is associated with one CSR bit. In Figure 8 an example is shown where 

Precoder 1 to 14 are each represented by an individual bit (Set A), while all precoders in group 

81 are represented by a single CSR bit, e.g. the bit for precoder 15. 

The defined groups may also be overlapping, so that a given precoder exists in multiple 

groups. If this is the case, then priority or combining rules needs to be defined, so that the 

30 device 14 understands how to interpret the case when one precoder is restricted by the 

signaling of one group but not from another group it belong to. 

In a further detailed embodiment, therefore, the groups B_n in Figure 8 may be 

overlapping and rules are specified in standard text on how the device 14 shall interpret CSR 

signaling. For instance, assume two groups B_ 1 and 8_2 each represented by one bit and that 

35 one precoder belongs to both groups. One rule may be that if a precoder is restricted in any of 

the groups it belongs, then the precoder should be assumed to be restricted . Another alternative 

is that the precoder must be restricted in both groups for the precoder to be assumed to be 

restricted. 
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In some embodiments in this disclosure, codebook subset restriction is discussed using 

the terminology precoders and codebooks. It may be assumed that beam specific restriction is 

used in said embodiments, and that the terminology may be interchanged to beam precoders 

and set of beam precoders, depending on the granularity being discussed. 

5 Note that although terminology from 3GPP L TE has been used in this disclosure to 

exemplify embodiments herein, this should not be seen as limiting the scope of the 

embodiments to only the aforementioned system. Other wireless systems, including WCDMA, 

WiMax, UMB and GSM, may also benefit from exploiting the ideas covered within this 

disclosure. 

10 Also note that terminology such as eNodeB and UE should be considering non-limiting 

and does in particular not imply a certain hierarchical relation between the two; in general 

"eNodeB" could be considered as device 1 and "UE" device 2, and these two devices 

communicate with each other over some radio channel. Herein, we also focus on wireless 

transmissions in the downlink, but embodiments herein are equally applicable in the uplink. 

15 Embodiments herein also include methods in a wireless communication device 14 

corresponding to the methods described above in a network node 10. These methods receive 

and decode the signaling that the network node 10 generates according to any of the 

embodiments above. 

According to one embodiment shown in Figure 9, for example, a method is implemented 

20 by a wireless communication device 14 (e.g. , a UE) for decoding signaling from a network node 

10 indicating which precoders in a codebook are restricted from being used. The method 

includes receiving the signaling (Block 300). The method also includes, for each of one or more 

groups of precoders in the codebook, decoding the signaling to identify which of different 

possible configurations is actually signaled for that group. Different possible configurations in 

25 this regard restrict different subgroups of precoders in the group from being used. This decoding 

proceeds on a group-by-group basis, starting with a first group (Block 310) . Specifically, the 

decoding entails identifying one or more reference configurations for the first group, the bit 

pattern identified for signaling each reference configuration, and the length of that bit pattern 

(Block 320). These reference configuration(s) may be predefined at the device 14, or may be 

30 signaled from the network node 10. Regardless, decoding then entails detecting the actual 

configuration signaled for the group, by detecting a bit pattern in the received signaling whose 

length depends on (i) whether the actual configuration matches one of the one or more 

reference configurations; and/or (ii) which reference configuration the actual configuration 

matches (Block 330). 

35 Such may entail , for example, determining the length B of the bit pattern defined for 

signaling a particular reference configuration, and checking whether a B-length string of the next 

bits in the signaling corresponds to the bit pattern defined for signaling that reference 

configuration. This determination and checking may be performed for each of the one or more 
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reference configurations, after which (if no reference configurations are identified as being 

signaled) a default-length string of the next bits in the signaling is decoded for detecting 

non-reference configurations. 

Regardless of the particular implementation of the decoding process (Blocks 320-330), 

5 the decoding is repeated for each of the one or more groups of precoders in the codebook 

(Blocks 340, 350). 

Those skilled in the art will appreciate that the device-side embodiments include 

decoding of any of the network-side embodiments illustrated with reference to Figure 3, 

including for instance the "similar rows embodiments" and the "similar columns embodiment." 

10 According to one or more other embodiments shown in Figure 10, a method is 

implemented by a wireless communication device 14 (e.g., a UE) for decoding signaling from a 

network node 10 indicating which precoders in a codebook are restricted from being used (e.g., 

which Kronecker product precoders are restricted). As shown, the method includes receiving the 

signaling from a network node 10 (e.g., a base station) (Block 400). The method also includes 

15 decoding the signaling as jointly restricting precoders in each of one or more groups of 

precoders (Block 410). In at least some embodiments, such decoding involves decoding the 

signaling (i) as being rank-agnostic so as to restrict precoders irrespective of their transmission 

rank; and/or (ii) as jointly restricting a group of precoders by restricting a certain component that 

those precoders have in common. 

20 Those skilled in the art will appreciate that the device-side embodiments include 

decoding of any of the network-side embodiments illustrated with reference to Figure 5. So, for 

example, the device 14 in some embodiments decodes the signaling as jointly restricting a 

group of precoders that have a certain beam precoder in common, by restricting that beam 

precoder. And one or more device-side embodiments likewise advantageously exploit a 

25 codebook's Kronecker structure to decode the signaling of Figure 10 in terms of indices k, l, 

and/or m. In some embodiments, for example, the signaling is decoding as jointly restricting, 

e.g., with a single bit, a group of precoders that either (i) have the same value of index k ; (ii) 

have the same value of index l; or (iii) have the same pair of values for indices (k , l). 

With the above modifications and variations in mind, Figure 11 illustrates additional 

30 details of the network node 500 (corresponding to network node 10) according to one or more 

embodiments. The network node 500 is configured , e.g., via functional means or units 540-570, 

to implement the processing in Figure 2 for signaling to a wireless communication device 14 

which precoders in a codebook are restricted from being used. The network node 500 in some 

embodiments for example includes a reference configuration identifying means or unit 540 for 

35 identifying one or more reference configurations for each of one or more groups of precoders. 

The network node 500 in such case further includes an actual configuration identifying means or 

unit 550 for identifying an actual configuration for each of the one or more groups. The network 

node 500 also includes a signal generating means or unit 560 for generating signaling to 
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indicate the actual configuration for each of the one or more groups, by generating the signaling 

as a bit pattern whose length depends on (i) whether the actual configuration matches one of 

the one or more reference configurations; and/or (ii) which reference configuration the actual 

configuration matches. The network node 500 finally includes a sending means or unit 570 for 

5 sending the generated signaling to the wireless communication device. 

In at least some embodiments, the network node 500 comprises one or more processing 

circuits 510 configured to implement this processing, such as by implementing functional means 

or units 540-570. In one embodiment, for example, the node's processing circuit(s) 510 

implement functional means or units 540-570 as respective circuits. The circuits in this regard 

10 may comprise circuits dedicated to performing certain functional processing and/or one or more 

microprocessors in conjunction with memory 520. In embodiments that employ memory 520, 

which may comprise one or several types of memory such as read-only memory (ROM), 

random-access memory, cache memory, flash memory devices, optical storage devices, etc. , 

the memory stores program code that, when executed by the one or more for carrying out one 

15 or more microprocessors, carries out the techniques described herein. 

In one or more embodiments, the network node 500 also comprises one or more 

communication interfaces 530. The one or more communication interfaces 530 include various 

components (not shown) for sending and receiving data and control signals. More particularly, 

the interface(s) 530 include a transmitter that is configured to use known signal processing 

20 techniques, typically according to one or more standards, and is configured to condition a signal 

for transmission (e.g ., over the air via one or more antennas) . Similarly, the interface(s) 530 

include a receiver that is configured to convert signals received (e.g ., via the antenna(s)) into 

digital samples for processing by the one or more processing circuits 510. 

Figure 12 illustrates additional details of the network node 600 according to one or more 

25 embodiments. The network node 600 is configured, e.g., via functional means or units 640-650, 

to implement the processing in Figure 5 for signaling to a wireless communication device which 

precoders in a codebook are restricted from being used. The network node 600 in some 

embodiments for example includes a generating means or unit 640 for generating codebook 

subset restriction signaling that, for each of one or more groups of precoders, jointly restricts the 

30 precoders in the group, e.g. , with a single signaling bit. The network node 600 also includes a 

sending means or unit 650 for sending the generated signaling to the wireless communication 

device. 

In at least some embodiments, the network node 600 comprises one or more processing 

circuits 610 configured to implement this processing, such as by implementing functional means 

35 or units 640-650. In one embodiment, for example, the node's processing circuit(s) 610 

implement functional means or units 640-650 as respective circuits (similarly to that described 

above, e.g., in conjunction with memory 620). In one or more embodiments, the network node 

600 also comprises one or more communication interfaces 630. 
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Figure 13 illustrates additional details of the wireless communication device 700 

(corresponding to wireless communication device 14) according to one or more embodiments. 

The device 700 is configured, e.g. , via functional means or units 740-760, to implement the 

processing in Figure 9 for decoding signaling from a network node indicating which precoders in 

5 a codebook are restricted from being used. The device 700 in some embodiments for example 

includes a receiving means or unit 740 for receiving the signaling from the network node. The 

device 700 further includes an identifying means or unit 750 configured, for each of one or more 

groups of precoders, to identify one or more reference configurations for the group, the bit 

pattern identified for signaling each reference configuration, and the length of that bit pattern. 

10 The device 700 finally includes a detecting means or unit 760 configured to detect the actual 

configuration signaled for the group, by detecting a bit pattern in the received signaling whose 

length depends on (i) whether the actual configuration matches one of the one or more 

reference configurations; and/or (ii) which reference configuration the actual configuration 

matches. 

15 In at least some embodiments, the device 700 comprises one or more processing 

circuits 710 configured to implement this processing, such as by implementing functional means 

or units 740-760. In one embodiment, for example, the device's processing circuit(s) 710 

implement functional means or units 7 40-760 as respective circuits. The circuits in this regard 

may comprise circuits dedicated to performing certain functional processing and/or one or more 

20 microprocessors in conjunction with memory 720. In embodiments that employ memory 720, 

which may comprise one or several types of memory such as read-only memory (ROM), 

random-access memory, cache memory, flash memory devices, optical storage devices, etc. , 

the memory stores program code that, when executed by the one or more for carrying out one 

or more microprocessors, carries out the techniques described herein. 

25 In one or more embodiments, the device 700 also comprises one or more 

communication interfaces 730. The one or more communication interfaces 730 include various 

components (not shown) for sending and receiving data and control signals. More particularly, 

the interface(s) 730 include a transmitter that is configured to use known signal processing 

techniques, typically according to one or more standards, and is configured to condition a signal 

30 for transmission (e.g ., over the air via one or more antennas) . Similarly, the interface(s) 730 

include a receiver that is configured to convert signals received (e.g ., via the antenna(s)) into 

digital samples for processing by the one or more processing circuits 710. 

Figure 14 illustrates additional details of the device 800 according to one or more other 

embodiments. The device 800 is configured, e.g. , via functional means or units 840-850, to 

35 implement the processing in Figure 10 for decoding signaling from a network node indicating 

which precoders in a codebook are restricted from being used. The device 800 in some 

embodiments for example includes a receiving means or unit 840 for receiving the signaling 

from the network node. The device 800 further includes a decoding means or unit 850 for 
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decoding the signaling as jointly restricting precoders in each of one or more groups of 

precoders. 

In at least some embodiments, the device 800 comprises one or more processing 

circuits 810 configured to implement this processing, such as by implementing functional means 

5 or units 840-850. In one embodiment, for example, the device's processing circuit(s) 810 

implement functional means or units 840-850 as respective circuits (similarly to that described 

above, e.g., in conjunction with memory 820). In one or more embodiments, the device 800 also 

comprises one or more communication interfaces 830. 

Those skilled in the art will also appreciate that embodiments herein further include 

10 corresponding computer programs. 

A computer program comprises instructions which, when executed on at least one 

processor of the network node or the wireless communication device, cause node or device to 

carry out any of the respective processing described above. Embodiments further include a 

carrier containing such a computer program. This carrier may comprise one of an electronic 

15 signal , optical signal, radio signal , or computer readable storage medium. 

A computer program in this regard may comprise one or more code modules 

corresponding to the means or units described above. 

General Embodiments 

In a first embodiment, a UE is able to receive messages in order to turn individual 

20 codewords on/off. The following holds for the set of possible messages: 

25 

At least one of these messages, which correspond to a certain configuration out of the 

2AN possible configurations, is represented by less than N bits. 

The message will contain information to define on/off for each individual codeword in the 

entire codebook. 

Each message is uniquely decodable to the UE and will correspond to one of the 2AN 

possible configurations. 

In a second embodiment, the UE of the first embodiment is configured such that 

codebook subset restriction is done on beam precoders. 

In a third embodiment, the UE of the first embodiment is configured such that codebook 

30 subset restriction is configured with full flexibility for a subset of precoders in the codebook, 

while codebook subset restriction is configured with a limited flexibility for other precoders in the 

codebook. 

In a fourth embodiment, the UE of the third embodiment is configured such that the set 

of precoders for which codebook subset restriction is configured with full flexibility is the set of 

35 precoders that may be equivalently expressed as a function of layer-specific beam precoders. 

In a fifth embodiment, the UE of the first embodiment is configured such that N = N_H

N_ V from the Kronecker structure. 
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In a sixth embodiment, the UE of any of the first through the fifth embodiments is 

configured such that the information used to design the set of messages consists of information 

about angular intervals which are likely to be restricted . 

In a seventh embodiment, the UE of the first embodiment is configured such that only a 

5 subset of the 2AN possible configurations may be configured. 

In an eighth embodiment, the UE of the first embodiment is configured such that at least 

one of the messages, which corresponds to a certain configuration out of the 2AN possible 

configurations, is represented more than N bits. 

In a ninth embodiment, the UE of the first embodiment is configured such that the set of 

10 messages are designed using information about the likelihood of certain configurations being 

chosen . 

15 

In a tenth embodiment, the UE of the first embodiment is configured such that the 

information about the likelihood of certain configurations being chosen is only an implicit 

assumption of the likelihoods. 

In an eleventh embodiment, the UE of the first embodiment is configured such that a set 

of angles specifies the configuration. 
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CLAIMS 

What is claimed is: 

1. A method implemented by a network node (10) for signaling to a wireless 

communication device (14) which precoders in a codebook are restricted from being used, the 

5 method characterized by: 

10 

15 

20 

25 

30 

2. 

generating (210) codebook subset restriction signaling that, for each of one or more 

groups of precoders, jointly restricts the precoders in the group by restricting a 

certain component that the precoders in the group have in common; and 

sending (220) the generated signaling from the network node (10) to the wireless 

communication device (14) . 

A method implemented by a wireless communication device (14) for decoding signaling 

from a network node (10) indicating which precoders in a codebook are restricted from being 

used, the method characterized by: 

receiving (400) codebook subset restriction signaling that, for each of one or more 

groups of precoders, jointly restricts the precoders in the group by restricting a 

certain component that the precoders in the group have in common; and 

decoding (410) the received signaling as jointly restricting precoders in each of the one 

or more groups of precoders. 

3. The method of any of claims 1-2, wherein the codebook subset restriction signaling is 

rank-agnostic signaling that jointly restricts the precoders in a group without regard to the 

precoders' transmission rank. 

4. The method of any of claims 1-3, wherein the certain component comprises a beam 

precoder. 

5. The method of any of claims 1-4, wherein a precoder comprising one or more beam 

precoders is restricted if at least one of its one or more beam precoders is restricted . 

6. The method of any of claims 4-5, wherein a beam precoder is a Kronecker product of 

different beamforming vectors associated with different dimensions of a multi-dimensional 

antenna array. 

35 7. The method of claim 6 , wherein the different beamforming vectors comprise Discrete 

Fourier Transform (OFT) vectors. 
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8. The method of any of claims 4-7, wherein a beam precoder is a beamforming vector 

used to transmit on a particular layer of a multi-layer transmission, wherein different scaled 

versions of that beamforming vector are transmitted on different polarizations; 

9. The method of any of claims 4-7, wherein a beam precoder is a beamforming vector 

used to transmit on: 

10. 

multiple different layers of a multi-layer transmission; 

multiple different layers of a multi-layer transmission, wherein the layers are sent on 

orthogonal polarizations; or 

a particular layer and on a particular polarization. 

The method of any of claims 1-9, wherein the codebook subset restriction signaling 

comprises a bitmap, with different bits in the bitmap respectively dedicated to indicating whether 

or not different beam precoders are restricted from being used. 

11. The method of any of claims 1-9, wherein a beam precoder is a Kronecker product of 

first and second beamforming vectors with first and second indices, wherein the first and second 

beamforming vectors are associated with different dimensions of a multi-dimensional antenna 

array, and wherein the codebook subset restriction signaling jointly restricts the precoders in a 

20 group of precoders that have the same pair of values for the first and second indices. 

12. The method of any of claims 1-3, wherein each precoder comprises one or more beam 

precoders, wherein each beam precoder comprises multiple different components 

corresponding to different dimensions of a multi-dimensional antenna array, and wherein said 

25 certain component comprises a component of a beam precoder. 

13. The method of any of claims 1-12, wherein the codebook subset restriction signaling 

jointly restricts the precoders in a group of precoders that transmit at least in part towards a 

certain angular pointing direction, by restricting a certain component which has that angular 

30 pointing direction. 

35 

14. A method implemented by a network node (10) for signaling to a wireless 

communication device (14) which precoders in a codebook are restricted from being used, the 

method characterized by: 

for each of one or more groups of precoders in the codebook: 

identifying (110) one or more reference configurations for the group, wherein 

each reference configuration is one of different possible configurations 
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that restrict different subgroups of precoders in the group from being 

used; 

identifying (120), from the different possible configurations for the group, an 

actual configuration to be signaled for the group; and 

generating (130) signaling to indicate the actual configuration for the group, by 

generating the signaling as a bit pattern whose length depends on (i) 

whether the actual configuration matches one of the one or more 

reference configurations and/or (ii) which reference configuration the 

actual configuration matches; and 

sending (160) the generated signaling to the wireless communication device (14). 

A method implemented by a wireless communication device (14) for decoding signaling 

from a network node (10) indicating which precoders in a codebook are restricted from being 

used, the method characterized by: 

15 receiving (300) signaling from the network node (10). 

20 

25 

16. 

for each of one or more groups of precoders in the codebook: 

identifying (320) one or more reference configurations for the group, wherein 

each reference configuration is one of different possible configurations 

that restrict different subgroups of precoders in the group from being 

used; 

identifying (320) a bit pattern defined for signaling each reference configuration, 

and a length of that bit pattern ; and 

detecting (330) an actual configuration signaled for the group, by detecting in the 

signaling a bit pattern whose length depends on (i) whether the actual 

configuration matches one of the one or more reference configurations 

and/or (ii) which reference configuration the actual configuration matches. 

The method of any of claims 14-15, wherein the signaling is a short bit pattern when the 

actual configuration matches any one of the one or more reference configurations and is a long 

30 bit pattern when the actual configuration does not match any of the one or more reference 

configurations, wherein a long bit pattern has more bits than a short bit pattern. 

17. The method of claim 16, wherein the one or more reference configurations for at least 

one of the one or more groups comprise a single reference configuration, and wherein different 

35 long bit patterns are respectively defined for signaling different configurations other than the 

single reference configuration. 
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18. The method of any of claims 16-17, wherein a long bit pattern defined for signaling the 

actual configuration for the group comprises: 

a non-reference bit pattern defined for signaling that the actual configuration does not 

match a reference configuration for the group; and 

a bitmap comprising different bits respectively dedicated to indicating whether different 

precoders in the group are restricted from being used. 

19. The method of any of claims 14-15, wherein the one or more reference configurations for 

at least one of the one or more groups comprise multiple reference configurations, and wherein, 

10 when the actual configuration matches a particular one of the multiple reference configurations, 

the signaling is a bit pattern whose length is shorter than that of a bit pattern generated when 

the actual configuration matches a different one of the multiple reference configurations. 

20. The method of any of claims 14-19, wherein the one or more reference configurations for 

15 a group each have an actual or assumed higher probability of being signaled than any other 

possible configuration that is not one of the one or more reference configurations. 

21. The method of any of claims 14-19, wherein the method is performed for multiple 

different groups that respectively include different portions of the precoders in the codebook, 

20 wherein the signaling indicates the actual configurations for the groups in a defined order, 

wherein the one or more reference configurations for each group comprises a single reference 

configuration, and wherein the single reference configuration for any given group is the actual 

configuration, if any, signaled immediately before that of the given group. 

25 22. The method of any of claims 14-21, wherein the codebook is a Kronecker codebook 

defined for a multi-dimensional antenna array and comprises different precoders indexed by 

different possible values of a single index parameter, wherein the different possible values of 

the single index parameter are divided into different clusters of consecutively ordered values, 

and wherein precoders in different ones of the one or more groups are respectively indexed by 

30 the different clusters of consecutively ordered values. 

23. The method of any of claims 14-21, wherein the codebook is a Kronecker codebook 

defined for a multi-dimensional antenna array and comprises different precoders indexed by 

different pairs of possible values for a first-dimension index parameter and a second-dimension 

35 index parameter, and wherein precoders in each of the one or more groups are indexed by pairs 

that have the same value for either the first-dimension index parameter or the second

dimension index parameter. 
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24. A network node (10, 600) for signaling to a wireless communication device (14, 800) 

which precoders in a codebook are restricted from being used, the network node (10, 600) 

configured to: 

25. 

generate codebook subset restriction signaling that, for each of one or more groups of 

precoders, jointly restricts the precoders in the group by restricting a certain 

component that the precoders in the group have in common; and 

send the generated signaling from the network node (10, 600) to the wireless 

communication device (14, 800). 

The network node of claim 24, configured to perform the method of any of claims 3-13. 

26. A network node (10, 600) for signaling to a wireless communication device (14, 800) 

which precoders in a codebook are restricted from being used, the network node (10, 600) 

characterized by: 

15 a generating module (640) for generating codebook subset restriction signaling that, for 

20 

25 

30 

27. 

each of one or more groups of precoders, jointly restricts the precoders in the 

group by restricting a certain component that the precoders in the group have in 

common; and 

a sending module (650) for sending the generated signaling from the network node (10, 

600) to the wireless communication device (14, 800). 

A wireless communication device (14, 800) for decoding signaling from a network node 

(10, 600) indicating which precoders in a codebook are restricted from being used, the wireless 

communication device (14, 800) configured to: 

receive codebook subset restriction signaling that, for each of one or more groups of 

precoders, jointly restricts the precoders in the group by restricting a certain 

component that the precoders in the group have in common; and 

decode the received signaling as jointly restricting precoders in each of the one or more 

groups of precoders. 

28. The wireless communication device of claim 27, configured to perform the method of any 

of claims 3-13. 

29. A wireless communication device (14, 800) for decoding signaling from a network node 

35 (10, 600) indicating which precoders in a codebook are restricted from being used, the wireless 

communication device (14, 800) characterized by: 

a receiving module (840) for receiving codebook subset restriction signaling that, for 

each of one or more groups of precoders, jointly restricts the precoders in the 
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group by restricting a certain component that the precoders in the group have in 

common; and 

a decoding module (850) for decoding the received signaling as jointly restricting 

precoders in each of the one or more groups of precoders. 

30. A network node (10, 500) for signaling to a wireless communication device which 

precoders in a codebook are restricted from being used, the network node (10, 500) configured 

to: 

31. 

32. 

for each of one or more groups of precoders in the codebook: 

identify one or more reference configurations for the group, wherein each 

reference configuration is one of different possible configurations that 

restrict different subgroups of precoders in the group from being used; 

identify, from the different possible configurations for the group, an actual 

configuration to be signaled for the group; and 

generate signaling to indicate the actual configuration for the group, by 

generating the signaling as a bit pattern whose length depends on (i) 

whether the actual configuration matches one of the one or more 

reference configurations and/or (ii) which reference configuration the 

actual configuration matches; and 

send the generated signaling to the wireless communication device. 

The network node of claim 30, configured to perform the method of any of claims 16-23. 

A network node (10, 500) for signaling to a wireless communication device (14, 700) 

25 which precoders in a codebook are restricted from being used, the network node (10, 500) 

characterized by: 

30 

35 

for each of one or more groups of precoders in the codebook: 

a reference configuration identifying module (540) for identifying one or more 

reference configurations for the group, wherein each reference 

configuration is one of different possible configurations that restrict 

different subgroups of precoders in the group from being used; 

an actual configuration identifying module (550) for identifying, from the different 

possible configurations for the group, an actual configuration to be 

signaled for the group; and 

a generating module (560) for generating signaling to indicate the actual 

configuration for the group, by generating the signaling as a bit pattern 

whose length depends on (i) whether the actual configuration matches 
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one of the one or more reference configurations and/or (ii) which 

reference configuration the actual configuration matches; and 

a sending module (570) for sending the generated signaling to the wireless 

communication device (14, 700). 

33. The network node of claim 32, configured to perform the method of any of claims 16-23. 

34. A wireless communication device (14, 700) for decoding signaling from a network node 

(10, 500) indicating which precoders in a codebook are restricted from being used, the wireless 

10 communication device (14, 700) configured to: 

15 

20 

25 

30 

35 

receive signaling from the network node (10, 500). 

for each of one or more groups of precoders in the codebook: 

identify one or more reference configurations for the group, wherein each 

reference configuration is one of different possible configurations that 

restrict different subgroups of precoders in the group from being used; 

identify a bit pattern defined for signaling each reference configuration, and a 

length of that bit pattern; and 

detect an actual configuration signaled for the group, by detecting in the signaling 

a bit pattern whose length depends on (i) whether the actual configuration 

matches one of the one or more reference configurations and/or (ii) which 

reference configuration the actual configuration matches. 

35. The wireless communication device of claim 34, configured to perform the method of any 

of claims 16-23. 

36. A wireless communication device (14, 700) for decoding signaling from a network node 

(10, 500) indicating which precoders in a codebook are restricted from being used, the wireless 

communication device characterized by: 

a receiving module (740) for receiving signaling from the network node (10, 500). 

for each of one or more groups of precoders in the codebook: 

an identifying module (750) for identifying one or more reference configurations 

for the group, wherein each reference configuration is one of different 

possible configurations that restrict different subgroups of precoders in 

the group from being used; and for identifying a bit pattern defined for 

signaling each reference configuration, and a length of that bit pattern; 

and 

a detecting module (760) for detecting an actual configuration signaled for the 

group, by detecting in the signaling a bit pattern whose length depends on 

37 
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(i) whether the actual configuration matches one of the one or more 

reference configurations and/or (ii) which reference configuration the 

actual configuration matches. 

5 37. A computer program comprising instructions which, when executed by at least one 

processor of a node (10, 14), causes the node (10, 14) to carry out the method of any of 

embodiments 1-23. 

38. A carrier containing the computer program of embodiment 37, wherein the carrier is one 

10 of an electronic signal, optical signal , radio signal, or computer readable storage medium. 

38 
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1. With regard to the language, this report is based on 

121 the international application in the language in which it was filed 

• a translation of the international application into , which is the language 
of a translation furnished for the purposes of: 

• international search (under Rules 12.3(a) and 23.1 (b)) 
• publication of the international application (under Rule 12.4(a)) 

International application No. 
PCT/SE2016i050009 

• international preliminary examination (under Rules 55.2(a) and/or 55.3(a) and (b)) 

2. With regard to the elements* of the international application, this report is based on (replacement sheets which 
have been furnished to the receiving Office in response to an invitation under Article 14 are referred to in this 
report as "originally filed" and are not annexed to this report): 

Description, Pages 

1-30 

Claims, Numbers 

1-20 

Drawings, Sheets 

as originally filed 

filed with the letter of 

1 /14-14/14 as originally filed 

• a sequence listing - see Supplemental Box Relating to Sequence Listing . 

3. • The amendments have resulted in the cancellation of: 

• the description, pages 
• the claims, Nos. 
• the drawings, sheets/figs 
• the sequence listing (specify): 

28-12-2016 

4. • This report has been established as if (some of) the amendments annexed to this report and listed below 
had not been made, since either they are considered to go beyond the disclosure as filed, or they were 
not accompanied by a letter indicating the basis for the amendments in the application as filed, as 
indicated in the Supplemental Box (Rules 70.2(c) and (c-bis)): 

• the description, pages 
• the claims, Nos. 
• the drawings, sheets/figs 
• the sequence listing (specify): 

5. • This report has been established: 

• taking into account the rectification of an obvious mistake authorized by or notified to this Authority 
under Rule 91 (Rules 66 .1 (d-bis) and 70.2(e)) . 

• without taking into account the rectification of an obvious mistake authorized by or notified to this 
Authority under Rule 91 (Rules 66.4bis and 70.2(e)). 
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ON PATENTABILITY 

6. 12.1 With regard to top-up searches (Rules 66.1 ter and 70.2(f)): 

International application No. 
PCT/SE2016i050009 

12.1 A top-up search was carried out by this Authority on 12.01 .2017 (all discovered documents are 
listed in the Supplemental Box Relating to Top-up Search). 
• Additional relevant documents have been discovered during the top-up search . 

• No top-up search was carried out by this Authority because it would serve no useful purpose. 

7. • Supplementary international search report(s) from Authority(ies) has/tlave been received and taken into 
account in establishing this report (Rule 45bis.8(b) and (c)). 

* If item 4 applies, some or all of those sheets may be marked "superseded". 

Box No. V Reasoned statement under Article 35(2) with regard to novelty, inventive step or industrial 
applicability; citations and explanations supporting such statement 

1. Statement 

Novelty (N) Yes: 

No: 

Inventive step (IS) Yes: 

No: 

Industrial applicability (IA) Yes: 

No: 

2. Citations and explanations (Rule 70.7): 

see separate sheet 

Claims 

Claims 

Claims 

Claims 

Claims 

Claims 

Box No. VII Certain defects in the international application 

The following defects in the form or contents of the international application have been noted: 

see separate sheet 

Box No. VIII Certain observations on the international application 

The following observations on the clarity of the claims, description , and drawings or on the question whether the 
claims are fully supported by the description, are made: 

see separate sheet 
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Re Item v 

International application No. 

PCT/SE2016/050009 

Reasoned statement with regard to novelty, inventive step or industrial 
applicability; citations and explanations supporting such statement 

Reference is made to the following documents: 

D1 

D2 

US 2013/163687 A1 (JING MEIFANG [CN] ET AL) 27 June 2013 
(2013-06-27) 

US 2014/016549 A1 (NOVLAN THOMAS DAVID [US] ET AL) 16 
January 2014 (2014-01-16) 

1.1 The document D1 is regarded as being the prior art closest to the subject
matter of claim 1, and discloses (the references in parentheses applying to 
this document) 

A method implemented by a network node for signaling to a wireless 
communication device which precoders in a codebook are restricted from 
being used (paragraph [0022], "setting, information to identify the respective 
groups in the codebooks as restricted or unrestricted, into a codebook subset 
restriction option of higher-layer signalling."), the method characterized by: 

generating codebook subset restriction signaling that, for each of one or more 
groups of precoders, jointly restricts the precoders in the group by restricting 
a certain component that the precoders in the group have in common 
(paragraphs [0017]-[0019], "grouping per identical precoding matrix to take 
identical precoding matrixes in the codebooks as a group; grouping per same 
beam direction to take precoding matrixes in the same beam direction in the 
codebooks as a group; and grouping per precoding matrix element to take 
precoding matrixes with identical precoding matrix elements in the codebooks 
as a group." and paragraph [0022] as above); and 

sending the generated signaling from the network node to the wireless 
communication device (paragraph [0024], "transmitting the higher-layer 
signalling to a UE to instruct the UE to report a Precoding Matrix lndicator(s), 
PM/, and/or a Rank Indicator, Rl(s), according to the codebook subset 
restriction option in the higher-layer signalling."). 
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International application No. 

PCT/SE2016/050009 

1.2 The subject-matter of claim 1 therefore differs from this known method in that 
claim 1 further discloses that 

a) the precoders are Kronecker product precoders; and 

b) the signaling is rank-agnostic so as to restrict precoders irrespective of 
their transmission rank. 

Therefore, claim 1 is novel (Article 33(2) PCT). 

1.3 This has the technical effect that codewords on specific elevation and 
azimuth directions can be restricted, and also that the amount of signaling 
can be reduced by restricting all precoders having a common component 
irrespective of their rank. 

1.4 The problem to be solved by the present invention may therefore be regarded 
as how to design the precoders and how to treat precoders of each rank. 

1.5 The solution to this problem proposed in claim 1 of the present application is 
considered to involve an inventive step (Article 33(3) PCT), for the following 
reasons: 

Beamforming vectors that can be written as a Kronecker product of different 
beamforming vectors associated with different dimensions are well
established (see, e.g. paragraph [0042] of document D2). A person skilled in 
the art would therefore combine the teachings of document D1 with D2 and 
would arrive to feature a) . 

However, although Document D1 discloses (paragraph [0038]) that the 
codebooks at respective ranks can have the same or different grouping rules, 
the disclosed embodiments disclose grouping within each rank and there is 
no teaching in document D1 that would indicate restricting precoders in a 
rank-agnostic way, namely restrict all precoders with a common component 
irrespective of their rank. 

Thus, a person skilled in the art would not arrive to feature b) in combination 
with the features disclosed in document D1 and feature a). Therefore, the 
subject-matter of claim 1 is also inventive (Article 33(3) PCT). 

In conclusion, claim 1 meets the requirements of the PCT with respect to 
novelty and inventive step. 

1.6 The same reasoning applies mutatis mutandis to the subject-matter of the 
corresponding claims 2, 13, 15, 16, 18 and 19. Therefore, notwithstanding the 
clarity objections in Item VIII, claims 2, 13, 15, 16, 18 and 19 also meet the 
requirements the PCT with respect to novelty and inventive step. 

Form PCT/Separate SheeV409 (Sheet 2) (EPO-April 2005) 
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International application No. 

PCT/SE2016/050009 

1. 7 Claims 3-12, 14, 17 and 20 are dependent on claims 1 , 13, 1 6 and 19 and as 
such also meet the requirements of the PCT with respect to novelty and 
inventive step. 

Re Item VII 

Certain defects in the international application 

1 The application does not meet the requirements of Rule 5 .1 (a)(ii) PCT, 
because document 01 is not identified in the description and the relevant 
background art disclosed therein is not discussed. 

Re Item VIII 

Certain observations on the international application 

1 The application does not meet the requirements of Article 6 PCT, because 
claims 3-10, 11, 13, 15, 16, 18 and 20 are not clear. In particular: 

1.1 Claim 3 defines a "beam precoder''. Use of the term in the claim without 
defining it renders the scope of protection of the claim unclear. This objection 
might have been overcome if "beam precoder'' had been defined as e.g. in 
page 16 lines 13-14 of the description or as in claim 5 or 8. 

1.2 The same clarity objection applies to claims 4, 9, 10 and 11. 

1.3 Claim 4 defines restricting a precoder comprising one or more beam 
precoders if at least one of its one or more beam precoders is restricted. On 
the other hand, claim 1 defines restricting the precoders in one or more 
groups of precoders. It is therefore unclear if claim 4 defines restricting a 
group of precoders comprising one or more beam precoders or if it defines 
restricting one precoder which comprises beam precoders and which may 
also belong to the group. In the latter case, it appears that this is not 
consistent with claim 1, as claim 1 defines restricting the precoders in a 
group. 

1.4 Claim 7 defines a beam precoder and is dependent on claim 5, which 
provides a different definition for a beam precoder. Therefore, claims 5, 6 and 
7 are not consistent. 

Form PCT/Separate Sheet/409 (Sheet 3) (EPO-April 2005) 
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1.5 The same clarity objection holds for claim 8. 

International application No. 

PCT/SE2016/050009 

1.6 Claim 9 is dependent on claims 1-8 and defines signaling to indicate whether 
or not different beam precoders are restricted. However, a certain component 
being a beam precoder is defined in claim 3. This renders the scope of 
protection of claim 9 unclear. 

1.7 The same objection applies to claim 11. 

1.8 Claim 10 which defines a beam precoder and restricts codebook subset 
restriction depends on claim 1. However, the certain component comprising a 
beam precoder is defined in claim 2. This renders the scope of claim 10 
unclear. 

1.9 Moreover, claim 10 is not consistent with claims 7 and 8. 

1.1 0 Although claims 13 and 15 have been drafted as separate independent 
claims, they appear to relate effectively to the same subject-matter and to 
differ from each other only with regard to the definition of the subject-matter 
for which protection is sought and/or in respect of the terminology used for the 
features of that subject-matter. The aforementioned claims therefore lack 
conciseness and as such do not meet the requirements of Article 6 PCT. 

1.11 The same clarity objection also applies to claims 16 and 18. 

1.12 Claim 20 defines a carrier containing a computer program. It is not clear how 
a carrier for a computer program can be a signal, as such a carrier is not 
disclosed in the application and it would not be obvious to the person skilled 
in the art how to use a computer program contained in a signal to perform the 
methods disclosed in the application. 
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ERICSSON Date Reference (Document No) 

2016-12-28 P45698 W01 
Your Date Your Reference 

Attending to this matter 

Hannes Nordmark +46107165788 European Patent Office 

80298 Munich 
GERMANY 

Via CMS (epoline Case Management System) 

Response to Written Opinion pursuant to Article 34 PCT 

Application Number: 
Application Date: 
Applicant: 
Our Reference: 

Enclosure(s): 
Claims: 

PCT/SE2016/050009 
2016-01-11 
Telefonaktiebolaget LM Ericsson (publ) 
P45698 WO1 

Substitute claims number 1-20 
Marked up claim amendments for information purpose 

Dear Sirs, 
In response to the Written Opinion of , Applicant hereby submits the following comments and 
enclosed amendments pursuant to Article 34 PCT. 

Amendments and Support 

The claims have been amended to specify that the codebook has a Kronecker structure. Support 
can be found at least in on page 15 lines 19-20, describing an embodiment where the CSR 
signaling limits precoders which are Kronecker product precoders. 

The claims have been further limited to specify that the signaling, indicating the component to be 
restricted, is rank-agnostic so as to restrict precoders irrespective of their transmission rank. 
Support can at least be found on page 15, lines 23-24. 

Claims corresponding to, as defined by the examiner, group 2 has been removed. 

Certain Observations on the international application 

The claims are clear under Art 6 PCT because the preamble of the independent claims defines that 
the signaling relates to which precoders in a codebook that are restricted from being used. This is 
already in line with what the examiner is proposing to make the claim clear. 

Novelty 
The present invention is based on an insight that using a Kronecker codebook enables the use of a 
rank-agnostic CSR signaling which effectively reduces the number of bits required for restricting 
the use of precoders in a UE. 

Ericsson AB 

Patent Unit Kista RAN 1 

Torshamnsgatan 23 

SE-164 80 Stockholm 

SWEDEN 

Tel : + 46 10 719 0000 

Fax: +46 10 717 5695 

VAT:SE556056625801 

Reg No: 556056-6258 www.ericsson.com 
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D1, US 20130163687 A 1, discusses different ways of grouping a codebook and sets off by stating 
the grouping of matrixes in the codebook is done at the respective rank. 

(0011] grouping precnding matrixes in cndebooks at 
respective ranks with N antenna ports respectively, where Nis 
a natural mnnber; and 

The rest of the summery are examples for grouping at each rank, which is further emphasized in 

(0013] Preferably grouping the precoding matrixes in the 
codebooks at respective .ranks respectively includes any one 

and lastly in 

of::. 

(0020] Particularly the codebooks at different ranks can be 
grouped in the same or different ways. 

D1 is thus concerned with the idea of grouping per transmission rank according to different options. 

D1 also silent with respect to the precoders being Kronecker product precoders. 

The subject-matter of the independent claims are thus novel. 

Inventive step 
The subject-matter of claim 1 differs from D1 in that the precoders being Kronecker product 
precoders and that the signaling is rank-agnostic so as to restrict precoders irrespective of their 
transmission rank. 

The subject-matter of claim 1 differs at least from D2 (US 20140016549 A 1) in that the - for each of 
one or more groups of precoders, jointly restricts the precoders in the group by restricting a certain 
component that the precoders in the group have in common, wherein the signaling is rank-agnostic 
so as to restrict precoders irrespective of their transmission rank; and 

The objective technical problem starting from D2 is to reduce signaling associated with codebook 
subset restriction. 

There is nothing in D2 either explaining or suggesting that a solution for reducing CSR is to restrict 
a certain component of the codebook so as to restrict the precoders irrespective of their 
transmission rank. 

Accordingly, there is nothing that would lead a person skilled in the art to a solution falling within 
the scope of claim 1. 

D1 teaches grouping precoders per rank and thus also fails to teach the use of a certain 
component of the codebook so as to restrict the precoders irrespective of their transmission rank. 

2 (3) 
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A person skilled in the art would therefore not arrive at a solution falling within the scope of claim 1, 
and claim 1 thus involves an inventive step. 

The same reasoning is applicable for the other independent claims as well. 

Summary 

The claims are considered to fulfill the requirements on conciseness, support by the description, 
novelty, and inventive step. A positive International Preliminary Examination Report is therefore 
expected. 

Should the Examiner have any questions that may be favorably discussed over the telephone or 
deems further minor amendments to be needed before issuance of a positive IPRP, you are 
welcome to contact the case responsible patent engineer/patent attorney, Hannes Nordmark on 
+46107165788. 

Hannes Nordmark 
European Patent Attorney 
Association No: 643 

3 (3) 
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CLAIMS 

What is claimed is: 

1. A method implemented by a network node (1 0) for signaling to a wireless 

5 communication device (14) which precoders in a codebook are restricted from being used, the 

method characterized by: 

10 

15 

20 

25 

generating (210) codebook subset restriction signal ing that, for each of one or more 

groups of precoders, jointly restricts the precoders in the group by restricting a 

certain component that the precoders in the group have in common. and wherein 

the precoders are Kronecker product precoders and wherein the signaling is 

rank-agnostic so as to restrict precoders Irrespective of their transmission rank ; 

and 

sending (220) the generated signaling from the network node (1 O) to the wireless 

communication device (1 4). 

2. A method implemented by a wireless communication device (14) for decoding signaling 

from a network node (10) indicating which precoders in a codebook are restricted from being 

used, the method characterized by: 

receiv ing (400) codebook subset restriction signaling that, for each of one or more 

groups of precoders, jointly restricts the precode rs in the group by restricting a 

certain component that the precoders in the group have in common, and wherein 

the precoders are Kronecker product precoders and wherein the signaling js 

rank-agnostic so as to restrict precoders irrespective of their transmjssion rank: 

and 

decoding (410) the received signaling as jointly restricting precoders in each of the one 

or more groups of precoders. 

. 

____ T_h_e_m_ e_th_o_d_ o_f _a_n~ o_f_c_la_i_m_s_ 1~--•~w_h_e_re_i_n_t_he_ c_e_rt_ai_·n_ c_o_m~----~--------~~ :,~~e:!~ ;~b!:tr:S~~~i~~1s;:a~~~tr;1:n~:!g:;1~~i; ~~~ing 

pre coder. that jointly restricts the precoders In a group without regard to 

30 

35 

4 . isin one or more beam 

precoders is restricted if at least one of its one or more beam precoders is restricted. 

The method of an of claims -4 wherein a beam recoder is a Kronecker roduct of 

different beamforming vectors associated with different dimensions of a multi-dimensional 

antenna array. 

31 

\ the precodef'S' transmissKln rank.11 

\ ! ,>-------------------De~ed: 3 

~,>-oe_ 1e_t_ed_ :_5 _______________ -< 
De~ed: 4 
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CLAIMS

Whatis claimedis:

if A method implemented by a network node (10) for signaling to a wireless

communication device (14) which precoders in a codebook are restricted fram being used, the

method characterized by:

generating (210) codebook subset restriction signaling that, for each of one or more

groups of precoders.jointly restricts the precoders in the group by restricting a

certain component that the precoders in the group have in common, and wherein

the precoders are Kronecker product precoders and wherein the signaling is

fank-agnostic so as to restrict precoders Irrespective of their transmission rank:
and

sending (220) the generated signaling from the network node (10) to the wireless

communication device (14),

2, A method implemented by a wireless communication device (14) for decoding signaling

fram a network node (10) indicating which precoders in a codebook are restricted from being

used, the method characterized by:

receiving (400) codebook subsetrestriction signaling that, for each of one or more

groups of precoders, jointly restricts the precoders in the group by restricting a

certain component that the precodersin the group have in common, and wherein

the preceders are Kronecker product precoders and whereinthe sianaling is
fank-agnostic so as t strict precoders irrespective of their transmission rank;

 

and

decoding (410) the received signaling as jointly restricting precoders in each of the one

or More groups of precaders.

8.__Themethodofanyofclaims 1.2. wherein the certain component comprises a beam
precoder.

A. The method of any of claims 1.3, wherein a precoder comprising one or more beam

precodersis restricted if at least one of its one or more beam precodersis restricted.

é._Themethod ofany ofclaims3-4, wherein a beamprecoder is a Kronecker productof

different beamforming vectors associated with different dimensions of a multi-dimensional

antenna array.

a1

Deleted: 3. The method of any of claims 1-2, wherein the
codebook subset restriction signaling 1S rank-agnostic signaling
that jointly restricts the precoders ina group without regard to
ihe precoders’ transmission rank.4]
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2_. __ T~h=e~m=e=th~o~d~o=f =cl=a=im~ • .a-,_w~h=e=r~e=in~ th=e~ d_if~fe~r~e=n=t~be~ am= f=o=rm= in~g~ v=e=c~to=r=s~c~o~m~p~r=is=e~ D~i=sc~r~e~te~--- .... ~ oe~ed: 7 

---.._ De~ed: 6 Fourier Transform (OFT) vectors 

z. The method of any of claims ~;§ wherein a beam orecoder is a beamforminQ vector 

used to transmit on a particular layer of a multi-layer transmission, wherein different scaled 

versions of that beamforming vector are transmitted on different polarizations; 

/ Deleted: 8 

z;,,1 Deleted: • 

Deleted: 7 

Deleted: 9 

/ Deleted:. 

f,-. __ T~h=e~m=e=th~o~d~o=f =a~n~y=o~f=c~la=i~m~s~~-·.15_.~w~h=e=r=e=in~ a~be==a=m= o=,r=e=c=o=d=e=r=is~a=b=e=a=m=fo=r=m=i~nQ~v=e=c=to=r--~ l,>-oe- ~_ ed_ : _s ______________ _ 

used to transmit on: // Deleted: , , 

multiple different layers of a multi-layer transmission; 

multiple different layers of a multi-layer transmission, wherein the layers are sent on 

orthogonal polarizations; or 

a particular layer and on a particular polarization. 

ij:' Deleted: 9 n :~~: :2 -~' B1,c---------------------< ff ii~ Deleted: 13 

~ iltI Deleted: 12 

~-
l/1 ·1fi~ Deleted: 14, A method implemented by a netwolk node (10) 
j · ~~ to r signaling to a wireless commun1cat1on device ( 14) which 

The method of any of claims 1 ·f, wherein the codebook subset restriction signaling __J : -~,;. p,ecoders in a -•book.,. reS1dcled lrom beins vsed. the 
1 ,:' f ~1 meU"IOd charactenzed by:11 

comprises a bitmap with different bits in the bitmap respectively dedicated to indicating whether i df! lor each 01 one or more grovps of precoders in lhe code.book:1 • f: ff _r1 Identifying (1 10) one or more referer,ce configurations for the 

d ff be d ed f · d I ~ 1r g:roup, wherein each reference configuration is one of different 
or not I erent am preco ers are restrict rom being use . I ~t possible conllgurailons Iha, reS1rict dlfferen1 subgroups 01 

~ --~ {t p,ecoders in the group from being used,11 

I
, f\•I den1itying 1120), from the dilferenl possib le conllguralions for 

,10. The method of any of claims 1 ~ . wherein a beam precoder is a Kronecker product of . 1H) :,ed~roup, an actual conhgurat,on '0 
be s,gnaled tor the group; 

. , • , • . • • ~1,_,1 gener~ting (130) signaling to indicate the actual configuration 
first and second beamform,ng vectors with first and second indices, wherein the hrst and second 

1
1 t, for ihegroup, by generating the signaling 0 6 a bn pattern 
b ~ I whot1e length d epends o n (i~ whether the ae1ual conhguration 

beamforming vectors are associated with different dimensions of a multi-dimensional antenna 

array, and wherein the codebook subset restriction signaling jointl y restricts the precoders in a 

group of precoders that have the same pair of values for the first and second indices. 

..1.1: The metl!od of any of claims 1.:~ wherein each pr~ce>_d!!I_Eomprises one O! m...9_re_beam 

precoders, wherein each beam precoder comprises multiple different components 

corresponding to different dimensions of a multi-dimensional antenna array, and wherein said 

certain component comprises a component of a beam precoder. 

.jg. The method of any of claims 1 ·.11, wherein the codebook subset restriction signaling 

jointly restricts the precoders in a group of precoders that transmit at least in part towards a 

certain angular pointing direction, by restricting a certain component which has that angular 

pointing direction. 

liJ , matches one of the ooe or more reference configura1ions 
~ 11 : and/or (1i) whch refe rence configura1ion the actual 

~! J 1 • conhgura Iio n matches; and11 I V sending ( 160) 1he gener3te<S signaling to 1he wireless f ti ~ommunication device (14).1 

fi X f 1~. A method implementecl by a wireless communi-cation 
~- JI device ( 14) for d&cochng signaling fr<>m a network node (1 O) _J f 1 Indicating whteh pr·eooders in a oodebOOk are restncted from 

1
1 T being used, the method chSfacterized by:11 I receiving (300) signaling from Ihe ne,wort< node (10).1 

, 1• fo, each ot one or more groups of precoders in the codebook:1 
~. identifying (320) one or more reference configu rations for the 
, I group, wherein each refer'ence configuration is onec of different 

/

'I : possible configura1ions that res:tric:I. diffeteot subgroups ot J precoders in the group from bemg uaed;11 
1 identifying (320) a bit panem defined for signaling each ! I reference configurabo n, and a length ol that bit pattern; and11 

1\· / deteebng (330) an actual configurabon signaled tor the group, 
1 ~ by detec:tin,g in the signaling a bit pattern whose length 

I ::~~=so~:~!::~~~:~~ee ~~f~:u::~su~~~~~r~t:~~hone of 
I r"eference conflguratJon the actu.al conftguratloo matches.11 

f. ~6. The method of any of claims 14- 15, wherein the signaling 
I is a short bit pattern when the actual condigurat«>n matches 

11 any one of the one or more reference configurations and is a 

j :OnJ o~~-=~~en o~';:;;r~h~e;;::~:'~i~~!~i~:.e;h~~e:S~ch 
--J-3~. -~A~n~e=tw=o~rk==n~o~d~e~(1=0=·~6=0~0~l =fo=r_s~i~g~n~a~li~n~g,_t~o~a~w=ir=e~le=s=s~co=m=m=u~n~ic=a=t~io=n~d=e~v~ic~e~~(~1~4~, =8~0=0~) ___ 1 long bn pattern has more bits than a shon txt pattern. 1 

which precoders in a codebook are restricted from being used, the network node (1 o, 600) 

configured to: 

32 

, 
17. The method of c:l~im 16, whetein the one o r more 
reference configurabons tor at least one ol the one or more 
groups comprise a single reference configuration. and wherein 
ctrfferen1 long bit panerns are respectively def ine<I for signaling 
different conhgurations other than the single refetence 
conhguratlon.1 C 
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B. The methodof claim5, wherein the different beamforming vectorscompriseDiscrete _~—| Daleted: 7

 

 
Fourier Transtorm (DFT) vectors,

£.___ The method ofanyofclaims3;5, wherein a beam precoderis a beamformingvector ty
used to transmit on a particular layer of a multi-layer transmission, wherein different scaled

versions of that beamforming vector are transmitted on different polarizations;  
 

Deleted: 10

B. Themethodof any of claims 3-5, wherein a beamprecoder is abeamformingvector [DeleteSSCSC~—~—~SCSa  
used to transmit on: (Deleted: a

multiple different layers of a multi-layer transmission: j Daigtad? 2
multiple different layers of a multi-layer transmission, wherein the layers are sent on ieeoe

orthogonal polarizations; or

a particular layer and on a particular polarization.
Deleted: 14. A method implemented by & network node (10)
for signaling to a wireless communication device (14) which
precoders in a codebook are restricted rom being used, the

|| method charactenzed fy]
for each of ene or more groupe of preceders in the codebook.@
Identifying (110) on@ or more reference configurations tar the
group, wherein each reference configuration is one of different
possible confiqurations thal resine! diferent subgroups ol
precoders in [he group from being used:4]
identifying (120), from the diferent possible configurations for
whe group. an actual configuration to be signaled tor the grou:
and]

7 “ 4 ‘ a a . erating (730) signaling to ndicate the actual configuratian
first and second beamforming vectors with first and second indices, wherein the first and second i {| a the oe hs erctsing the signaling as a bit shel

whose length depends on (i) whether the actual configuration
matches one of the one ar more felerence configurations
andor (i) which reference configuration the actual
configuration matches: andi]
sending (160) the generated signaling to the wireless
communication device (141.9

2 The method of any of claims 1:8, wherein the codebook subsetrestrictionsignaling

comprises a bitmap, with different bits in the bitmap respectively dedicated to indicating whether

or not different beam precoders are restricted from being used.

20. The method ofanyofclaims 1,8,wherein a beam precoderis a Kronecker product of

 
beamforming vectors are associated with different dimensions of a multi-dimensional antenna

array, and wherein the codebook subsetrestriction signaling jointly restricts the precoders in a

group of precoders that have the same pair of values for the first and second indices.  
13, A method implemented by a wireless communication
device (14) for decoding signaling from a network node (10)

di. The method of any of claims 1-2, wherein each precoder comprises one or more beam | [1|theicating which precoders ina codebook are resircied from. a i being used, the methed characterized by]
precoders, wherein each beam precoder comprises multiple different components i | teceiving (300) signaling from the network rode (10).4]I foreach of one or mare groups of preceders in the codebook -@

corresponding to differant dimensions of a multi-dimensional antenna array, and wherein said | | identifying (320) one or more reference configurations tar the
| group, wherein each reference configuration is one of differant

certain component comprises a component of a beam precoder, (jj,|possible configurations thal restrict different subgreups ofprecoders in the group trom being used]
ri identifying (320) a bt patie defined for signaling each
Ii reference configuration, and 5 length of that bit pattern; and]

5 =14 i detecting (330) an actual contiguration signaled for the group.
2. The methodof any ofclaims 1,11, wherein the codebook subset restriction signaling |_| Pyetecting in the svgnaling @ bit pattem whose length| depends on (|) wheather the actual configuration matches one ol
jointly restricts the precoders in a group of precoders thattransmit at least in part towards a he ank wy wised velefehontoniigurations andtortiiwhich
certain angularpainting direction, by restricting a certain component which has that angular amie Sarralata iy aieibal PebiinOsten eatenAbr gu 7 . 16. The method of any of claims 14-15, wherein the signaling
pointing direction. | ig a shert bel pallern when the actual configuraten maichesany one of the one or more reference configurations and is a

long bit patterns when the actual configuration does not match
any of the one onmaorerelerance configurations, wherein a

13. Anetwork node(10, 600)forsignaling toa wirelesscommunication device (14,800) 4 jong bit pattern has more bits than 3 short kt pattern
which precoders in a codebook are restricted from being used, the network node (10, 600) 4. The method of claim 16, wherein the one or more| reference confiqurahons lor at least one of the one of more
configured to: groupe comprise a single reference configuration, and whereindifferent long bit patterns are respectively defined for signaling

different configurations other than the single reference
configurationF" |
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14. 

,15. 

generate codebook subset restriction signaling that, for each of one or more groups of 

preooders, jointly restricts the precoders in the group by restricting a certain 

component that the precoders in the group have in common, and wherein the 
precoders are Kronecker product precoders and wherein the signaling is rank

agnostic so as to restrict precoders irrespective of their transmission rank; and 

send the generated signaling from the network node (10, 600) to the wireless 

communication device (1 4, 800). 

The network node of claim 13 confiaured to =rform the method of anv of claims 3 -12. 

A network node (1 0, 600) for signalina to a wireless communication device /14 8001 

which precoders 1n a codebook are restricted from be,ng used, the network node (10 , 600) 

characterized by: 

a generating module (640) for generating codebook subset restriction signaling that, for 

each of one or more groups of precoders, jointly restricts the precoders in the 

group by restricting a certain component that the precoders in the group have in 

common. and wherein the precoders are Kronecker product precoders and 

wherein the signaling is rank-agnostic so as to restrict precoders irrespective of 

their transmission rank ; and 

a sending module (650) for sending the generated signaling from the network node (10, 

600) to the wireless communication device (1 4 , 800). 

.:_..-_:.,. Deleted: 25 

------ Deleted: 24 

°" Deleted: 13 

Deleted: 26 

.1§. A wireless communication device (1 4, 800) for decoding s~gnaling from a network node ...-------..10e_ 1et_ ed_:_2_, ______________ _, 
(10, 600) indicating which precoders in a codebook are restricted from being used, the wireless 

25 communication device (14, 800) configured to: 

30 

receive codebook subset restriction signaling that, for each of one or more groups of 

preooders, jointly restricts the precoders in the group by restricting a certain 

component that the precoders in the group have in common, and wherein the 

precoders are Kronecker product precoders and wherein the signaling Is rank-

agnostic so as to restrict precoders Irrespective of their transmission rank ; and 

decode the received signaling as jointly restr icting precoders in each of the one or more 

groups of precoders. 

JL The wireless communication device of claim .;J 6, colJ![gured to erform the method of any_::::.:_~ Deleted: 2e 

of claims 3·..,1-=2.,_._________________________________ ,_, 0e_ 1et_ ed_,_2_, ______________ _ 
.. Deleted: 13 .__ _________________ _, 
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(10, 600) indicating which precoders in a codebook are restricted from being used, the wireless 

communication device (14, 800) charac1erized by: 

a receiving module (840) for receiving codebook subset restriction signaling that, for 

each of one or more groups of precoders, jointly restricts the precoders in the 

group by restricting a certain component that the precoders in the gro up have in 

common and wherein the precoders are Kronecker product precoders and 

wherein the signaling is rank-agnostic so as to restrict precoders irrespective of 

their transmission rank; and 

a decoding module (850) for decoding the received signaling as jointly restricting 

precoders in each of the one or more groups of precoders. 

jjz. A computer program comprising instructions which, when executed by at least one 

I 
I 
! 
! 
I 
I 

I 
I 
/ 

I proces.sor of a node (10, 14), causes the node (10, 14) to carry out the method of any of ! 

embodiments 1-..,1=·--------------------------------~\ ,, 
n 

20. A carrier containing the computer program of embodiment_19, wherein the carrier is one I! ""'"-- -'-'-===-===="-"=====-"'===========~==:.:.:..===='-"'==-,, 
of an electronic signal, optical signal, radio signal , or computer readable storage medium. •/,1 
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Deleted:. 
30. A networ'k node ( 1 O. 500) for signaling to a wireless 
communication device w hich precodera in a codebook are 
reslricted from being used, the network node ( 10, 500) 
configured to:t 
for each of one or more groups of p<eco4ers in the codebook:1 
idenlity one or more reference configurations for the group , 
wherein eaeh reference coNlguratlon is one o f drfferent 
possible configvra1ions that restric1 ditteren1 subgroups o1 
precoders in the group from being used:11 
lden1.d'y. h'om the different possi,,le contlguratlons tof the group. 
an actual conf~uration to b e signaJed for 1he grovp; anc:111 
generale signaling to indicate the actual configuration for the 
g.roup, by generating the signaling as a bit pattern whose 
length dependa on (i) whelher the actual configuration matches 
one o f the 0t1e or more reference contiguratK>ns and/or(• ) 
which reference confl9uration the actval config,,.1tation 
matches, and1 
send the generated signaling to the wireless communication 
device,1 
1 
31. The network node ot cialm 30. conhgured to perform the 
method o1 any o1 claims 16-23 11 
1 
32. A network node ( 1 o. 500) tof slgnahng to a wireless 
communica1ion device (14. 700) which precoders in a 
cooebook afe restricted from being used. the MtYIOrk node 
( 1 O. 500) characterized by:11 
for each of one or more groups of precoders in the codebook:1 
a reference oonfiguration identifying module (540) for 
identifying one or more reference configurations 104' the group, 
wherein each reference contiguro110n is one o f drfferent 
possible configurations that res1ric:I dittereot svbgroups; ot 
preooders in the group from being used:11 
an aetval oonhgvration identifying module (550) lor iden4itying, 
lrom the dilterent possible eonhgurahons tor the group, o.n 
actval configurat,on to be signaled for the group, and1 
a generating: modvle (560) fo r generabng signaling to indicate 
the actual oonhgv ration for the group . by generallng the 
slgnahng as a bit pa.ttetn whose length dopends on (I) whether 
the actual configuration matches one of the one or more 
reference conflgufabons and/or (II) which refere~e 
conhguratlon the actual configuration matches; andt 
a sending module (570) tor send ing the generated signaling to 
the wireless communlcatt0n device ( 14. 700) .1 
1 
33. The necwork node ol d aim 32, configvred to perform the 
method of at1y of claims 1 6-23. 11 
1 
34. A wireless communication device ( 14, 700) tor decoding 
signaling from a ne-,work node (10, SOO) indicating which 
preooders in a codebook are restricce<f from being used. the 
wire les.-s communication device (14. 700) configured to:11 
receive signaling from the network node ( 10 , 500).11 
for each ot one or more groups of precoders in the oodebodct 
identify one or more reference contlgurat.ons for the group. 
wherein each reference configuration is one o f different 
p:>ssibJe configurations that res1ric1 different subgroups ot 
precoders In the g,ovp troan being used,11 
identify a bit pattern defined for signaling each reference 
configuration, and a length of that bit pattern: andt 
detee.t an ac1ual conhguration signaled tor the group, by 
detecting in the signaling a bit pattern whose Sength depends 
on (i) whether the actual configuration matches one o f the one 
or mor& reference configurations and/or (II) whk:h relerence 
configuration the actual configvration matches 11 

'1 1 
W1 35. The wnetes.s comm unication device of claim 34, 

34 

~/j conf igured to perform the method of any o f claims 16-23.11 
, 1 C 
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CLAIMS 

What is claimed is: 

1. A method implemented by a network node (10) for signaling to a wireless 

5 communication device (14) which precoders in a codebook are restricted from being used, the 

method characterized by: 

10 

15 

20 

25 

30 

generating (210) codebook subset restriction signaling that, for each of one or more 

groups of precoders, jointly restricts the precoders in the group by restricting a 

certain component that the precoders in the group have in common, and wherein 

the precoders are Kronecker product precoders and wherein the signaling is 

rank-agnostic so as to restrict precoders irrespective of their transmission rank; 

and 

sending (220) the generated signaling from the network node (10) to the wireless 

communication device (14). 

2. A method implemented by a wireless communication device (14) for decoding signaling 

from a network node (10) indicating which precoders in a codebook are restricted from being 

used, the method characterized by: 

receiving (400) codebook subset restriction signaling that, for each of one or more 

groups of precoders, jointly restricts the precoders in the group by restricting a 

certain component that the precoders in the group have in common, and wherein 

the precoders are Kronecker product precoders and wherein the signaling is 

rank-agnostic so as to restrict precoders irrespective of their transmission rank; 

and 

decoding (410) the received signaling as jointly restricting precoders in each of the one 

or more groups of precoders. 

3. The method of any of claims 1-2, wherein the certain component comprises a beam 

precoder. 

4. The method of any of claims 1-3, wherein a precoder comprising one or more beam 

precoders is restricted if at least one of its one or more beam precoders is restricted. 

5. The method of any of claims 3-4, wherein a beam precoder is a Kronecker product of 

35 different beamforming vectors associated with different dimensions of a multi-dimensional 

antenna array. 

31 
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6. The method of claim 5, wherein the different beamforming vectors comprise Discrete 

Fourier Transform (OFT) vectors. 

7. The method of any of claims 3-6, wherein a beam precoder is a beamforming vector 

5 used to transmit on a particular layer of a multi-layer transmission, wherein different scaled 

versions of that beamforming vector are transmitted on different polarizations; 

10 

15 

8. The method of any of claims 3-6, wherein a beam precoder is a beamforming vector 

used to transmit on: 

9. 

multiple different layers of a multi-layer transmission; 

multiple different layers of a multi-layer transmission, wherein the layers are sent on 

orthogonal polarizations; or 

a particular layer and on a particular polarization. 

The method of any of claims 1-8, wherein the codebook subset restriction signaling 

comprises a bitmap, with different bits in the bitmap respectively dedicated to indicating whether 

or not different beam precoders are restricted from being used. 

10. The method of any of claims 1-8, wherein a beam precoder is a Kronecker product of 

20 first and second beamforming vectors with first and second indices, wherein the first and second 

beamforming vectors are associated with different dimensions of a multi-dimensional antenna 

array, and wherein the codebook subset restriction signaling jointly restricts the precoders in a 

group of precoders that have the same pair of values for the first and second indices. 

25 

30 

35 

11 . The method of any of claims 1-2, wherein each precoder comprises one or more beam 

precoders, wherein each beam precoder comprises multiple different components 

corresponding to different dimensions of a multi-dimensional antenna array, and wherein said 

certain component comprises a component of a beam precoder. 

12. The method of any of claims 1-11, wherein the codebook subset restriction signaling 

jointly restricts the precoders in a group of precoders that transmit at least in part towards a 

certain angular pointing direction, by restricting a certain component which has that angular 

pointing direction. 

13. A network node (10, 600) for signaling to a wireless communication device (14, 800) 

which precoders in a codebook are restricted from being used, the network node (10, 600) 

configured to: 
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generate codebook subset restriction signaling that, for each of one or more groups of 

precoders, jointly restricts the precoders in the group by restricting a certain 

component that the precoders in the group have in common, and wherein the 

precoders are Kronecker product precoders and wherein the signaling is rank

agnostic so as to restrict precoders irrespective of their transmission rank; and 

send the generated signaling from the network node (10, 600) to the wireless 

communication device (14, 800). 

14. The network node of claim 13, configured to perform the method of any of claims 3-12. 

15. A network node (10, 600) for signaling to a wireless communication device (14, 800) 

which precoders in a codebook are restricted from being used, the network node (10, 600) 

characterized by: 

a generating module (640) for generating codebook subset restriction signaling that, for 

each of one or more groups of precoders, jointly restricts the precoders in the 

group by restricting a certain component that the precoders in the group have in 

common, and wherein the precoders are Kronecker product precoders and 

wherein the signaling is rank-agnostic so as to restrict precoders irrespective of 

their transmission rank; and 

a sending module (650) for sending the generated signaling from the network node (10, 

600) to the wireless communication device (14, 800). 

16. A wireless communication device (14, 800) for decoding signaling from a network node 

(10, 600) indicating which precoders in a codebook are restricted from being used, the wireless 

25 communication device (14, 800) configured to: 

30 

receive codebook subset restriction signaling that, for each of one or more groups of 

precoders, jointly restricts the precoders in the group by restricting a certain 

component that the precoders in the group have in common, and wherein the 

precoders are Kronecker product precoders and wherein the signaling is rank-

agnostic so as to restrict precoders irrespective of their transmission rank; and 

decode the received signaling as jointly restricting precoders in each of the one or more 

groups of precoders. 

17. The wireless communication device of claim 16, configured to perform the method of any 

35 of claims 3-12. 
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18. A wireless communication device (14, 800) for decoding signaling from a network node 

(10, 600) indicating which precoders in a codebook are restricted from being used, the wireless 

communication device (14, 800) characterized by: 

a receiving module (840) for receiving codebook subset restriction signaling that, for 

each of one or more groups of precoders, jointly restricts the precoders in the 

group by restricting a certain component that the precoders in the group have in 

common, and wherein the precoders are Kronecker product precoders and 

wherein the signaling is rank-agnostic so as to restrict precoders irrespective of 

their transmission rank; and 

a decoding module (850) for decoding the received signaling as jointly restricting 

precoders in each of the one or more groups of precoders. 

19. A computer program comprising instructions which, when executed by at least one 

15 processor of a node (10, 14), causes the node (10, 14) to carry out the method of any of 

embodiments 1-12. 

20 

20. A carrier containing the computer program of embodiment 19, wherein the carrier is one 

of an electronic signal, optical signal, radio signal, or computer readable storage medium. 
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is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to 
process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested 
information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may 
result in termination of proceedings or abandonment of the application or expiration of the patent. 

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses: 

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of Information Act 
(5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records from this system of records may be disclosed to the 
Department of Justice to determine whether the Freedom of Information Act requires disclosure of these record s. 

2. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence to a 
court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of settlement 
negotiations. 

3. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a 
request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance from the 
Member with respect to the subject matter of the record. 

4. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need for 
the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the 
requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m). 

5. A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records 
may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant 
to the Patent Cooperation Treaty. 

6. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of 
National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)). 

7. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or 
his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's responsibility to 
recommend improvements in records management practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 
2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this 
purpose, and any other relevant (i .e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make 
determinations about individuals. 

8. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of 
the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151 . Further, a record 
may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record was filed in 
an application which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is 
referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued patent. 

9. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law 
enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation. 
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CHAPTER 3 

ASYMPTOTIC EQUIPARTITIO.N 
PROPERTY 

In information theory, t.he an{llog of the law of htrge n~tnbe.rs is the 
as.ym_ptot.ic equipartition property (AEP). lt is a cHreci c~msequence 
of the weak la\V cif latge. numbers. The kiWr of forge m,h1bers: states 
that for independent, identioully distributed (j.1.d.) random variables, 
i 1:;;1.,,1 X1 i:; dose to its expected value EX for large value-Sc of n, 
Tire A __ EP -states tha,t 1. log (x x' x , is close lo the entroJjY H, where 

I, p l ~ ,.2, ... .. lt, 

X l • X1• , . . , .X ,, .ate. U.d. random. variables a.nd p(Xr, X 1 , , .. . , x;,). is the 
prnbabi11ty of observin_g: the sequence X 1 ,. Xi, .. , . X "' Thu-s. iht;: proba-
bility p(X1 , X2, .. ,, X,1) ,assigned to an observed sequence wiH ~ clo~ 
to 2-nH_ . 

Thics enables us h) divide the set of all sequences .into two sets,. the 
typ/rnl set, where. the (,ample en:anpy i$ close to the tn.1e. entro.py. an<l the 
nontypical set~ wi1id1 1,ontains th~ Qther sequen~~s. Most of our attentfon 
wili be on the typical sequ.ences. Any property ihat is proved' fw the typical 
sequences wi.i'I then he true \>v·Rh high probability aml will detennine the 
fw~r4ge ~befiayiqr. of ,a l_arge ~mpJe. 

Pi.r~. an example. Let the nrndom var1ab.le X -E {O, l.l have u probability 
mass fu.ncHo~ defined hv 11.( l) = p and p(O) = q. lf X1, X2, . . ,, X,. are . ~ . . 

l.id. acconling. to p(x.), fhe p.r\Jtrn.bilHy trf a se.quence xi, x2, .,. ,--"n is 
rI-7,,,d'ftt(" .Fo.!' ~xan:iplc, the probability of the ~--quence (1.0, l, l,O, 1}_ 
1s p"'l_-_ ~1q '•·--'£ x, = p 4q 2, Clearly, it is not: true thijt all 2" seque:nGes of 
lengfh n have the sa1ne probability. 

~fo\.vever, we mi_ght be. abte t.o predict. the probahil1t:y 0f the sequence 
that we ac.tually qbsenie. We ask for the probability p(X1, -X2, .. . . , X11 ) ol' 
the Ol:\~Comes Xi, X:! , . , • , X,r. wile.re )f 1 • X2, . .. arc i. i.d. ·~ p-(x ). Thhds 
insidiously .:self-reforentiul, but well defined noneth-eless. Apparently, we 
are a~king for th~ probability of" an event drawn according t-o the san~ 

£{une11rs tJf ln/<1)~l(Mio11 Tlitary, -Suo_,ui Editi-QII-. Bj• Thoma~ M. C;wer znd foy A. Thomm, 
CopyriSht @ 200{} 10h11 Wi!t,y & s~~ii,s, .foe. 
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(REE CHAPTER 3

ASYMPTOTIC EQUIPARTITION
PROPERTY

 

In information theory, the analog of the law of large numbers is the
asymptolic equipartilion property (AEP). lt is a direct consequence
of the weak law of kirge numbers. The faw of large numbers states
that for independent, identically distributed (1.i.d.) random variables,
‘ ay Xt iS Close “ fs expected value EX for large values of x.The AEP states that +; log wR—s is Close lo the entropy AH, where
Mo My ene A Oe |,ia. mandant variables se pPUXy, Xa, .-..X%_) is theprobability of abserving the sequence NX), Xz,...,X%q. Thus, the proba-
bility p(X), Xo,...,X,) assigned to an Asequence will be close
to 2-74,

This enables ws to divide the set of all sequences into two sets, the
apical yet, wherethe sample entropy is close to the true entropy, and the
nontypical set, which contains the other sequences. Most of our attention
will be on the typical sequences. Any property that 1s provedfor the typical
sequences will then be true with high probability and will determine the
average behavior. of a large sample.

First, an example. Let the randomvariable X © (0, 1) have a probability
mass function defined by p{l) = p and p{Q) = g. If Xy. X2,...,X_ are

ao according to p(x), the probability of a sequence xj, 73,...,%, 18= PMO!Bor wane, the probability of the sequence (1,0, 1,17,0. 1):$e ighLX 2 p*g? Clearty, it is not tre that all 2” sequences of
length wr hice the same, probability.

However, we might be able to predict the probability of the sequence
that we actually observe. We ask forthe probabilty p(X). Xa, ....X_) of
the outcomes X), Mo.....X_, where My. Xo,,.. am iid. ~ pc}. This is
itisidiously self-referential, but well defined nonetheless, Apparently, we
are asking for the probability of an event drawn according to the same

Elements af Information Theary Second Ediden, By Thomas M. Cover and Joy A, Thomas
Copyright @ 2006 lohn Wiley & Sons, [ae

a7
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.58 ASVMPTOTlCEQ'lJI.PARTITiON PROPIRH 

probability drstrihutio:n, Here it tµrn_s -oul' that p(X 1• X2, . • . , X,I) .is close 
to 2-,m with. high_ ptt)b.ability. · · · · · 

We summarize this by saying, «AfnHn,t aH events are almo~i equ.a.Uy 
s.urp1isitig!' This is. a w.ay of saying thai-. · 

Pr ·1' (X X x· ). · p·(X· v X ) ····· 2•--n(H ;i:t)} ~ J · · · • '• l ~ 2'1 4 .;, ~ , · )I • ~ l f ./ \. :! ., .. ~ • ? · if _..,_ · . ·, .-v,, . (3J) 

ff X,, X2, .. . ,Xn ure. U.d. "'- p(x). . 
In the. example j_u~t give11, where p(Xt, X 2, ... , X,;_) ."t::; ;,r.xiq11·-'£ x;, 

\Ve are simply saying that the- n~m1be.r of l's in the sequence. is close 
to np (with high p.rohability)., a11d all such sequences h,we (roughli) the 
same prob-ability i--1tu(.;,}_ We tise the lde,a of convergence io probabi tit)\ 
defined as follow$: 

Definition (Convergence -qf nmrlom t-•ariob1e$), Given a sequence of 
random. variables, Xi, X 2,, . • , ~'e say. t:hni the s1,.."{}t1ence X 1 , X 2, , .. con~ 
verge5 tµ a ra.ndom variable X : 

l. hi probab.ilft)i if for every !, > 0, Pr{IX" -- X I > i}. - • 0 
:i. In fliean sqi1.ctrc1 if .£( X1, - - X)2 - • 0 
3. With pro.babilJty .J (:also. called almost su'rel;y) ff Pr{H.m11 ..... (X) X.11 = 

X} ::.-:. I 

1 ,1 ASYMPTOTIC EQUIPA~TfflON PttOPERTY'ltttO'R:l:,M 

The. Mymph,tic e.qti.ipa1t.Hioti pf:ope.11.y- is fornutlii:ed' in t-he ·following 
lhctuem. 

Tli'eorem 3~·1'.1 · , {AEP-) . If X1, Xi, •. , -<rr<1 iJd, ~ p(,"'-), then 

_ .!._ logp(X1.X1_, , .. ,X,.J··• . H{X) 
n 

iti probability .. (3.2) 

P.to<,f: Runcit'rorr.s of indepemlent t tHtrltnn variable,s q.re ;ll so indepfjndent 
rnnd.(fm. variables. Thtis, sfocc ~he Xi are· i..i.d,, so _arc ktg p(Xt)- Hence~ 
by the weak faw 1W large ntnnhe-r!;, 

I. . . . iE ...... 
- ·-log,p(X1.X:z.~ .. . ,X,,) ::::: -- ·_.·_ lng p(Xt) 

ff • 
"i 

-~ ·- £ 10.g p(X) 

=- H(X), 

in probitbiJity 1:t4) 

(lS) 

0 
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.J.1 ..\SYMPTOTI~ EQUIPARTITION PROPERTY THEOREM 59 

Definition The typical set Ai11r with respec, to p(x) TiHhe set of se
quences (.q , ,;tt, .. . , ,t;..) E. Xii with. the property 

r1!UHX}#) ·. ( _ . . } ,,,. -,--- ll'(H(x>-·l.J - · :S P ,~ I , -"<.2 ., • · • , -\11 ... ~ "- • (3;6) 

As a conseqµence of the AEP. we can show that the set A¥') has the 
following properties: 

Theorem 3.,1.i 

L If (x1 , x2 , . ... . x,i) E A i.n} . tlum H (X) - <' 5 -*1o.g p(,Tr, .. ti, . .. ? 

x,!) :'f H(X).+ e. 
2, Pr[ Ai,i) ) > l - E Joni sufficiently large. 
3. ! Ai"')I ~ 2nW(XJ'+~), whe.rr. IA! denot£rs lht• m1mbet of elements in tlte 

Sf!l- A. . 

4. !Af'' I ~ ( l - lf)2nW(Xi-- <) for n sufficiently ku-ge. 

Thus, t.hc typical set has prnbahil.ity nearly I. aU e lt-m:ients of the typical 
set are ne~tly ciJ.uiprob.uble, and the number o.f elcrneot-s in the t~' pica.l s-e.t 
is !\eatly z_nH . 

Proof: The proof of property ( ]) is inmiediate from the definition of 
A~11

) .• The second property fol1ows. direclly from Theore,n 3.1 . 1, siuce th.e 
probability of the event (X 1, X2, ... ,, Xn) (;' A~") tends to l as n -? oo, 
' fhus, 'for any S :.> O. t'h~ire ex.fats an no such that for atl n ?: no, we have 

. {I 1 1 }' f r._, -;l~~p~~·,,, X2,, --, Xn) .--H(X) j <<i > l - 8, (3,7) 

:Setting 8 = € 1 we obtain the second part of the tiieo.rem. The 1dentitication 
of 8 <C:. E will conveniently ~implify notation later, 

To prove property. (3), we write 

'I = I: p (_.~) 
~!'.,\' " 

~~E.A)/1'1 

> "\'-.. ✓-'((i.f(X)+E} ~- ~ -

(3.8) 

(3.9} 

(3.10) 

(3.11 ) 
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60 ASYMPTOTIC EQUIPARlTf ION PIWPHffY 

where the second inequality follows from (3.6)- .Hence 

... \ 
1 -· E < Pr{ A~n-'} 

< > 2··-1r(U(X) - d 
L...I 

vdiere the second •inequality foUow.s. from (3.6). Hence, 

3.2 CONSEQt.JENCES Of THE AEP; DATA COMPRESSlON 

(3, l 3) 

(J, !4) 

(3.16) 

0 

Let X1, X2, , , , , X1) be indepe.n.dent, identkally distributed random vari
ables drawn fnJtn. th~ prQbijbiJity nrn.ss fonction p{x)- We wish to find 
short .descrlpti<H¼S for such sequences .of ra.m:lom variables. We divide all 
st>tp.tences in Nn .into twQ sets: •the typictal sel Af1J and its completnem, 
as shcr1.vn in Figure 3. L 

--- Non--typical s~t 

1ypicalse1 

A~'>!: 2r-{H + • l e!em~nts 



,U CONSfQUEI-KES Of THE Alf>; DATA COMP-RfSSION 61 

--.. Non -typlcs! set 
Deoorlp!i<>:t n log l-t'I t 2 ni1s 

We order .tH clements· in c:;ch s~t aptording to- some order {e.g:.~ Jexi-
:cograph.ic order). Then we qrn. -re.p.~serit each sequence Qf A~•i} by givii1g 
the i;1dex o( the sequence in the set Since there ar.e ::s z1i(H4-~l sequences 
iu Ai~) 1 the i.odexing requires no-nmre than n(H + G) + l bhs; [The extra 
bit riiay be necessary because n(H + E.) mtw not be .an integer.] We-pre
fot all these sequen~es by ~1 0, givi0cg ~i tc,n1l length ()f $ n(H + f) +2 
bits to reprei;ent each sequence in A~•) (see figure 3,2.), Sitnihlrl.Y, we can 
fodex euc-h ~-eqHen¢¢ nodn At) b:y using not more than n log kt!+ 1 bits. 
Pre:fix1ng these indkes by l, we have a c_ode for ~ill the. sequencis in ,Y". 

Note the fo.llowing featu.res of the ,H)t1Ve coding scheme: 
... . ~ ·- ,', ':: ' : ·.. . 

• The code is oneAo-one and t:'1-asi ly decodable. The. initial bit ao.ts as 
a flag hit to if!<lica.te, Uw length o.f the codewi:mi lliat follows, 

,. We have used a brute-force e.nt.Jrneratiou pf the atypkat set .4~11
)( 

with.out t~king into acc-oont. the Jae[ that the number of.elements in 
Ai"11' is le-ss than the number of de,me.nts in A'". Stir_prisingl_y, th.is is 
good enough .l'o yield an ef:ficient description. 

• The Wpic~f sequcute,s have short de.scr-iptioiis uf length ~ n fl, 

We. use the nomlion .r1i to deno:1e a segue.nee .q , x1 ,,, . , ,,,11, .Let l(x'') 
be the length <.1f the code.word con-espon.ding to x". lf n is sufficiently 
large so thitt Pr{ A~11 lJ 2: l - €' •. the expected length of the c.odewwd _is 

£ ' '{(XII')'\ "\"''"\ ., N)l ( '"·} .f.:.-( . . } .:..--: L,_; fJ\X . _.:\ , 
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62 ASYMPTOHC fQVfPARTIT!ON PROPHHY 

(.118) 

'5"" p(xi1){n(H + d + 2) 
;r,_.,t 

~-ll~AYrl 

L p(x11){ttJog \Al+ 2} Cl 19) 

.,.ti€ A}~Y 

~· Pr { Ai?.l j (n(H eJ + 2} + Pr fAiM~'l (n logJ.:t'l 2) 

(3.20) 

5 n(H + €) + 01(1og V\l) 

= n(fl 

(3.21) 

(3,22) 

where f' = ( + t log IXl + ¾ can be made arbitrarily smaU by an appro-
priate choice off: followed by an appropriute dmice of ti. Hence we have 
proved the following theorem, 

Theorem 3,2.1 Ler X 11 be UA. . .._, p(x), Let r > {t Then there exf\·ts a 
code that nwps sequences .·e-' of length n into binary strings such tlwt the 
mapping ,:.,- one-to-one (and therefore invertible) and 

(3.23) 

fox n st{[ficieW(v large.. 

;t'htls, vie can tSpt½se"itt sequences X'1 using n fl(X} bits ,.·m th,i average. 

3,3 HIGH·PROBA81l1TY SETS AND THE TYPKAl SET 

Froni the definition o.f A.in), it is dear that A¥') is a fairly small set that 
contains nmst of the probability, But from the detlnition, it is not dear 
whether it is the smallest such >"eL We \vitl prove that the typical set has 
essentially the same munber of elements as the stmdlest set. to first order 
in the exponent 

Definition For each n ::::., 

with 
. , let st1 C ,-t•n be the smallest sd 

(3'-24) 
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Frequent Pattern Cotnpression:-A SigJ1ificanQe-Based 
Compression !Scheme for L2 Caches 

AlmrR A.hmddeen arn:l David.A, Wood 
C~1mput~~r Sdw1c,'cs D~1prot;i:iel'i!, tfaiv:ernity cir \Vi56<Hi~i11<~.-fadls@ 

f,afau, tfa·dd}@cs.wisc.edu 

Abstract 

\Vith the; widemni gap betwe.en. pt<lcessor and ni~niory spN:ds, tnenwry sy$.teJn (i{';s lgner!; -nm.y 
find cache compression beneficial to Increase, .cache capacity and teduce Bff--c:sbip brifalvddtl:L 

~fost••hurdwitre •torrtpression• aliWrithm.s-faH ••h1ti:i th~-dicti<mary-bm,ed .•cat;:igcii-y; -. wlrich• depend 
on building a dfotibnfoy and using ifa entries t6 encode repea.te-d darn vmuts, Sudi falgodtb.tns 

arci effe:ctiw in co1'.llJ.lTT!Ssl11g large data hlqck~ and tileK, Cache Hues, h:01.,vever, are. typically 

short CJ'Z-256 bytes), -,111d a. pet-.Jh1e dkt.ion~iy places a signifitaht 1)verh$ad that tin@; th.t 
cmnprn·ssibiHty nnd incre;ises de;xm-1pressh)tl faJency of su:ch algorithn1s,, For such 3ho:rLH1ws. 

sigi1ificanc{'.•h:ased·-c9Jnprossk111 •is .a;1. appe:4ting. a!ttrm1:llye, 

We propose ;ind evaluate a sfrnpfo sigrtificati,~l:'l•G~'led c-0:m.pn~ss:inn scheme'. tha( h~$ aJow corri

p:re~s:fon antl deco.i)ipressfon overhead, '.l'bfa ~"heme,.-Frequent Pattettl Coro.pre:Sslo11 (Ff'C) 
compresst~s i:n~livk!Mtl cad1e foJ<:s ·on. u \.V(>:rd.-t?y-,wotd bash by storing cofofoo11 wo:rd patterns 
:in a c.ompre:~sedfbrnntt acc'.otnpanied with an amm:ipriatt: J>refix. FM a M~hfh! cacht~ line, 
compression can f>C completed iri.Jhr~.e e;~ydes and defa.,thpressi,>rt in l'Nt: cycles,: a,{;s(imiug 12 
F04 gaw µdays per cycle, We propose n comprnssedcache design in whlch data is stored in a 

compwssed fonn iii the .L2 caches,. bi1t :mJ p 1i:<:-0n1prnssed ht the 1, f e:atbe~. t2 cache nmi11 are 
C<}111p:mssed to preddermined sizes thatnever m:cei.:-xl •thelrorlghmJ sh,1:~ t(i reduce decornJH{tS'· 

s.ioft overhead, This: siir\ple sdkrM p.r,>vide~ c:<,1upara:ble ecirnpres~lM rntii'.lj, to 1i1ore comp1-e.x 
scheme::; that huv:: higher cache hit fotencie:,, 

/1.s. semicondu;;.tor l~hm,Jogy c,itifinue~ tn improve, the ri:sh\g disparity faw.·w:en proces;;nr and memory w~ed 

in;,:.n:.i;;1n,g!y i'.lon1fo..it~s performance, Mod~rp process:<:!.r.s tis.~ twl? Qt111,ite}e.,~I$ of c,id1e mernork;, t• redtJce el'fi-t,~

!lve 1,.ierii.m'y I,tH~µ;::y arid bai:td'Nidth, Ef.ft.>;<,.'tlve,ly usfog tl~e limited oM::-1-,if! ,ache res9v.fres bec,;)nt~S fo;r~~~hl;;ly 

impr\rt,mt ns rnemo:ry lat(1n,~i~ -coTithn.ie lP-im:rease _ id;,1h,~ fr, pn'ltcl•=%iW speeds. Cich-~ . coqiptt'S,,fon Ji&. previously 

bee.ff prnpnsed to imp-row p,::rformmiee, since i;ornpr~sshig dat<i .stm:ed fo 01H.,hip e;--_;i.;l~il ii.icN;i,;es llieir effective, 

tapad!y, pot~iit\iiHy :tedt,~i:i:ig rt;iss~?>. 

dktlm~ary--ba:Sed s.olt~l.,;ir~ c(11i.WrN.si(i11 al;g<irHl1@; {e;,gc, LZ77 J321), S~ich fa:\rd~~•arn ,dfoifonaty-bused :schent,:~;;. 

dfpmd rn;ih1!y <HJ maint,\inhig a pcriblijckdictioi,ary and encoding words (or by!:¢~) that m:c*~h in thi:~ dictionary, 

,.vhJ.kJ;tetifog '-\'Oi:d:i {h)'ti~i,) rhattl.:i nqf nfatd1 in Jbek mlgr1;al fo:n:il \tith mi @pti;lprilit~~ pi:eijx, 

Schemt>;s i;i1di as th~ Bloc'k~R.efaril<··ni~I Cp1i:ip1b~k•11 \~·ltb I,,q1*ahead (~~f-L) 1.1s«1 irt tlle IB~J t.tXTtn~mm:y ¢<:'mi.• 

:presshm de1?etid on having long enQugb l ine~/paw,.i,; k1 In~rease tlie ()Verall fomp1es.,:::,io11 i:atio [14]. BRCL. pn'!Vlde,~ a 
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good cornpres~1bi) n1#1) Jm: tK-byte or longer bltl;;ks, H!l\ii'¢Y~r, c;1chelines 3n: 1ypic.:il!y mi.~h shor!er and BRC;t. 

does no! perfon:.n -+1 \'-'eltftj(slfarier lfoes. fo addition, .;lc;;:onrpryssion l.atencyis hig~, since the patalfol in1p-lcmertta0 

tion M BRCL ae<ZQOlpi~ses data at •a speedof8 bytcspe.r cycfo (26J, or$ cycles fora 6:1',byic ci2d1e tine, ThcX• 

t~•:fatcfu::on1pressfon. scheme flS)iries t,) tim-1rll:ess nwre. data with a small dktlon~r~- by aa&wing partial matcfit?s of 

ciat.t words ro dfotlonary ent:rk.s, :Frcqucnt-va:!u,e cache designs (29, 311 achieve better compression for c-ache lines by 

co-ntti'l!c.tilig a. single iii.~i61fary (!he Frcqttl:iliVV.3.lu¢ Cich~( f-VC) font.w ·Wb:Ok f~¢h¢. <,vp.tchj nd:¢3Se$ the ¢hill~¢ ,of 

a i-.ingl~ wor<l to be fott1H,l nnd con:ipress&L1'he5e designs ai-~- based on the obseryatiot! thai .<i· fe,w _cadw · vat~~.s are fre• 

qii¢i'!t <Ji'.!d th1.rs CM be c:oniprnssed to a fowenmnihef ~,f bits. H1>wev,~r, alarge FVCrequi~s ,in .increased decomprns• 

,;i.on latency due to lbe increased FVG ,wcess time. 

Signiikance~hased cotnpre:dmi is tmseffcm the obs.ervati1Ji1 that most data types (¢,g,, 3:Hfrt fo_tegets} C,1n be stored 

fa ;tfbver M.mb~r ofbits than the maxfrnum ~kwed. For e:qri,M~, sign-hife~fott;,ibJl fa a ~'lftlmontr implemented 

i~hhlqmi to .sfot'e snia!l ii1fogd:s (e.g., S-l>it} inti> 12-bil v,mrds, whil~ iilLthc i.nfotmafion ht the W()td fa stored in !ht 

lt!at;1,,~iwificiint fov,' bits; In <'.Ontrnst with•didfonary•b~,sc:d cmni;>tessio:n· s-cfo::n:ws, sigri1ficance.cbased· compre~ion··[9, 

ll, J2Jd(,e.i, not h1cUI a per-line dfotimmry~werhead. whkh :m.ike:s it mt-'fe suitable. fur the typicallx,sh0tt c.adie. lines. 

In addition, compresslm1 and d~:omptession hardwa.re fa fasterthandictionury-based en99<ling a1(d de1.xidiJ1g, Hows 

ever,• c:ornpres,ibititycan be ttgnffic;mt!y impairnd for hmg cache !foes., 

In this. dix:umcn.t1 i.;<,<e 1,Vopog a significance ,based cMWte$:sk;ti $¢Mme th,,rpnivide.-~ reMOn@le <:ompressihility tot 
the typically sht(t°t each¢ lh).c::S with a refa.tively l'f.!~t ha:h:lwMe e•illpre~sfon anq d:ecompress:/on (Se-don.3). This 

,chetile, !he frequt!n.t l!4itern Comptissi:&h (FPC) compresses. a cad1,dfae on a woHl--by-word bat.ii;, Pm ead1 word, 

FPC det®br -,vikth~.it falls ln.to -one ofthe patterns iliai c.an be stored i n a t,mafler mmiher of bits, nnd stores itfo " 

,;ompn~ssed form with an appm1rriate prefi:>L \Ve: dis.cuss t.f-ie imp fomentation of a hardw:u·c decompression pipt:li11e 

that decIHi1presses a· M-byte ca.,M line in five cycfos (Sectibi, 4), We eyaltiate mfa Mie1d~ and ~i>mi;iiire it. Wht,r;foer 

faardware cmnprel3sfon schetnes inSectfon 5. 

2 Related \Vodt 
Several .researthers used hru-dware-bm,cd compressl<nl w foctease effecth-e rt1en1ocy.site, redti¢e nwmory addtess and 
darn ban.:kvh-lth, and increase effoc1ive c:aclw site, 

UlM's Mwn.ory Compi-essioo, . I.BNI's 1VtxT1echMk1ty {2f.~J ettipfoys I'ehl-tim.~ 1nt,fo"-memory e1mtent<:-i:>tl)flressiqn 

ihnt ca.Itbe-u-sed to effe~ti:vely double ltll!tn,ifo mernory iapiidtf v,ith:oufa significa!)ta<ld~d cost. n was firstimple'. 

menfod in thc:Pfo-na;,;ie. cl:lipl'il51- a single•c-hip menwry <:-,mtrolkr. Fr..masze.k, d •aL fl3),. described tlk, design of a 

cbmpfo~;s:::cl ran)qm ,~-i:¢e,% niemwy (C.RA.!'.-1\ which formed the has.fa for the. me-rnoq, org~11:bm1:fon for the :..tXT 

:edmofo-gy, and ~fodieli ll:t~> •~!itna! lint~ si1-,e for such an m-gmtlzafo:m. Data in main mem•t)' is ,:mmprnssed usfog a 

hard ware paraUeH,*ii deiivativ~ of\hi:~t.empe.t,Ziv{CZ77) sequential algorithm t 32], This pittdkl al-gtJthnm, Para.Hd 

Bl.oc:k--Reforeritial C,1rnpt!$$:10ll with Dlrnctory Shadng, divides the fopm datablock (l KB in !\-1XT) into subJihxks 

(four 2..c-'16.J:,yte stih~t>kicks), and c:0copenitivdy Ct'\:nstructs -dk'ticmatfos while l~:)rtlpresi;lng aH M1b-sblod::s in patal!d 

[141, l\,t\:Ti.;;; shown 10 h,we .a negligible 11~rfo.":man:c.c pe1:1altf c•tn_p.rrect io startdard m:emorj,'. aM ,rteiliory contents 
fo1 n,any .ipp.H.c<Hfonil and wdj servet.f¢M be cqmpr¢ss~d hya factor oftwo to one [ l ]. 

2 
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OHm lfardw.3re Menmry Corr•p~"lsion lle..,lgns, Kjelso, etaL [.18}, <lemaii:st:rated that fomlware main memory 

compression is feasible. mxf w(irthwhHe. · They used the X-Match hai:dware compn$$krn ;;,lgorithm that mal:nia.ins a 
dfotiona.7 and rep!,wes each input data dement (who~,e she i$ !hto. M four bytes) with a idmrfor c;)de ii:t case C<f ,i 

wta1 or rmrtfal !natch whha dic:tformry en.try. Communication h.mdwidili is reduced by ··ctn:rg:>;:,,c-.foig" c<1che-to-mem

oryaddr .. ~ss strnamst 12} or dm.a stream, JHJ. Beifoii, eL aL {81, propqse a data compre:,sim1/decomp.resskm sdwim: w 

rndu<::<: :memilry \r,\l'fk l.n g@e,ra! putpo~e proce5MW 1,ystcms, Dau h stored imccrn:ipn:ssed in th.~ c•ache, and c<>rn· 

pre:,se.1 onJhe fly whe.n ttattsfene-dtn memory. f,,-fa1r1ti1)'.Jt,-t2che ttaf.flc ii; al.50 d1~1~Qn1pn•.ssed mttlfo fly.Theyuseda 

dlffetentiah.,;)nn:ires,;iotl schem.e destrihedin rn that is based ,on the assur1111tiontfa1.Lh l:s likely for data \N!.>fdKfo the 

same•c:.,iche .lfoe.·t<.l have·• s.ome•blts•in ton:in1on. Zh:ang•and Gupta •f 30}••l:ntrodtice•a•cfass of cornfoi>n--'prefix.and•nafuJw• 

data· transfon:nations•.for•.general-putpose progn,rns. that.cnmprcss.:n.bit•.a<ldresses. and integer ·wortls inw 15-bit.enti

ties, They irnpfom.c:nwd thei;eJran,;formaticum by augmenting six cl;,ta compression extension fDCX} instructions to 

the MlPSinslruc,tic,n set, 

that .~eknive ly compte,iwstZ cache. and tmm·mry blocks i.r t.1'1.ey c.afl lx,reduced to half their original si?.Jt; 

tive t()lllf)re-S:,;€<.d memory syst,~,:n {S(}MS} use a hardw,ue implementation of the X-R.L cornpte.ssfo:n algorithm fl RI.. a 
variant of the X-!l-fatd1 algorithm thtit give-s i:l special tteatrnentfornms of zeros:. They ptopt:ise &e\'eral tech.niquestn 

hide de,~ompr~Ssion.overhead, inc!udhtgparalle:Fdeeomp;"<:ssim1, sflective adaptive crnnpressfon for !)locks thatc;m 

be cornpressedto below a certain thrn1,ho1d, a,,""!d the use <:la cfo,~orn_pression tiufforto fut ac<:es.sed onLl misses inpar~ 

aHd with t1 acce,% .. Alm,. et at [2J, prow-se severnlirnpr,ovements on the X-RL redmique !l'mt c::!ptme common vaJ. 

different 

compr&.;,s!b2nty, ;h'ld they :.i:se a va.rfan:t of the LZ cQtn_pressi(m aig,irhhHi, l"\irnerene, et ,it T22J, n$.ed a sh,id(l-'✓ din~·· 

t~Hysdmme with ITlDre ;i.ddn:ss. ta@ t}m.'1 d;i,ta bfo~:l;;, tq hnprpV(~ upon LRU fepfocement. 

Frequent-Vatu.-:•Jfoscd Compn~sion. Yang and Giipta 1181 fo.rnd o~!t Jrnm ,m,ufalysis of the SPBCint9:5 hench

muks that a small nlimber of distinN. values occupy a large fraction <:>f memory aceesi, vatuc:s, This value loc:aJhy 

phem)Wt:!Wnenable<lthemto design ermrgy,effidem cathes en] and <law cornpreisi,t.'-d cad,eisf29]. hi their com

pressed cm,he design, each line in the t..l Gad,e can he either one unrnmpressed. fow ort:.<,'O lines compressed to at 

least I-mlftheir oflgfoa! sizes based on fr.eqtmnt vatues [29}, Zhang, etaL, dcslgMd a value-ceMdc data cacM desjgn 

called the frequent value (PVC) f31j, which is a small direct••mapped cache dedicated to holding frequc.nt 

bem;hmark valut~~, They sha\ved tha.t augm,~ntin,g a direct mapped cacht~ with a small frequent value cache can 

greatly rt~d11<:-.e the car.he mfas tat,:::. 

Sigui!kantt-lfascd Compressfon, fm1ens mld Park 112) make u:,i;,. of the fa<.:t l.hnt mitny a<l<lNss re.forenc:ts trnns

fon-c-d bet,,,e.en proce%or mid memory hav,~ re./li.irn:fant infonnatfon fo th,;dr high-order (most sl.gnifa,ant)pmti@~. 

They ,'.adit.d the:se foghorder hit, hi a group of dynmnica1ly a!fotated ba.~e 1eg:bli::.~r$ and mMy tra11.~fo;tt~d sml:'i!! re.gis, 

t.erindexesrather than the high-ordt:t addr.$:i& birn between tl'm pr,:,cesMir and nierrn>.ry, Cilrnct and Rnddph [l l] st<Ht: 

coimJmi:\ high-order hits fo address ,vm.:b in ;i table aud !rnnsfer <mly an index plus the lnw order b.i!s 
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tioiw. i;itw t!teit ~igl)lliQWil bytes \\•hi!e imtlntainl,ng, !i nvo bt"tfue~ ex.teni;io.n hi1s r.o rti,ilnti!in i.igniflca:tH: by~ posi:ion;s, 

';1ll11y u~e this n}ttli~tl to tt:uum: .dyrtanlic- powe1 cimsum.p(io11 Jn a p,~C$~Qr pipe}ine, ~i-~'tt and lyet U6l Stl).<.l1e<1 !l'l\;, 

eompr~.tsibllliy prnp«rtill/i. ofaddress· m~i dai,1 m11.1~fe.r.sim ~qnumm.fra! wor!<;foii~l,, <imi 1~µ.1-ll! 1ha:1 the :bigfM)rder bjt:r• 

tan be pr<!tlkted wl'th .high ac.c.i.mi..:y .in,a,:idrcss tnurnfe,s but with fos~ 1u~1:ur~y:for drita tnrnsfers .. 

3 F:reque.ut Pattern -Compression (f Pt) 

We pr-opese~.oomp(~'>SiPn <it'hem:e-t?1at !:mJl.d~ on sigojfi.cJi!l~b;i.,;erl:i."lm1pn:.';siun ~/'lbe..me-s (9;1 l, 121, h. i~ alst~ ba~e~! 

•Jt t~e 01:'.lt1l1'-Yati-011 tl);i;t ~omcr data paW:rni iwe frequ~ni and ltliti to1npr~s.~bl~ ro a fewer nunioeJ Qf hi.ts, ~ ll~a'ri1pie, 

many ism.ill• :vi:li..-..:: integers. ea11. be .smretl in 4, S <)f 16. li~ts,, hn Ill:!!' 1;1oi'mally stoied :in. a: fulf31,bit' word {or 6,H,Hs: for 

64:1>.it ~hi.ie~t\lrt.~). 't!\~j:; whie$ are freqiiep.t en-G.u&h w ~~rit specfal 11"(:l,ttlll~J. ri!ld lliqrlng fh?m in :i. t1?-Qrt;.·C~1a)• 

patl'.form can incrtaSll ih$. cache c..apacily, .fo. additioll, :spec.ial il'eatment is also .given 1• .tuM• of zeros .sin-c:e they are 

~e,y_ ffeqiie:ii,, which ls sl.mUM· ¼ :14~: f;pedal. trea,rnem il) X-RL !. i!.IJ< 'fi1e insight behmd PPC f-s that we: w·arit tc get· 

n~ost cf the benefit~ of dl:,;tkma,,-y-b;ised sc:heme:s, whlle keep).ng the per-faie 6verh~il.d nt a minimum.. 

Tii>1 Fiequen1. I'~tc-q:, Cor:1w1;ssf91:1 .(FPCJ eq1np1·(l,sges / dect!nwress~ on a cacche liiie ba.*. E,mh cache liae i!; 

dMik:d into .3.2-!Ht weird$ (¢'.g,., i6 words i\;,r a M •bytc liiu~). E~ch 31-b.H wor.d ,~. cnl:O<li:4 a$ a .l •liit ptef.i~ t,~us data. 

'fobk. l srnmis: the diffi:rent piittems c.(1rr.1:spcmdin.g f~ each pr.elh .. 

Eadi w-o,<lln fue =Im line i~ er.cooed i::m: a 1;ompressed f•miai: lf it m.atdies any of1h~ ?<1tfem,~ :in the ik,u sh; rnws 

of1ab!~ l. Thest pat1imrt are; a 7-'<"!i> fun. (or.ec1r 1M~ aH,iei:o ,;vords:1, 4-hltslgii•e.;ttend!!.d (including one:¼-crd ;tero 

r,:ms}, <,;'le: by'le ~(gn-li,>;ltml9(1, on9 ha!fv.,•qr,.l: !i'ign•,e;<ten;led, ;me half\vpnl pa:hlcd \~l~h. a z!irti ha'l~v~rd,, nvq !.,yte

sign..e,J?:tended m1!fww:ji~. a11d ~t.wotd e,Qns1sli!JtOf rep~~req liyte~ (e.,g. ' 't1-<202.~Wl0", OT-•!>ln:iH,ir patiei:m; that .:nn he 

used Jur' data h1ttialh:atbi1J. These. patfom:s arc scleded based on iheir hlgh froquenoy. m many of <RJ, inte.ge:i Md 

aoroirn::f:c:ial hench1rta.ts, A wotd trus.t d•es.u't :ma,c.h any ,Jf ffil!({r: -:ate.~ories js sroted in its, oi,(gfoi:l! 32°bh fon:-nat. All 

prefix. ·\•alur:s. as wi::'ll as the :t.e.rt>•nm k 11g1i1 dala bits< ate s.fo~d .nt !he· beghming .of. ihe ·1foe to S_J)er:d ·up dl!:l.'OOlpn:.sskm, 

3.l $egrt1ent:ed Frequent Pattern L-0nipresskin (S-FPC) 
Tt1 ·e,~p,!ol:1- comprnssfr)n, the Ll ·cm;i1e nmsl he ,ible n1.paek rn,m:: .. i::m:r,J>.1!.~5ed Cild1e t:in(:.S than c11t1:>J.1lf>t'l::S.sed linc.s. 

into the ;S&."ne s,pm;e .. Oile .:.r,pr<>ad1 ili to cle,,tlupte the cache acces11, addill,~ a !eve!. of iudii,eetfon bet weer. the ft tidr.::.•;;; 

J?itUttn E:JJl~d.ed l DafaSize 

000 ZeroJ~~R '3 hits (for runs op to 8 zer<>S) -------- I 
. ...... n .. •-- •· •• • ; ....,., . ... ...... .......... H , , ... . . ......... ... ~. H H - n •-•·•· • • • • •• • .. • ..... ....-.---;,.----·-------------1 

001 4•bit sig11:.ext@d;;.d 4 bits - --·--....;...--------------.. ···· .. ................. , ........ ~----------------
(!10 One byte :,ign-extemk<I $ hits 

011 halfword sign,e:i.tende<l' · 16 b.it.,~ 

1.00 halt\ ;,ord ()lldd.1.>ti with a ie4'c~.balf~-;oi:d The non~J'• h;dfwwd {t6 l~Hi;). 

1.01 T~<i 'ftaffwrn:ils; ead1 :a l;lyteslgn-e,~tcrde'd Th:e ~wo bytes 06 bit:,} _____ ._....~_...._ .......... 

110 wm;d. consl.st1iig 1>frer,~a!¢d l\yt~s S bit, 
-----1-1:ll D:nc.;mp,."'Cii..;;tn ~<>Oril Origb1.tl Word ( 3'Z.bi~) 
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thong nto thelr significant bytes while maintaining a evo or three extension bits fo mamtawgnificant byte positions.

‘Tiny sas this method te mduce dynamic power consumption in a processorpipeline, Rent and [yer {14} sndied the

compressibility properties oPaddoess and dans translens in camunercial workloads, ant segextthat the high-order bity

gan be prahcwed with high aecurscy in address transfers but with less accuracyfor data transfers.

4 Frequent Pattern Compression (EPC)

We propase compression scheme thatbuilds on signiScanve-based compressionschemes[9, 11, 121, i isalee based

od ihe okeervation thet seme data pattorts are frequeriandalse compressible tp a fewernutter of bits. Por example,

many smail-vaine integers can be storedin 4, 8 or 16 bits, but are normally stered in a full 22-bit word (or 64-Iia Tor

Oasbit architectures). These valves are frequent enough to merit special insiment, and sieving them ia a more cust

pact fort tan inereage the ceche capacity. Io addition, special ireaiment is also given to runs of xeros since they are

very Peecdtent, which is almnilir se the Special treatraént in X-RL [1S]. The might beliind PPC is that we vant te get

most of the benefits of dictionary-based schemes, while Keeping the per-Hae averheadat a minimum.

The Frequent Patton Corapression (FRC) compresses / decompresses on a cache line basis. Rach cache line ts

divided mite 33-bit words(o.g., 16 words fora 64-byte line), Each 22-bit word is encoded as a 35-bit prefix plis data.

‘Euble. | shows the different patterns correspandingfa each prep.

Gack word in the cache Hue is encoded into a congresses formant if it matches any ofthe pattems tnthe lira six rows

ofTable i. These petiemns are. 4 gere- ruin (oneor mere all-2era words), 4-bitsign-extended {including one-word zero

runs), ane byte sign-txtended, one lralfworil dignsextended, ane halfword paddedwith a-zero halfward, two byie-

sign-eatended halfwords, and 4 word consisting of rapeeted byfes (e.g. “Ox2OQ20R40", orsimilar patierns that an be

used for deta intlialiastion). These patterns are selected based on iheir igh frequency in many of our lateger and

eorimercial benchivaeks, A word that doce’? maich any oftheac estegories is atored in its original 32-G5 format, AL

prefia values ag well os the cero-ruin length data bite are stored atthe begaming of the line to speed up desoampressian,

3.1 Segmented Frequent Pattern Compression (S-FFC)

To exploit compression, the L2 cucke must be sble ty peck more compressed cache Unes thin aneompressed Uines,

into the same space. One approach ix ta decouple the cache aceess, adding a level of indirection between the address

Table 1. Frequent Pattern Encoding

Prefix Pattern Encoded Data Size
BaD ~See Ra | 3 bits (for rans up to8 zeros}stnincaseneotenicttre Tin

4-bit sign-cxronded A bits

One byte siga-exrended & hits

haliword sign-extended ebis
halfword padded with & zene hallword |

“lwohalfwends,eachahytesigneatended The ovo bytes (16 bits}
De winedconsistingofrepeatedbytes > Shits

Uoompressed word Original Word (32 bits}
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tag and Ifie !fat,; i,tnr,3,.i;;e. Seinec\ decnupkd ~ector c<1~"ohe does this mi a per-set basis to improve the uilllu,tian ofsec• 

tor (or sub-block} crtches [23], Halhtor and R,tlnhmxit's Indirect4ndex Cache (UC) does this at::tc:rss the wfmfo cache, 

alh:iwint ll:llly-assof.i,itive p1an~1ne1it @d a SQftwitre rt\~nagfd repla(:ement polky l15J. et 

pressed cecfo3s mie thistethniqpe to allow two compr@sed cache blocks to occupy the space re.quire.ct for one uncarn• 

pres,;e.d blotck f 21. 19, 20}. D.eC~)tiplefl ac.c:fa,s ff we serfaUy ,K'.~i:s;. !.h,:: cache tags beforn tht darn. 

Fottwiatdy, thhis fomeasin,g1y ne-c..-,"%,HT fo litnitJw1we, dhdpation • [171, 

!nfueocy, acac.he line can be comprest~tl into any nm-nber ofhits. This i;;:an he ;:,xhleved. ina ccrnpfotclyde1wupled 

de!;ig11 acruss the w!mle cache (e.g., l1C). However, sudi de~;ign adds more. cmnpfoxhy ttYcach~! rrmnagei-nent. hi cmr 

comprt\%1~d cache design, the de,:,ou11kd va.rfab.le segment ciitM · [Sl, ea,:,b tMhe line is stored as u group of one or 

rnorc:. S-byle Yegmenls,.fot exan'lple, a.64-byte1l.ne.c,m beistoredin l-S. segme-l)ts. A compressc:.d !foeispadded ,.,.;Ith 

z-er@!Hl Ms ;;iz.e b~o:rnes a m11!!.ip:le <1f the segment slz.e, and.these e:d:ril :tel'rn>(lliatifo nN cari·espoud to any tais) are 

ignored during de,,.,.,mpressfon, \\'hHe thk approa.d1 doesn't permlt•high wmpressfo:n ratios for some @che lines 

(e.g:., an zer,) !inN.\ it aUt,ws fot ninore pra<.,tka!and J,istt~r impfome.ntatlon <jfeadie l)C@@es. 

We prnptise a compressed cache design rn whichda.t~!is stored uncompressed in the kwe!-l c.aches and compre.ssNl in 

the £51, Tirif< helps re.Jue(! niany of.the C,}Sf!y 1;2. cache misses·• tlmt hinder perl'(mnmicc., whHe nat 

affecting ilie conunon case. ohm Ll hit. How-evet; $l.1Ch a cle!>igU acldsthe QverhC11d ,,fc(i:rupressing or dei;.ompres.sl.ng 

cache. Hues. whe.n niove,.i .•b-etweei1.•1.he•hvo.•levels,• FP(: .. a!lows·•a•·relatlvely••fast •implementations of·ooth •of •the-.se.func• 

tiom,. 

Compn-ssfon, GR,he. lfoe c<,,nim::s.sfom oc@rs when dab 1s written hack frnrn the U 1.0 the L2 ¢ache, A t,ache tine fa 

compn~ssed e,1s.Hy usini; a slmpkc1rnrlt ihm ched.;;~ ~;dx w@i (inJmrnlk!) for p~Jtern matches, ff a word maiches 

any of the seven compressible patte.ri1s, a simrile encoder circuit is used to enM,ht the word int(;, iis tMtt ,wmp,M 

fc1mt Ifno. match Was fomnl, the WJ)•Hl, w,::,ro. stornd .with tll.:: prefix 'l U ', This can be perforrnedin one cycle, 

assuming 12 F04 delays. For zet• t\1ns, · we ne~l to detect sod1 ruiw ufcm1seWfrve ze,ti;;, and l.ncfoinM!.Jhe data 

\'a}uc ofthe first occw.r,,m;;ie< fo representfoefr ctwnt S.inct z.em nms areJlmHed b) our design to eight .z:ems, this rnn 

be in,ple:mented. in a single cycle using 11 simple mult1!)1exedadder drc,1h, 

Cache. Hne to1t,prtssfon ta.'1 be ln1ph:rMmed. fo •~ rriemory pipdiM, by all~'>mu.fog three pipeline stages mi the LHo-

L2 '<Vrite pctifo(oilt. for j?Htlt~tn nwrchiiig, 01JCJotzercin.in @Uliiing, at,,lw1eh1r gath~~tfogihe compressed line), A 

snrnll victim c.a"he that qontains .i fow entries. fo both compressed and u11catnpresse<:l fonn can be li@d ro h.ide \m: 
compre1sim1 latt'.,J~\Y onLJ wrhehacks, 

Ile<'.ompres.sfon. Cadit: line cle,:.,p1np1mii,lon oq:m.rs ,vhe11 dam ls read fr<,xn the L/t;> the Ll. CMhes, 

event for ·mo,~Lbend,marks w!:iq5t> .v,irkh)g seis d(; n•t fitfo lt,ti. L1 cadR,, • De@rnprc8"l.oll1aiency.is tTiHmitsl:nce l.tls 

direct!}' added to tht~ l.2 hit ),;\ency. :Decompre.-;shm.h • ;n,fowizr process thm1 cmnpre~f.fon, since p-.refixes for all words 

intfa~ line have tl'i be ;icces.sed hr ,erfr:,,. bt,:o,mse. each. prefix h used to defom1ine the kngth ,A it:; conesponding 

en.coded word ;md thenefore th,~ starting foc;sHon of altthe sufoeq1.m.!lt cotnµrnssed won:ls, Figure t p-i:est\nls a sct:he• 
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Tnis 1~ 1r for~-M~;; pipeliiie :used to deooroi;t~s· a C()1ljprei;s.oo cath.,1 line., where. each stage ;:;intafos 12 F04 g_att--•deh,~ .,r 1(\~s. 
The. iir.sqiipe~in~ ,iaJie {c(mtafomg tile tcto. r,1n.·(ietec1.or, shift xi;gi.wr .iml f./41ri!lbl px(>foi ~:werj :lec•xk~ lhe _prefix ruray .w 
detemline: th~ lr.mgtb .in bi.ts of ;:,,ch ,vord, ~ s;i,:;oml ruid thini stages (Parall~l P:re§~ adder ,iJ'.l',ty} cOflii1lJcte tr,11 ;.tarti:hS' bit 8ddces~ 
for. l:l!L.11 tl;i;il wori by ;,dtli.i!l tti~ l;;ag;)l u~lds of the precedlng ·wordsfo .s: ·;lier=\ic;il fashiOil; 11U::-foUtt.h s1age {~r~! ~;fi r;:.g-
1tt-#~}· ~Mti>l1'l.~ ·rfs reg1\.retHllch of \\•hid,.l~ ,hilted by·ilie s:roth1i ,i,k'ir<:.% of i\$ wi,r.i:l. The. fifm :a:..'1!! fasi srnie <.:01~1ainY t1lii-:patt•r,l 
de{:Met,.whic'h d~c-0dlm tile '-''\lll!i::::lt Ill' c>1cb ::l.2-Pit rep,ist¢t int<i nl)' tmill~flr~-sed wi.\>.d acc(>¢ing. til its c~rr~ponolng pretk 

maiic diagr.arn for a fiw•st11ge- hardware· pj~.line iha~ can be used -to decompress 64~byle ~ache Hn.e-s .. F.a-:h p'lpefoie 

st,1ge i!, 1 i FC)a de.lays or lei>.,, 1issµmin_g r~e par al fol resotirce.s m iuirc(I are avriUab.l~ for the parnlfo! · adder.; thifl' ree

ister alid Jlilf.tem decoder;: Ai.s~mini; onri, pi:QCJ::,stu.i' cyd9 ~quires J2 t04 ga1e J:i'elay11, this means that the decompres

sion !ateu:c;y i;; liflli.100 to 5 pro~a,~;or cyd~s. 

$ Jtv-alu~tion 

We e:vahu,:te our ff'<:' sch~ll ill tl;limS !jf its acl1i1mx! c•m{}l't'f~t1 ibility compared to other -compression sdic:mes . We 

~lww crJ!Tlptt,~sk:;t i:-es;.1l~: for ou.r freqilen( p.1ttt<.nis, a:n!.l d<:It1oostrate lbat zero runs are the most freqilctH, We also 

·an:!lyz.e th~ pt:rf1.>rmam.~ of ~nte:d CQ.mpressk,ri, and t~e effect (!f.fcstricii:ng compr.£<.sse:d.li!les 1u segm.eul be>t.md -

mies M c:omr,res.si<m •ratios-. 

5.1 W'9rklo:a.ds 
1o evaJ1..<a1e our design \l.g.Un~t altefJ}athie-sc~tn¢.~. we. mii:d $everal.irmtti•wliaded C<}in.i,i~.rcfol wotk!oa.ds fron~ ih~ 

W)scom;in ·Commereial W~1:kkad Suite. (3l- \Ve al~o use(! sb of tl1e SPE~ (24} ~~nclxmMks, · t-hree from ·tho inte~t 

su.ite (SP'f.C;int2000) .tnd thre~ from the floating point sui1e (SPcCfp2000), All of these workfo,ds nm uild& '!be 
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Fignre 1, Cachelinedecompression pipeline for a 64-byie(16-word) cache Hae.

This i: o five-stage pipeline used to decompress a compressed cache line, where each stage contains 12 PO4 gatedelays of less.
The first pipeline siaze duontaining ihe zero ran dlerectos, shift register and purdlel prefix decoder) decodes the praihs array to
determine the length is bitsofeach word. The serand and thind stages (Parallel Prefix adder arcay) compute the startingbit address
for each Gait word by edfae tte fengih felts of the preceding words ina hierarchical fashion, Thefdurth stage (parallel shift me
isteen) nealaing 16 sepisters cath ofwhich is ahiited Ey dhe startiopaddress of hs word, The fii and last stage contains the pattern
decodes, which decades the contentuf each 32-tt register inte an unenmpressed word accordingLa it correspotiding prefix.

matic diagram for a five-stage hardwarepipeline that can be used to decompress 64-byre cache lines. Rach pipeline

stage is 12 RO4 delays oy fess, assuming the paralfel resouineee requiredace available for the pazallel adder, shift reg-

ister andpattern decuder, Assuming one processorcycle requires 12 POs gate delays. this means that the deconipres-

sion latency is Hemieed to 3 processor oyeles,

§ tyuluation

We evaluate our FPC scheme it terms of its achieved compyressilnlity compared to other conrpression. schemes. We

show cermpression resulla for our frequent patiérns, and demonstrate thal aera puns ane the most frequent. We alse

analvee the performance of segrientod compression, and the effect of resteleting compressed lines te segment bound-

aries On compression rating.

$.1 Workloads

‘To evaludte our desipa against aliernative schemes, we wed severalmulti-thfcaded commercial workinads fromthe

Wisconsin Coouserciel Workload Sune [3]. We also used six of the SPEC 4) benchmarks, three fret the integer

shite (SPECint2000) and three from the floating point suite (SPEMY2600), All of these workloads ren wader the

SRAi.
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. Ooli1:u, '.h-n.11sat tloo :Processing .{OLTP): DilZ wittf a TI'C'?-C-llki .W.<ltkfon/J. '111.e 11'C-C pei:;clµ;~~ JnQ<fo{~ \he 
d~rn~,1~-;ic1ivitr •t a who~;:1Te supplier, wit11 m~ny ~ ictititnt Usl:ril pt"l'foi:tning rr3il\sa!."'!ions. Ot1r OLTP ·,vcrkload. }s. 

· t:?~oo Qn tl\e 1.~ •C. v3.{) bi::n"h:~ 1l.'.j11g IllM ':,, DB4 v 7. .ilmE ~'.tr,_1;mse roan~m,mr~1.-:Mm. We !l?ie n 5 Glt d3tabase. 
wiin ~.000 \''iireh~1~~• Sfoft)d •'ll tigN :i-11.w dis~~ iinil. ~n adilitimmr <!e.dicat~<l' (;lµ,~l,~se l<:!g l;lfaL We rcd1;wtl tbc number 
~f Jis\J:ll)t.~-p.er Wllr'~lmu~e, Items per. ~~·.m··.n(lu~e, ~nfl ~uS(l}mt-rs per (frs!rii:t 'ti.•. aT!(Jw tm_i,"¢ o;i,icurr.*Y· :Prp;'i_il,~1 l'l.y a 
lil:(gr.r number ui. war(!tmll:~s. Tiiere.;i:re f6 ,imulaltd usehl, anJihe d;itabas~-i:., wir.:111t~1 t1ii fc:ir. i00.0(){} li'.a(1s~<itfo111;. 

Javu Se'i'~M '\>Wrli:loi1d: SrE<:,JN1, SPECjbb200Ci l; i . st~r,cr•ii&~ja,>a lx:oclui\iisi;: 1l1.at :'lirnl~l!i 11 ,1~ti~r ;ys!\'.'l'>'I, fot'>l!:&ir,g 
on the mldd!e1<.:ar.e ,sl!(:ver bli$im,ss lotiic .. We i;se S,m's Hotspot J .4.0 S1~rverJVM, Our e-Xi-~•itru.•m¥-·OJ.tHWo threads and 
.two warehouse~ a ¢Ii.a si.~ \Jl'-,44-Mil,_aml. a w:irnmp ip.lf/1:Vi:!l of l00.,000-1ransm,1iMs. · · 

Siatl;:Wel>&n•lug.~ Apatl,i;. \Ve u~ iiiaelie 2:o".43"7;"srAiii~h~Taj/ii,;·;;;lig;;;;{;;u.~e plhroad 1ookslllld l)'l(nitr;iil 
lqg~lug ~ tb~ wtb ~er-•'!!r. w~ ute SUR¢;~ 161 to g~1:3:~e web re~~~s. We use ~-~!}osit(!ry of iO,L'OO llfas (iotiillint 
··SOO'M:tl). ar.d di~b.l~ A_t;llel\e loggi:ig, fuf lli~IJ- p~fornia.~t..-·w~ :Si!!Mafe, 400 i!iimL, ~ach with 1.511)$ !hink iime 

_bet~~_e_e~.1:~~~?.::_a¢wsrm_11p.fo1 ':{);QOO te(!)ie,ts, --·-·······-------------- ---i 
Stalk ·Web Sm'ing: Zi>os .. Zi~l5. i~ a.1Qthi.-r Sl/lLie Wcl> sei'~i)ig wmkI:,,t.J·11i,.,.~n l;y SUR_Gli Zeu, u~e$ ai1 eve.'1t•drivir.g 1· 

~=r model. FAi,h pr.oce.m1r of the !<YStem 1s. bm1ml-.bY, a Zem ·proi:es&, wh1cl! -1s W>\\1lNl tor. web sei-.•11ii: ey,mt (c .. f:., <>liCri 
$Ockel.. r.-~d file. sett:! lHi::,, 4()si scd,(,t, eic.), The te~ <;if tlte. eortfib\;;ratk,11-1. the same .s.~ A~<1t:h"3 .\:i.Q,Ofli'i files: .nf ·1 

··5P\} :t.·!U i~t~l ~•;e> 4!JQ cli~nts, ~5. ~• think ijll)e,50,0C'(l rl)q»est~_fN' w,mn;,p) ........ ,-.............. _, _________ -; 
S:P_~c. We \l~,): !hn:,~ iJ)l~~.r ~,,od\mark~ (l>ii~'. G,~ •. a1)~~ fl),':.l:l-~1_,a thrc_~_ l'liMiog }-~1!1l l.i~ncbmarks (~p~h(, eq_u:.:ake; ar,d j 
·swar;} .f P,111. II'!~ S:J>EC(:p\.';:(l()u ~ti 10 c~vr,ni w.,fo rm1ge 9f. ml_,lpre:,~;bi)u.y !)rQ~•1;~ .Ul.(t werk.ini· S<'l $1r.c-s. \'ie usdbe 
!ln1 rc:f=tel,ttpU1 fl•tea;;ll btnchmw<k, Wi$ w,in'(l up s:-.ii:Mi_<>_f. ead, lienchm.ci.1< fun fµr 1 bIIHbn iti~trnC:tkmt.. ··- · 

Sr.>lnrfa 9 t>pc.rnt,ing syistcm. These w,o.dJoad,-are briefly descriooil 1n Table 2. For eadi data (Xlhit, fo ,our n:sults,_ we 

pro~.t.ntme a\'erage and th:dl5% &mfidet,e:.:e-lnier,al of ,.n:ultiple: t,hnnlations to at,count foi sp:i>::e vi!~fahility•{<ll, 

To ~...,.a(:uate -tiie su.ece;~.of our CQmp.te$.Slon schemt, -w-e e.~tfomtcd tlw: co.my1'<¼sibilltJ p.rope1tie's,of our se-t of hend1-

ml1l'ks. A snapshc>t is i:l!k-en oflhe L2'lol.3.checomcnt;;·for c.ad-1 of't!.it~dxmdmi;irk~. afkr-li. wai:m•up·intervnl. ,\;;:;;urrt'ing 

·vnr.iab1e; -lenzih- cnd1e Ihe;s tfb1; r.iln ctcilp)' any number of bits, we i:ronrpare lh•~ com}lre-s!i>imi rnU0 ftQ'!ll our Frequent 

Pi\tte.fli Cqmp1.-es~ioil ~¢ht1i:lc (:PPG) _wi\h two ofhit mernQry qompre.ssiqn· s¢he'tiles: 

• l l~ )M<;t., ~!SPrith!I) ! I'S} ljse(j ;'i} !;¢rn~ co1,n:presreµ c.1ch~ imjil-e1.11e:nt,1tjm-;~ 12.l, .19, 201, 

• The Bloc~;,Refur-¢t1t.i!I-! CompmsimnvJth r.,.-xil<.ihead CB.RCL)' s~hem.-: (.14J., whldi i~ an uppe.r'lx>'llnd for the 

pu,aflel (:ompre.%:fon s.ahem~ us.eel f.orniemorl' compress.ion ln ~he l;BJ.-1 MXT ieehnol·ogy {26J, We -app.ly H hen~ to 
i::acru: !loo, .. 

We i;lso compare against llu:: •'l)dfote" 11lgori-t!nn u~.:d it1 the g7.lp u:nJK milhy, which. i;'::1.tri.ihi-nes 1111 I.J.'.--,.,a:rianl imt1le
.mew~li1m wi.lli Huffrl,an encoding C>f -C(1deWP.r!]~ in lh~ dic.tiom1r.y, rtor 11:tl~ algorithm, we run the gzJp (!t;!ity Oil the 

wliole t:acll<: $1:>a~hdt i.Jle. (a,,, opposed tQ 64-byt:e lfue-s indivi<:ltiaUy cornpre.s~ed bu the otoot .tht~e ,sche1~:1e~). :Th.e. 

':Defl!lt!!" aig<ll:ith:it) JS ~Sed ((.l: ff(!Vide ~ practiclll b(mm! oo e<impi~-s.~iblHt;r ~f Jidl.Qn;icycb;1:.ed: ~:;ib~mes f~r' aibl • 

u:~iiy foog~:-sv:he lke.s 

Figur,;:_J ~iw.w~ (es.11Ui that compawJbe:four <:<:>mpr.e,slQ.>J $c.h,imes. While FPC fa fa~!¢,!'. ti.> impl.emei.t i.n hm,h~i:e, J:t 

riwvii-k$ <:~nwii.riibk (PiWiJll'e!.>.,i~.o r~tio~ tQ tbll didi(Jll<l-fY •l>i1~ei-! XRl., ,!ll~ !WC.!,, imd' e:veri, app©,1vhll~ ~ lp fur ~orim 

b~1cfo1,:ark.;~. ff(;-is slightly octl~r t'him X-R(, a:nt( BRC!.; foi iilc,Jh;(! c:13mmctditl be:m:hm'3:tk~. 
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‘Table 2. Workload Deccriptions

OQaline ‘Transaction Processing (OLTP}: DBS with a TRE-Clike workleail. fhe TEC-C beacimark models the
database sotvity of a wholesale supplier, with mecy concurrent nari performing wanspetions. Our OLFP workdoad is
based on the TRC-(Cv) benchmarkusing (BM's DBZ ¥7.2 BERdatabase managenumsystve, We oe a SB derbase
with 25,000 warshousesstared on sight caw disks andan additions) dedivated database Ing dak, We reduced the mamber
wf districts per warehouse, items per warehouse, and cusomers per isto to alow mire cumcurrency provided hy &
larger neenber&aii warchinies. There ae 16 sinmilated dacis, andthe database weemed ng fey 3100,000 iranissetiqun,

  
   
  
 

 

Java ServerWorktuud: SHCHDB. SPECyOOAHIGts @ serversidejava benchusick (bet modely a Jer sysiem, fnosing
aeesanaenate serves huasintass re Wetise Fan's HotSpot 14.0 Server ove: Gor PXPeEnis use Byothreeds and 
   Static Web Serving: Apache. We ast ae26,

logging as the web server. Wis use SURGE [6] t generate web reqtiests. We use a rogesitary of 20,000 files {totadling

pene eea and disable Apache logeingfor high performance. Wesimulate 400 cliesia each with 29.ms tuktimeeiwten requests, and warm hp for 50,000requests.

F Static Web Serving: Zeus, Zeng 35 “another staticweb serving workload driven‘by8SURGE, Zous anes anan cvendeiving |
server made). Bach processir of the system is hound by aZeus process, which fe walting for web serene dvent (eg, Open
sbeket, read. file, seal fils, chose soukel, ete), The fem of the configuration i: the same as Apache (20,08) files af
S00 MB totel size, fH) cents, 25 ms think time, 30.088regpiests for warmup).

PF SPEC. We uae thee |integer besehinarks (beip, gee, ave inet) and three floating poiat bewchrarks Gapphy, equake, and |
4 avin} fosthe SPECepadtid ast © covera wicks range of compressibiiiy properties aad working ast sizes, We nsethe

first refeseneeinput fe euch benchmark, We warn aj caches af each benchmark. nuaior|i billion instreetians,

 

  
 
 
 

 
 

 

  

Selaris 9 operating system. These workloads are bricily described in Table 2. For each data point in ane results, we

proseni the average and the 94% confidence interval of svultipte simaletions fe account for spice variability [4].

5.2 Compression Ratio
‘To evaluate the success. of aur compression scheme, weestimated the compressibility propertiesafpur set ofbencti

marks, A suapshel isiaken of the Locache contents forcach ofthesebeachmarks afier a warm-up biterval. Assuming

variable length cache lines that can aeeupy any nurtiber of bits, we comparethe compression ratio from: our Frequent

Patio Compression scheme (FPC) with two olher memory compression schemes:

> ‘The A-RL-algorithn: [15] used ie sors compressed cache iroplementattims [2], 19, 202

* The Biockh-Referential Comoressionwith Lookahead (BRCL) scheme [[4], which is an upper bownd for the

parallel compression schemeused for memory compression inthe[2M MXT technology [20]. Weapply it here to
cache lines.

We alah comparenedinethe “De date” aleorithntasedin the gzin unix wility, which combines an L2-veriant imple

meghition vith Huffman encoding of codewords in the dictionary. For thiy algarithm, we nn the gzip utility on the

whole cache snapshot file (a5 gpposed ta 44-byis Hnes individually compressed by the other three schemes. The

“Deflate” afgortha: is used to provide a practigal bynund. on compressibility of dicthonary-based schemes for arhi-

trarily lonecache fines.

Figure 2 shows resulis that compass thefonr compression schemes. While FPC is faster ts implement fa hardware, it

provides comparable compreavinaratios uw the dictionary-based ARLand BRCL, and ever: approaches gaip far seme

benchmarks. PPCte stghtly betier than XEL ond BRCELfor thefour cammmerial benchmarks,

FRRSOREEG: ORRceBUSPAREAfo
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Figti:ni:k (\onwtissfon ratius for segmented and YadabJe,.fo.ogth FPC 

tn nwst pr,l!clic.H c;i;;;ht dcsign.s~ ~:;:ichc lines caimot occuµ:y any arbitrary number ofhlk Re.stri.ihlz ih<: c,,mp~s:s:d 

lite si,:c~ t1>;i 1j~\(fain suh~~~t <ifan pc):i..liih!e k:ngth{al{we clp hi our segmented de1;1gn) w-:.rtfailyrc.Juces compces:s:ibil

iiy. To iissess i.b.:; bsi~ in ;:r.imi1re.ssihili1Y, ,,;,~ ;;oinpart th~\ cornpr;:.ssiQtl rntfo .frotil our S:~gm.e:oted·Frcqu~atPattem 

Conipc¢?l-.~frm sqheme (Scgment~d~FPC) i\g;iin~t ·the c{irnp:;'@,;i,.'>ii r~tio frori1 tb~ Frequ~nt • J)atten1 tfompie);S:i•n 

schc-mc a,%wxi\ng ,·mfoble 0lc:ngtb lhlts ure possibk (fyfo:<lxiJlirneFPC}, 

FigureJ shows th,~ 1.x1tnpresskm raJfos frnm the two sd1em.:~fot om· ten &Mhtnarks. l'ne Hmp!e :>()x:Jiic (Seg~ 

mtnth'FFPC) has c.Nnprcs.sfon .ratios. d l .?<A for th~. thi-.::e. SPBQnt20® berichm::i.tl<~\ LO~l /3 fm· •the tfu,:.e 

SPECfp2MO htmclmmrks; · 1.4 ... JJ for the f<.1ur comr&~rc],d lie:r1chmarks, DL1P bad the lowes.t <:m:np-r.ci~fiort nitio 

«n).t,Jig @r S% ,>:f cm11me1di! hmrchm~J:ks, since its data hraudornly gt:"::n(::rnted . . A (cal OUIP ~p:plkatio:n Wquld h<1 \:;~ 

n,q.¢11 lev~/, tand;m1i)%S; 1,lld :hilt. Ji~v~. ;:i hlg:her compres.~itm wtio. 
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Coniprns~fon rnil:oo ari-higher for al! integt~r henchmar~~ (1 A-2.-1) ili.µy fk>a-tli1gpoi11fbt"'<;nd,inat:Rs. Foi" (~xiil-i1pie, Qllly 

0.4% of Ml tat:he li.rte1;. fo swim Mc cntffpressibfo. · This i;; fo:cause (-{ h¾e J:\:aiiitt of floaWig t,()itlt lxl:ncnuiarks wbere 

lk,iitinf point number;; mighUiot fit any of the freqw;ntp:Htem~. Howeyer,. sqmc lx:n~fitis stiH pc:,~iblefot be~tl}

triaik~ <Nith kits tifzcrn V.'OW$. ~eggiertted,FPC adtleved most ofihe c0:mpre:donbecnefit frnn1 -.,1.riab!(?'fongth_}inN 

of Maxi,n,nn:ppc_ 

Pr-eqi,ent Pahc.m Cuiiipre,;,'ii QH(f'l>C) is bµiti. on the ohst\niati,>n :lw i%tne. word{)atte.ms are mt,re frequent than otfo• 

ti's. 'v\/e exi,t~d.11:1ent.ed. with s:ache sB;ips:fibts for tiur diffeft~lit !:iend:\t11arks to :come up with a rensonabie set offrequcn1 

pam:111& (described hlTable.J\ ffam-e 4 shO\V~. foe telatif~ frequen:::y ttfln.:wtipf~i;,,lb!,~ ,\'(jnis. wro ~\.'•rds nnd words. 

totnpres~ibfo to4, 8. nnd Hi bits, The4-0, ih a11d l 6.l;,1lt patterns a.~ wei".?'r.:fwHh Vllriotfa freq;uencit,\'> across otlrihtege.r 

and t:omr*i--cfoffa:11chmarks. Unfortun.atdy, mos.t nftw word;:, in ffoating point tendnnar~,'l a:reJlic~11m11-es'sibfo with 

FPC, since om p,1tte.ms tit¢ ni.afofy ir1tege.r puttcms .. 

As Figure 4 demonsfra!@, iem tvqi:ilit are ihe t11Qst frequent comp:t~ssible · plittcn1 m:.rci;;s all betichm,1.rk.s, which i;;; 

why ;;fmie ccrn:rprn~~1on. technh:pies. (e.g,, ~>~I,) )lp¢cifi:::uHy Jmti.t1u.te for nms l.1frewi,, figure 5 shows the average 

mrmbernf zeros fo a zcn:, nm for o~r s,~tofb¢--ncbniMk;,. Rlic•pJfin eqtiake Md j~h. the average :te:r!> run. length n:ir all 

tienchrn.arks l.s gn,<iier th.mtw{i, In developing the· FPC s:qherm:, ,-ve hl:l.cl twi) dptioiis 10 coftlf,'rnss ter9ii. The !irst W,i~ 

tO bw ,, pre6x foremih ?:trn wr,ni Withim dttta , The se,;:,;md. wa;; iQ e:n.;0<k ;wt,) ruxis Wiih 1:t single pre!h ;ind ~ive the 

lengtl-rof tl:m nm in the .d,;fa pllit con&,pimding to tfmtprdlx.lfow~ver; si1a:e mo~t 1:~1·0 runs. have 1i:w,re thitl tw;~ {;md 

b r!i:..-.st@ses three} Wotds, the ad;titt0n;il rni,IJ)rt.s:,;ib-UityjustlfiesJmvl.ng ~1,x:ci~ltre.;;tntt.~ifrf,,:ir zero forh. 
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11 · 324iyte:, 
·~ 16,bytt:i> 

ill 8-•byte:i 

~ · 14.<it 

fo <!&,igil\:ng a p-.actical Cmlipctd;,.e<l cache lti,pl>?nitnt<lfa:,n, tekctfog ;j w~Wc ha,-;e $<!g_liic:1it:.fre is critk.at :\ ~'..WH· 

pr~&sed Iim: "',lll only {lS.:: :sfor.-:d Ui a $i:?e ihm fr an h1teget11m.ltlple of the l:,ase !~_vnent size. SrnallGr s::;gmentini:!fow 

d.esigt, ;should b.il.am:e the ,rntk(,l:f hetweeti the~e. t wet c<mflicting faS\icS. We se!e¢ted a. h.i:se segfoc.iit ~iw of S-liyie~ 

{Le., tip to 8 segtn<fnts for{,4,byte .!fo,11)in rm:r Segrm:nted :FPC dt$'.ign,. 

m,frk N{Jre,;ttit tMr\pfo:ssi<ni ratio-$ ff we have two po~;.;;1b1e i~kes,Le~; an ,m(.s)rnµtes1>:ed liw~ om.~upyiug iw1i segnw;lfa 

(32-byfo &tg1:n,;1it~\ four Of- byte segnfon.~), dght (8-byte &egments; whid1 }~ .th~ .%UJli?. .~~ Segn::.~~nted,t-lPC iri 
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R 8 $egtnimts 

~ '7~egm;mts 

R 6 St':!~lnt fi~S 

~ 5 Segm,~1'11.i 

04 Se~mer,b 
ES:] 3 5e&menl~ 

G3J· 2.Se_g.men!s 

~ I Segmilnt 

r-itlure 3), a."ld all- pimfbl:e i.iies fl•~it segment:-, the same -a.s M,l'Ximum-FPC). Our S-byfe•se~inept i!11sig11 im::tel!Se$ 

thli c<imp.-essior.' rnlfo h-) Hp lo 52:% v&. 12-byte·segments, a._"lcl. -up to 19% vs, 16.;byte seiments. fiiu.re 7 shows lh~

rw~en.tlige-or lio:::s tlrat cat1 be compt<}S,s..:d ilH<l lv8 segment;;, We s-how a )ti~-detaifo:d disiiilMfooJn Figure .8, d~m

QJlstratiug the ctnr,ulij!l:ve. dist-r.ibu11011-c:ifct:mpitj,,:;d ca~h~ rine sizes (1'-512 !1i.ts) for oot fi~11 btmcli111m:ks, as weU as 

the 2.'l.lh, SOth am:! 75th ptir~~1ti!es. 

Cathe iieti:;nen;.might i,.oni;ide..r u.sing ~ch:-; c,>mpu~>i,i<:>11 ~p:fo,,re-:a,e.-9"clre ~•i>acH,y ·and rc::lw~ off-chip bl)n,hvid1h. 

fo this <lotumem, we PWiWS.i ,\ml.{:va!i).llte.a. $>mpfe sig.i.1fa:ance-b:ased·eympres~foii ~chen:1:J surt.a.ble r~r c,;;;:he Jim-li;; 

$i.m:.e i-t ir:i.~ a bw cm:np:~ssio-n and ifocqmpre,sio."I ovel'head. Thi~ -,{.:he:me1 'Frllqu~uthl1cm Compre,~1011 {FPC). com

presses indh'idtml cac~\l Une.<; on .11 w01·d ~t~y--wtm.i: b:~:1iis ht storing common worcl f)ltf.temi,_ fo a mmlp~essed Jnrm~t 

it,'C.omp;mbl ·with an approprim.e prefix. 'thi_s. ~impfo:sd1e.111e provides ccimpai'ilb!e compre<.ss.ior. ratios f.o mt>re com

p:k,, S(;he,1.11:~ toorl)ave hlghercache. hit lmt;ncies. 

Rel't!rence-s 
Pl ~ul,mt./.1:b;il.i, l:liilmfosJ?rnnke, Xfo11v,d Shei~, DM F... Pt,ff, nnd.T. {fa~H S-miih. Perl'o;i:miinec; on1:ai<l~>Wi!'e cl.I'm~ 

pm,~ecl-m,iill memory, !::I .f'rvceeciingJ ,.~fthl• Se,•et:th IEEE S,.-mp,7,rforf! mi lligh.Prrfe.'m11imt1{ Com;mter Archi
t,~tt11r?., page~ 73-lH, Janu.ar.y 2001. 

[Al ~~dwaid Ahn, ScuaJt-Moon Yo(}, and.S.uni;-lvfo Ste\'.e K.1,1~. :Efreuive Algor:ith::11,~ for' Cache-!evd Compression. 
In l ~ro.r:.,:.cdirc1_:;,r .of1he i()(}f C(,Jufen:,'l,~ &11 GHx.•fl."1.li:e~· Symw>,<iw11 ;m VI.Sf~ flag!:!~ 89--92, 200'L 
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L4J Ahia. R. Al,H~~-1,b:a l\wl l)a;vld. A. \\\md. Vat~abili1)! in An.+.i1e-:ttmd. Siniul.:dkim; ;.)f i'vfo lti --threa<b:l W<ltkln:a:cl~. 
fo Pmr:e~dirl.8S 4the Niuth IEEE $y111p.<J.tiwn on High,Perjc>rmam:;e C1.miput.e,r Arc!iirecna-e. p.;iies 7---t~. Fic\hrn, 
fil'j 2.000 . . . 

[5) .li'.:laa R. AIMnelt·Wen ~n\'I "David .,1- \V'ood. AdapiNci Carhe Con\pre..~&i111) f•.r Hlgh-Per.formarn::e l't(i,:es:.iots, k 
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New International AQQlication Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office 
If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for 
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number 
and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning 
national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of 
the application. 



IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

In re Application of Faxer 

Serial No.: 15/105648 

Filed: June 17, 2016 

For: Codebook Subset Restriction Signaling 

Attorney's Docket No: 4015-9595/P45698-US2 

MS AMENDMENT 
Commissioner for Patents 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

Examiner: TBD 

Group Art Unit: TBD 

Confirmation No.: 5548 

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT 
In accordance with 37 C.F.R. 1.56, counsel wishes to make of record the attached items 

of information for the Examiner's consideration in connection with this application. Also attached 
is Form PTO/SB/08A for the Examiner's convenience in making such consideration of record. 
Inclusion herein of any particular item of information is not to be construed as an admission that 
same is prior art. Each item of information contained in the information disclosure statement: 

D was first ci ted in any communication from a patent office in a counterpart foreign or 
international application or from the Office, and this communication was not received by 
an individual designated in §1.56(c) more than thirty days prior to the filing of the 
information disclosure statement; or 
D is a communication that was issued by a patent office in a counterpart foreign or 
international application or by the Office, and this communication was not received by 
any individual designated in § 1.56(c) more than thirty days prior to the filing of the 
information disclosure statement 
1Z! No statement re Patent Term Adjustment (PTA). 

The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any fees that may be required 
or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account 18-1167. 

Dated: August 2, 2016 

Respectfully submitted, 
COATS & BENNETT, P.L.L.C. 

Justin J. Leonard 
Registration No.: 60986 
Telephone: (919) 854-1844 
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of information for the Examiner's consideration in connection with this application. Also attached
is Form PTO/SB/O8Afor the Examiner's convenience in making such consideration of record.
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samets prior art. Each item of information contained in the information disclosure statement:

[_] wasfirst cited in any communication from a patentoffice in a counterpart foreign or
international application or from the Office, and this communication was not received by
an individual designated in §1.56(c) more than thirty days prior to thefiling of the
information disclosure statement: or

[_] is a communication that was issued by a patent office in a counterpart foreign or
international application or by the Office, and this communication was not received by
any individual designated in § 1.56(c) more than thirty days prior to thefiling of the
information disclosure statement

[><] No statement re Patent Term Adjustment (PTA).
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PATENT APPLICATION FEE DETERMINATION RECORD Application or Docket Number 

Subs t it ute for Form PT0 -875 151105,648 

AP PLICATION AS FILED - PART I OTHER THAN 

(Column 1) (Column 2) SMALL EN TITY OR SMALL EN TITY 

FO R N U M BER F ILED N U M BER E XT RA RAT E($) FEE($) R ATE ($) FEE($) 

BASIC FEE NIA NIA NIA NIA 300 
(37 CFR 1.16(a), (b) , or (c)) 

SEARCH FEE NIA NIA NIA NIA 520 (37 CFR 1.16(k) , (i) , or (m)) 

EXAMINATION FEE NIA NIA NIA NIA 760 (37 CFR 1.16(0), (p) , or (q)) 

TOTAL CLAIMS 32 minus 20= 12 (37 CFR 1.16(i)) 
OR X 100 . 1200 

INDEPENDENT CLAIMS 4 minus 3 = 1 X 460 . 460 
(37 CFR 1.16(h)) 

If the specification and drawings exceed 1 00 
APPLI CATION SIZE sheets of paper, the application size fee due is 
FEE $31 O ($155 for small entity) for each additional 0.00 
(37 CFR 1.16(s)) 50 sheets o r fraction the reof . See 35 U.S.C. 

41 (a)(1 )(G) and 37 CFR 1 .16(s). 

MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM PRESENT (37 CFR 1.16(j)) 0.00 

• If the difference in column 1 is less than zero, enter "0" in column 2. TOTAL TOTAL 3240 

APPLICATION AS AMENDED - PART II 

OTHER THAN 
(Column 1) (Column 2) (Column 3) SMALL ENTITY OR SMALL ENTITY 

CLAIMS HIGHEST 
REMAINING NUMBER PRESENT RATE($) ADDITIONAL RATE ($) ADDITIONAL 

<( AFTER PREVIOUSLY EXTRA FEE($) FEE($) 
I- AMENDMENT PAID FDR z 
w Total Minus .. . 

OR 
~ (37 CFR 1.16(i)) X . X . 
0 

Independent Minus 
... . z 

(37 CFR 1.16(h)) X . OR X . 
w 
~ Application Size Fee (37 CFR 1.16(s)) <( 

FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM (37 CFR 1.16(j)) OR 

TOTAL OR TOTAL 
ADD'L FEE ADD'L FEE 

(Column 1) (Column 2) (Column 3) 

CLAIMS HIGHEST 
REMAINING NUMBER PRESENT RATE($) ADDITIONAL RATE($) ADDITIONAL 

Cl) AFTER PREVIOUSLY EXTRA FEE($) FEE($) 
I- AMENDMENT PAID FOR z 
w Total Minus .. . X . OR 
~ (37 CFR 1 .16(i)) 

X . 
0 

Independent Minus ... . z X . OR X . 
w (37 CFR 1.16{h)) 

~ Application Size Fee (37 CFR 1.16(s)) <( 

O R 
FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM (37 CFR 1.16(j)) 

TOTAL 
O R 

TOTAL 
ADD'L FEE ADD'L FEE 

• If the entry in column 1 is less than the entry in column 2, write "0" in column 3. 
•• If the "Highest Number Previously Paid For" IN THIS SPACE is less than 20, enter "20". 

••• If the "Highest Number Previously Paid For" IN THIS SPACE is less than 3, enter "3". 
The "Highest Number Previously Paid For'' (Total or Independent) is the highest found in the appropriate box in column 1. 



U.S. APPLICATION NUMBER NO. 

15/105,648 

24112 
COATS & BENNETT, PLLC 
1400 Crescent Green , Suite 300 
Cary, NC 27518 

Date Mailed: 01/31/2018 

FJRST NAM.ED INVENTOR 

Sebastian Faxer 

Ul\lTF.I) STATF.S l)F.PARTMFNT OF OOMl\lRRf;F. 
United Stutes Patent and Trademark Offi<--e 
Addms COMMISSIO><ER FOR PATENTS 

P.O. Brot1450 
Ak:undria, Virgmia 2})13•1450 
,•rww.ll9J)to~v 

ATIY. DOCKET NO. 

4015-9595 / P45698-US2 
INTERNATIONAL APPUCA TION NO. 

PCT/SE2016/050009 
LA. FILING DATE PRIORITY DATE 

01/11/2016 01/14/2015 

CONFIRMATION NO. 5548 
371 ACCEPTANCE LETTER 

1111111111111111111111110111111111m ~m1~1J!~i11m1 

NOTICE OF ACCEPTANCE OF APPLICATION UNDER 35 U.S.C 371 AND 37 CFR 1.495 

The applicant is hereby advised that the United States Patent and Trademark Office, in its capacity as a 
Designated I Elected Office (37 CFR 1.495), has ACCEPTED the above identified international application for 
national patentability examination in the United States Patent and Trademark Office. 

The United States Application Number assigned to the application is shown above. A Filing Receipt will be 
issued for the present application in due course. THE DATE APPEARING ON THE FILING RECEIPT AS THE 
"FILING DATE or 371(c) DATE" IS THE DATE ON WHICH THE LAST OF THE 35 U.S.C. 371 (c)(1) and (c)(2) 
REQUIREMENTS HAS BEEN RECEIVED IN THE OFFICE. THIS DATE IS SHOWN BELOW. The filing date of 
the above identified application is the international filing date of the international application (Article 11 (3) and 35 
u.s.c. 363) 

06/ 17/2016 

DATE OF RECEIPT OF 35 U .S.C . 
371(c)(1) and (c)(2) REQUIREMENTS 

The following items have been received: 

• Copy of the International Application filed on 06/1 7/2016 
• Copy of the International Search Report filed on 06/1 7/2016 
• Copy of IPE Report filed on 06/17/2016 
• Preliminary Amendments filed on 06/17/2016 
• Information Disclosure Statements filed on 06/17/2016 
• Inventor's Oath or Declaration filed on 06/1712016 
• Request for Immediate Examination filed on 06/17/2016 
• U.S. Basic National Fees filed on 06/ 17/2016 
• Assignment fi led on 06/ 17/2016 
• Authorize Access to Search Results filed on 06/17/2016 
• Priority Documents filed on 06/ 17/2016 
• Power of Attorney filed on 06/17/2016 
• Authorization to Permit Access filed on 06/17/2016 
• Application Data Sheet (37 CFR 1. 76) filed on 06/ 17/2016 
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COATS & BENNETT, PLLC PCT/SE2016/050009
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NOTICE OF ACCEPTANCE OF APPLICATION UNDER 35 U.S.C 371 AND 37 CFR 1.495

The applicant is hereby advised that the United States Patent and Trademark Office, in its capacity as a
Designated / Elected Office (37 CFR 1.495), has ACCEPTEDthe aboveidentified international application for
national patentability examination in the United States Patent and Trademark Office.

The United States Application Number assigned to the application is shown above.A Filing Receiptwill be
issued for the present application in due course. THE DATE APPEARING ON THE FILING RECEIPT AS THE
"FILING DATE or 371(c) DATE" IS THE DATE ON WHICH THE LAST OF THE 35 U.S.C. 371 (c)(1) and (c)(2)
REQUIREMENTS HAS BEEN RECEIVEDIN THE OFFICE. THIS DATE IS SHOWN BELOW.Thefiling date of
the above identified application is the internationalfiling date of the international application (Article 11(3) and 35
U.S.C, 363)

06/17/2016

DATE OF RECEIPT OF 35 U.S.C.

371(c)(1) and (c)(2) REQUIREMENTS

The following items have been received:

- Copy of the International Applicationfiled on 06/17/2016
« Copy of the International Search Report filed on 06/17/2016
* Copy of IPE Report filed on 06/17/2016
* Preliminary Amendments filed on 06/17/2016
«Information Disclosure Statements filed on 06/17/2016

«Inventor's Oath or Declaration filed on 06/17/2016

» Requestfor Immediate Examination filed on 06/17/2016
«U.S. Basic National Fees filed on 06/17/2016

* Assignmentfiled on 06/17/2016
» Authorize Access to Search Results tiled on 06/17/2016

* Priority Documentsfiled on 06/17/2016
» Powerof Attorney filed on 06/17/2016
« Authorization to Permit Accessfiled on 06/17/2016

* Application Data Sheet (37 CFR 1.76)filed on 06/17/2016
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Applicant is reminded that any communications to the United States Patent and Trademark Office must be mailed 
to the address given in the heading and include the U.S. application no. shown above (37 CFR 1.5) 

CHERRIE M HAYWOOD 

Telephone: (703) 7 56-1144 
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APPLICATION 
NUMBER 

15/105,648 

24112 

FILING or 
37J(c) DATE 

06/17/2016 

GRP ART 
UNIT 

COATS & BENNETT, PLLC 
1400 Crescent Green, Suite 300 
Cary, NC 27518 

PD..FEE REC'D 

2860 

Ul\lTF.I) STAT F.S l)F.PARTMFNT OF OOMl\lRR f;F. 
United Stutes Patent and Tradema rk Offi<--e 
Addm s COMMISSIO><ER FOR PATE NTS 

P.O. Brot1450 
Ak:undria, Virgmia 2}) 13•1450 
,•rww.ll9J)to~ v 

ATTY.DOCKET.NO TOT CLAIMS INDCLAIMS 

401 5-9595 I P45698-US2 32 4 
CONFIRMATION NO. 5548 

FILING RECEIPT 

1111111111m111111111,m•m~u 1111111111111111 

Date Mailed: 0 1/31/2018 

Receipt is acknowledged of this non-provisional patent application. The application will be taken up for examination 
in due course. Applicant wi ll be notified as to the results of the examination. Any correspondence concerning the 
application must include the following identification information: the U.S. APPLICATION NUMBER, FILING DATE, 
NAME OF APPLICANT, and TITLE OF INVENTION. Fees transmitted by check or draft are subject to collection. 
Please verify the accuracy of the data presented on this receipt. If an error is noted on this Filing Receipt, please 
submit a written request for a FIiing Receipt Correction. Please provide a copy of this FIiing Receipt with the 
changes noted thereon. If you received a "Notice to FIie Missing Parts" for this application, please submit 
any corrections to this FIiing Receipt with your reply to the Notice. When the USPTO processes the reply 
to the Notice, the USPTO will generate another Filing Receipt incorporating the requested corrections 

lnventor(s) 

Appllcant(s) 

Sebastian Faxer, Jarfalla, SWEDEN; 
Mattias Frenne, Uppsala, SWEDEN; 
Simon Jarmyr, Skarpnack, SWEDEN; 
George Jongren, Sundbyberg, SWEDEN; 
Niklas Wernersson, Solna, SWEDEN; 

Telefonaktiebolaget LM Ericsson (publ), Stockholm, SWEDEN; 

Power of Attorney: The patent practitioners associated with Customer Number 24112 

Domestic Priority data as claimed by applicant 
This application is a 371 of PCT/SE2016/050009 01/11/2016 
which claims benefit of 62/103, 101 01 / 14/2015 

Foreign Applications for which priority is claimed (You may be eligible to benefit from the Patent Prosecution 
Highway program at the USPTO. Please see http://www.uspto.gov for more information.) - None. 
Foreign application information must be provided in an Application Data Sheet in order to constitute a claim to 
foreign priority. See 37 CFR 1.55 and 1.76. 

Permission to Access Application via Priority Document Exchange: Yes 

Permission to Access Search Results: Yes 

Applicant may provide or rescind an authorization for access using Form PTO/SB/39 or Form PTO/SB/69 as 
appropriate. 
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24112 FILING RECEIPT

COATS & BENNETT, PLLC
Se oases ouiai N000000LW
Cary, NC 27518

Date Mailed: 01/31/2018

Receipt is acknowledged ofthis non-provisional patent application. The application will be taken up for examination
in due course. Applicant will be notified as to the results of the examination. Any correspondence concerning the
application mustinclude the following identification information: the U.S. APPLICATION NUMBER, FILING DATE,
NAME OF APPLICANT, and TITLE OF INVENTION. Fees transmitted by check or draft are subject to collection.
Pleaseverify the accuracy of the data presented onthis receipt. Ifan error is noted on this Filing Receipt, please
submit a written request for a Filing Receipt Correction. Please provide a copyof this Filing Receipt with the
changes noted thereon. If you received a "Notice to File Missing Parts" for this application, please submit
any corrections to this Filing Receipt with your reply to the Notice. When the USPTO processes the reply
to the Notice, the USPTO will generate another Filing Receipt incorporating the requested corrections

Inventor(s)
Sebastian Faxeér, Jarfalla, SWEDEN;

Mattias Frenne, Uppsala, SWEDEN;
Simon Jarmyr, Skarpnack, SWEDEN;
George J6ngren, Sundbyberg, SWEDEN;
Niklas Wernersson, Solna, SWEDEN;

Applicant(s)
Telefonaktiebolaget LM Ericsson (publ), Stockholm. SWEDEN;

Powerof Attorney: The patentpractitioners associated with Customer Number 24112
 

Domestic Priority data as claimed by applicant
This application is a 371 of PCT/SE2016/050009 01/11/2016
which claims benefit of 62/103,101 01/14/2015

Foreign Applications for which priority is claimed (You maybeeligible to benefit from the Patent Prosecution
Highway program al the USPTO.Please see http://www.uspto.gov for more information.) - None.
Foreign application information must be provided in an Application Data Sheetin order to constitute a claim to
foreign priority. See 37 CFR 7.55 and 1.76.

Permission to Access Application via Priority Document Exchange: Yes

Permission to Access Search Results: Yes

Applicant may provide or rescind an authorization for access using Form PTO/SB/39 or Form PTO/SB/69 as
appropriate.
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If Required, Foreign Filing License Granted: 01/30/2018 

The country code and number of your priority application, to be used for filing abroad under the Paris Convention, 
is US 15/105,648 

Projected Publication Date: 05/10/2018 

Non-Publication Request: No 

Early Publication Request: No 
Title 

Codebook Subset Restriction Signaling 

Preliminary Class 

Statement under 37 CFR 1.55 or 1.78 for AIA (First Inventor to File) Transition Applications: No 

PROTECTING YOUR INVENTION OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES 

Since the rights granted by a U.S. patent extend only throughout the territory of the United States and have no 
effect in a foreign country, an inventor who wishes patent protection in another country must apply for a patent 
in a specific country or in regional patent offices. Applicants may wish to consider the filing of an international 
application under the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT). An international (PCT) application generally has the same 
effect as a regular national patent application in each PCT-member country. The PCT process simplifies the filing 
of patent applications on the same invention in member countries, but does not result in a grant of "an international 
patent" and does not eliminate the need of applicants to file additional documents and fees in countries where patent 
protection is desired. 

Almost every country has its own patent law, and a person desiring a patent in a particular country must make an 
application for patent in that country in accordance with its particular laws. Since the laws of many countries differ 
in various respects from the patent law of the United States, applicants are advised to seek guidance from specific 
foreign countries to ensure that patent rights are not lost prematurely. 

Applicants also are advised that in the case of inventions made in the United States, the Director of the US PTO must 
issue a license before applicants can apply for a patent in a foreign country. The filing of a U.S. patent application 
serves as a request for a foreign filing license. The application's filing receipt contains further information and 
guidance as to the status of applicant's license for foreign filing. 

Applicants may wish to consult the USPTO booklet, "General Information Concerning Patents" (specifically, the 
section entitled "Treaties and Foreign Patents") for more information on timeframes and deadlines for filing foreign 
patent applications. The guide is available either by contacting the USPTO Contact Center at 800-786-9199, or it 
can be viewed on the USPTO website at http://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/pac/doc/general/index.html. 

For information on preventing theft of your intellectual property (patents, trademarks and copyrights), you may wish 
to consult the U.S. Government website, http://www.stopfakes.gov. Part of a Department of Commerce initiative, 
this website includes self-help "toolkits" giving innovators guidance on how to protect intellectual property in specific 
countries such as China, Korea and Mexico. For questions regarding patent enforcement issues, applicants may 
call the U.S. Government hotline at 1-866-999-HAL T (1-866-999-4258). 
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LICENSE FOR FOREIGN FILING UNDER 

Title 35, United States Code, Section 184 

Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, 5.11 & 5.15 

GRANTED 

The applicant has been granted a license under 35 U.S.C. 184, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING 
LICENSE GRANTED" followed by a date appears on this form. Such licenses are issued in all applications where 
the conditions for issuance of a license have been met, regardless of whether or not a license may be required as 
set forth in 37 CFR 5.15. The scope and limitations of this license are set forth in 37 CFR 5.15(a) unless an earlier 
license has been issued under 37 CFR 5.15(b) . The license is subject to revocation upon written notification. The 
date indicated is the effective date of the license, unless an earlier license of similar scope has been granted under 
37 CFR 5.13 or 5.14. 

This license is to be retained by the licensee and may be used at any time on or after the effective date thereof unless 
it is revoked. This license is automatically transferred to any related applications(s) filed under 37 CFR 1.53(d) . This 
license is not retroactive. 

The grant of a license does not in any way lessen the responsibility of a licensee for the security of the subject matter 
as imposed by any Government contract or the provisions of existing laws relating to espionage and the national 
security or the export of technical data. Licensees should apprise themselves of current regulations especially with 
respect to certain countries , of other agencies, particularly the Office of Defense Trade Controls , Department of 
State (with respect to Arms, Munitions and Implements of War (22 CFR 121-128)) ; the Bureau of Industry and 
Security, Department of Commerce (15 CFR parts 730-774) ; the Office of Foreign AssetsControl , Department of 
Treasury (31 CFR Parts 500+) and the Department of Energy. 

NOT GRANTED 

No license under 35 U.S.C. 184 has been granted at this time, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING 
LICENSE GRANTED" DOES NOT appear on this form . Applicant may still petition for a license under 37 CFR 5.12, 
if a license is desired before the expiration of 6 months from the filing date of the application. If 6 months has lapsed 
from the filing date of this application and the licensee has not received any indication of a secrecy order under 35 
U.S.C. 181 , the licensee may foreign file the application pursuant to 37 CFR 5.15(b) . 

Select USA 

The United States represents the largest, most dynamic marketplace in the world and is an unparalleled location for 
business investment, innovation, and commercialization of new technologies. The U.S. offers tremendous resources 
and advantages for those who invest and manufacture goods here . Through SelectUSA, our nation works to 
promote and facilitate business investment. SelectUSA provides information assistance to the international investor 
community ; serves as an ombudsman for existing and potential investors ; advocates on behalf of U.S. cities, states, 
and regions competing for global investment; and counsels U.S. economic development organizations on investment 
attraction best practices. To learn more about why the United States is the best country in the world to develop 
technology, manufacture products, deliver services, and grow your business , visit http ://www.SelectUSA.gov or call 
+ 1-202-482-6800. 
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Doc description: Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) Filed 
Approved for use through 07 /3112016. 0MB 0651-0031 

U.S. Palent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
Under the Pape,wOfk Reduction Act of 1995, no per.30ns are required to respond to a collection of inloonation unless tt conlains a valid 0MB conlrol number. 

Application Number ~5105648 

Filing Date RO 16-06-17 
IN FORMATION DISCLOSURE First Named Inventor l~axer 
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT 

Art Unit 
( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99) 

Examiner Name I 
Attorney Docket Number 401 5-9595 / P45698-US2 
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Examiner Cite Kind Name of Patentee or Applicant 
Initial* No 

Patent Number Coc:1e1 Issue Date 
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Relevant Passages or Relevant 
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If you wish to add additional U.S. Patent citation information please click the Add button. I Add I 
U.S.PATENT APPLICATION PUBLICATIONS I Remove I 

Pages,Columns,Lines where 
Examiner Publication Kind Publication Name of Patentee or Applicant 
Initial* 

Cite No 
Number Code1 Date of cited Document 

Relevant Passages or Relevant 
Figures Appear 
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Application Number 15105648 

Filing Date 2016-06-17 

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE First Named Inventor I Faxer 
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT 

Art Unit 
( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99) 

Examiner Name I 
Attorney Docket Number 4015-9595 / P45698-US2 

CERTIFICATION STATEMENT 

Please see 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98 to make the appropriate selection(s): 

OR 

That each item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was first cited in any communication 
from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more than three months prior to the filing of the 
information disclosure statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)(1). 

That no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was cited in a communication from a 
foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application, and, to the knowledge of the person signing the certification 
after making reasonable inquiry, no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was known to 

D any individual designated in 37 CFR 1.56(c) more than three months prior to the filing of the information disclosure 
statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)(2). 

See attached certification statement. 

The fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17 (p) has been submitted herewith. 

X A certification statement is not submitted herewith. 
SIGNATURE 

A signature of the applicant or representative is required in accordance with CFR 1.33, 10.18. Please see CFR 1.4(d) for the 
form of the signature. 

Signature / Justin J. Leonard/ Date (YYYY-MM-DD) 2018-03-21 

Name/Print Justin Leonard Registration Number ~0986 

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the 
public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 
1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1 hour to complete, including gathering, preparing and submitting the completed 
application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you 
require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. 
Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND 
FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, 
VA 22313-1450. 
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Privacy Act Statement 

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the 
attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised 
that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited 
is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to 
process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested 
information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may 
result in termination of proceedings or abandonment of the application or expiration of the patent. 

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses: 

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of Information Act 
(5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records from this system of records may be disclosed to the 
Department of Justice to determine whether the Freedom of Information Act requires disclosure of these record s. 

2. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence to a 
court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of settlement 
negotiations. 

3. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a 
request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance from the 
Member with respect to the subject matter of the record. 

4. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need for 
the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the 
requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m). 

5. A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records 
may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant 
to the Patent Cooperation Treaty. 

6. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of 
National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)). 

7. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or 
his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's responsibility to 
recommend improvements in records management practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 
2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this 
purpose, and any other relevant (i .e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make 
determinations about individuals. 

8. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of 
the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151 . Further, a record 
may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record was filed in 
an application which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is 
referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued patent. 

9. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law 
enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation. 
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Abstract not avaliable for RUZO11140088 (A)
Abstract of corresponding document: WO20101085345 {A1}

A method. system, base station anc wireless terminal are provided for transmission of
aset of mixed pilots that includes both carmmon and dedicated pilots. The method
includes selecting a number D of dedicated pilois having regard to oerformance of the
communicaton link, D = 0, selecting a first pre-coder for pre-coding D dedicated pilots
based on some criteria, performingafirst pre-coding of the D dedicated pilots with the
first pre-cecer to produce a set of pre-coded dedicated pilots, performing a secand pre-
coding of fhe set af pre-coced dedicated pilots and a set of carrion pilots to produce a
set of mixed pilots. and transmitting data from the transmitter on the communication fink
with the set of mixed nilots.
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I. C 1 ioco6 n epeJ.H:ttlH -:unra;1011 OT nepeJ.taT'nma no Kamtny caltJH, yKa'Ja.HHbTH' cnoco6, 

N 

0 

co,1ep:>Ka11U•1i1 c;1e;1y10ru,ie cTa,Q,rn : )> 
Ul,!6op ~mc:.na D 8bl.;Je,1emH,lX l!HJ[OT--CUJ1lUHOl.l, l'lpHHJ,fMall HO .BHHM'aHMe 

HpOl•Oll{),i.UfTeJfoHOCTf, Kamuia Cl3Sl'3H, D2::0; 
Bbi60p nepnol'O npel<'O,lepa . ..'.lJm npe;:lBa.pineJlbH0I'0 I<0:.mpoBaHHS! D m,qe.1rCHHbfX lT!I.ifOT
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ll WTOT·ClffHlUTOU; 

1H,lTlQ.iT.1ICHJ,!'C ll'l'Oporo npe,lllapvrreJJbHO!'O K•J.lHpOHamrn na6opa 1!pe:.tnap11TeilbH0 

K0).1H])Oll<lHHf,iX Bl>L'.leJ1eHHhl'X TlH;'fOT·C.vlTHaJIOB waa6opa o6um:< HHJ!OT-CH.nranon ,'l)Ul CO'J.J<\H}!}J 

m16opa. CMeT.iJ,IHHhJX HHJl'O'f'- Cin"HfUIO·a; H 

nepe;.ta'lY ,i'{llHHhlX c J-l'a6opoM GMe.lf.WHH.hfX nH!iOT-CIU.Ha.JlOB 01' nepe,;1a'flll1Ka Jl0 KaHailY 

-:J3WH{.. 

2. Cnocoo no Jl .l, n KOTOpO,vl nepemn':ll-t'K .BKJHO'HlC'\"fviHOiJ{eCTBO nepex.(UlOll.(1-!X a1nemL 
l! nepeJ.Ul.'J.a ;'{aHHb(X OT nepe.,[aT1mKa BKJ.llO'H1eT nepe;.{ar.iy Jtafl'rll>T:X C m16opo:M CMemaHHblX 

mmo1-ci.-rrmuion OT nepe;.w:r•nnca no Kamrny c1rn:rn ":i.epe'J .MH0>Kec1uo nepemuouH1x ;;wremt 
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iEAEPANLHAS CAWEBA

MO HHTEDIEKTY AJIBHOM COBCTBEHHOCTH

(VISAABKAHAMS30BPETEHME
2ip2s) aseBI LP40088/07, 16.43.2010 (71) Saanercin(HE

PORCTAP BAARO JIE (US)
Tlonupiarertnd:

(30) Rou wiehivonrisnt noieperrer: | (72) Aproptat):
16.03.2009 US 61/160,452; KOFTEAPTT Aapox (CA),
21,08,2008 US 61/244,185 FOVE Jlya-Tiens (CA),

r sei ed es, BOIAH MoxamMayxane (CA),43) Alacra ey eres :27.04,2083 Bron. Ne 12 | "(3) Aare nyosieeupiy januni: 2704, ros. Ne be | MALasmusé (CA)
(35) lata Weta pacomerpunna wane PCT tra

Ha MOMDHa hage: PLO2011

(XG) Juwara PCT:

CA 2010/000376 (16.03.2010)

 
(7) Thvenasaces sasuke PCT:

WO JLV1L05345 (23.09.2010)

AJpec Sula TePesTAeRB:

1ANIS, Mocxsa, Poromesckult 6-p, 11, sraac 3,
‘Toysars Harepaoune Huk.”, BA. Kinoxany 

(34) CHOCOBITEPERAUH CHPHAsIO’, CHCTEMABECIIPOSOHOCBA3H, BAIOBAN CTAHUMA
VM BECTIPOBGHUON TEPMBAHAN

(37) Donwyira wwobperenas
1, CHOCOD HePCMaUv CHIHAOB OF NEPCAATENKA 110 KAKANY CHIR, YRAIATIDEA Croce,

Coden WAH CHOAVIOHEHG CTaNi,

BEGOD uncta D BbIASIICHH BIN TMLOT-CUPHaIIO, IIPHHEMad BO BHAUMAHH

UPCMIBORMTAIBHOCTh Kakane cBagu, DESO;
BRIOOP HEPBOPO MPKGLePa JLT TPSLBepPUTeAbUOrO KORMPOBAHMA D BELASIICHHBIX IATOT-

CHTHAAOB Ha OCHOBE HEKOTOPbIN KPTeEpHeB,

BLIOHHEARE TEPBOl O NIPeNBaAPNTeMsHOro KOLMPOBANUA D BbigeHeHHLIX NRIOT-CHTHANOD
HePBEIM MDOROREDOM IWS! COUNT RAGODY UDENBAPHTUIBNO KOLMPOBANN EIS BBMIGIeHABEN
HHerT-CHYHOB;

BRINOHHCHHE BTOPOLO IPCaBAPHTeHbHOLO ROANPOLANEA HAbopa MPCUBAPHTCUbHO
KOSH PORAWHBIN BLEMENeHABIN TMTOT-CHUHILTOR A HAOOpA OOH I HVEOT-CHP HHO JOLT COTA EST
HAGOPA CMETTAUUBIX JIHROT-CHTHABOR: A

NeTeAeey fAbuply C HAOGOPOM CMELNAAADIA TALOT-CHEHANOR OT LePeraTanka NO KaNAHY
CBA.

2, Cuoved io inl, 8 NOTOPOM NePeaATHHk BRUOVALT MAOASCTHO Wepenalouiex AHTCHH,
4 TIEPCLANA ZRIHHDIN OT HePeATHHRA BRINOUAET MePeAAAy AGAHDIA C HAGOPOM OMEHIHHENX
THAGT-CHTHELIOR OF MOPeAaPSHta MO KUFILTY CBYSH Fepes MBOMWSCTBO NePeAHIOMMX AHTOAH,

3. Cuocod 10 1.2, B ROTOPOM BRILOTHeHHE BTONOLO LPCUBAPNTeMBHOLO KOLApPOBABAS
tanto
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;:vrn C03;1anmr Ha6opa. Cl\1Clllaum,rx TIHJIOT·C¾I'H<lJTOB co.:i:ep>KHT npe,QBapHTCJibHOe 

K(\1HJ)OBc\l·!Hi..\ OCHOBHHHOC Ila CHHry.:11-q:H-!OM µ<l'.$J10)KCHHH (SVD) 1-UUl ero armpm:CmvHHlJUl. 

4. Cnoco6 no n.2, B KOTOPOM BhIHOJilrenue nToporo npe/uiapn-rc.:u,noro 1w;wponam,u1 
J.l.'!51 C03;].2(lll,j5J 1m6opa CMCllJaHHbJ:X J!HJlOT-CHJ'H<l,10B co;iep)KHT BbTH0,11-leHHe 

npe;ma pHTC,1bl·J:Oro KO;:m;oonaHml, OCHOBdHHOT"O Ha ;.xmwpcv.qnrKal~HH nepe;Ji.l'lH. 
5. Cnoco6 ITO n.4, BKOTOI)OM BhITIO.TTHCI·UlC npe,a.napViTC.ilbHOI'O KO.UHpOm.n-urn, OCHOBa:HHOl'O 

1-rn ,:,JnwpcmjmKat\HH nepena tJH co;.i:q:mmr Bbmo.:1Hemre npe;wapwre;n,Horo KO/l.HponaHmr, 

ornonaHftoro Ha ;11060M H3 npocq)aHCTBeHT-HFmcTOTHOM 6mNHOM KO;Je (SFBC) a 

jJHBepc1-1qnil<(U(HH lUH<J1WlCCKOh 3a;wp1KKH (CDD). 
6. Cnoco6 no sno6oMy H3rm.1-5, B 1<0Toporvr Bb16op 1-rac11a D n1,1;iene,-m.&1x mulOT-CHrna;1on 

C y<reTOM npOH'JBO.QliTCJibHOCTH KaHaJrn CB5!3H BlUllOtJaeT BbI60p lJHC!Ia D BhT.2:(esreHHbJX I1HJIOT~ 

cunra.'lOB, OTHO(.:SHLUlXC5l l< npo1,:ycKH(1h CTIOCOOHOCTH JGJHa.na cmnH C ytJeTOM 3HTjX1T Ha 

nepe .. xa 'lY cm-Ha.non, CBW.laHHbL\ C 001!.U·!MH l-1 BhT/\CJieHHbIMH UHJIOT-ClffHi.lJlaMH. 

7. Cnoco6 no M060tvry H3 nn. l -5, .n KOTOPOM Hb16op nepnoro npeKo;.xepa ;J-3rn 

npe;.im1p1rre.flhHOT"O Ko,:mponaHH5! D Bbl.Qe.m.mm,TX. nH,lOT-CHrHaJTOB Ba OCHOBe He.KOTOpblX 

KJ)HTepnen co;:repArnT n1>16op .rrepBoro rrpeK0;1epa, I<OTOJ)hIIT MaKCH:VnnupyeT np,m5l.TYH) 
!\·!011\HOCTb D BbT;lC,1CHHbIX mwcn-carHa~,on conracHo orpamFJeHmO, HO KOTOpOMY nepBhlli 

npeKOJ.lep Ol'1aCTCn OPTOrOHciJibHblM H"ropo1-1y rrpeKO,!.lCpy, ncno_rn,3ye11-roMy JJ}rn 

npc;:inapuTC.:IbHoro KO;lHponaHH5l Ha6opa o6mnx 1111.noT-CHrmrnon. 

8. Cnoco6 no n.7, ;1onon1-rnrem,Ho co;J.epJKau.u-rn npHeM c11r11a110B o6paTi-im1 cmr.m, 
OTHOC>iJUeficn K nepno11,ry npe,1napHTC.:lbHOMY KO,lHponam-noD BbT,Qe.rreHHb!X. TIHJlOT-CHrmwoB, 

9. Cnoco6 no n.8, n KOTopo:11 Bh16op nepnoro npeK0;1epa ;:urn npe;.iuap,rrem,r1oro 
I<OJJ-rponamrn D Bhl).1CJ1CHHh/:X nl·!JIOT-CHl'HaJIOB na OCHOBe HCKOTOph!X Kpmepnen 51BJrne·rrn 

HTCP<lTllBHhlM npor~CCCOM Ha OCHOBC o6paTHOti CB5l3H, 

10. Cnoco6 no n.7, B 1<01opoM nM6op ncpuoro npeKcuepa ;.iono.rrrnrre.rn,no co;gp)KHT 
nu6op nepnoro npeKo;_,.epa mm CHmKeHH}l noMex, 11bnua1mh1x nepe.uat-ie!1 ;Jam1b1X c na6opoM 

CMCLUaHHblX fll1.TTOT-CH!'Hd.i10B. 

11. Cnoco6 no n.2, B KOTOpOM BbITIQ.rtHemte BTOporn npe,anapHTCJlbHOrn KO,I:lH.ponar-ll-l.5! 

.l.J..TT>l co3_::i:am11t Ha6opa CMemaHHblX HHJIOT-CHrHa;1QB CO)J.ep)K,rr: 

rrpe;rna pineJibl:lOC K()).l_Vij)OBaHHe Ha6opa npe .. 1napV:TC.lThHO KO;J.Hj)OBffHHhTX Bbl,'.IeneHI-lblX 

nH.:TOT-CH.rHa.:ion c 1vraTpm.1eh TOt!<J:lecrneHHorn npeo6pa:mBaHHH nacre nepnoro 
npennaprrresn,aoro t,(\lHPOB8J-!H5! c Teivr, rnofo,, Ha6op cMeu.1aHHb1x rnmcn-rnn-raJTOB co.aep1Karr 

Ob! Bhl,J.C.TTCHHbIC I!!JJIOT-CHrHaJTbI, Bhlj)OBHeHHbie C rwpe .. ~i:aHHbiMH ,I:laHHbIMli; Ii 

npC,]l%lpHTeJihHOe KO;c.UlpOBaHHe m16opa o6mnx TIHJIOT-CIT.rnaJIOB C KO,:~OBOH l<l·IHT"OIT C 
WM, cno6r:,1 Ha.6op CMemam-rH.x mmoT-cnnrnnon nr<JTlO'·laJl 6M rrpe.anapwresn,Ho 
K0.2UlP013aHHbIC OO!l!HC muIOT-ClffHa.1TbI. 

12. Cnoco6 no n.1 l, n KOTopoM nepe;:(a"Ia ;J.am-rn1x no KaHaJiy cmnn c tta6opoM cMemaHHblX 
mrno,-cHrHa.rwB qepe3 JvlH•)I<ecrno nepemnomax aHTem-r co;1ep1KHT: 

rrepe,:.ntr-1y Bhl;clCJJCHHh1X JIHJlOT--Cm:mmoB n CMemaI-IHOM na6ope TTH.TTOT-CHrHcUlOB trepe'.3 
nepnyio rpynny nepe;mrmnnx mrreH!-l ac; MlI01KeCTBa. nepemuoinHx aHTeHH~ H 

nepemr•ry npe,inapirrem;no r,o,.JJ1poBaHHbIX o6uurx rnuroT-cHrnaJ1on n cMemaHHOM .mt6ope 
!TiUOT-CHrJ-HUiOB tH:pe3 BTopyio rpynny nepe;:\aJOWJ!X aHTCHH !13 MHO)I(CCTBa nepe;1a1ol.HHX 
itHTtHH, 

::, 13. Cnoco6 non. l 2, n KOTopo,v1 nepe;:iaTLJHJ\ co;1ep1K1n MHO>KCCTBO nepe;1,ntJH1<0B, u 

QC neprrnH rpynna aepe;.1.a10111JL\ a11TeHH pacnrn101Kena u nepBOM t-.-lHO>KCCTBe nepe:nncmKon, H 
BTOJ)cHl rpynna. nepe:1:a10ill,HX ai-rreHH paCHOJJO)I<Cmt BO BTOpOM MHO)I(CCTBC nepen:aF!liKOB. 

14. Cnoco6 no n.13, B KOToprnvr nepe;~atia ;1aHHhlX c na6opm.-1 CMemamr1>rx mr.:10-r-o-irHanon 
nK.rm)lJaeT nepe,:.1.a1-1y ;:-\aHHhIX, no 1\Je11r,u.1e.n Mepe, OT nepaoro nepe,1aT'"1H1<a a nToporo 
nepe;.TaT'-lllKcl H'.J !\1HO)KCCTBa nepe;.:i;aT'lHKOB. 

15. CHCTeMa 0('.CHpOBOJ1HOH CBKlll, co;1ep1lG.lI.U,U1: 
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NlHO,l<cCTJ30 6ecnpOBOJ.U{bTX TC])lvlHHcLTIOB: H 

6aJOBym CTclH!Jlil-0, HMemmy10 MHQ)KCCTBO nepe.::.1aiorn.nx liHTeHH H npexi:na'JHal{eHH.YlO JVIH 

nepe,1ar.m,c_1aHHhTX \1HO)KeCTBY 6ecnpOH0.'-1HhlX Tep,vmHanon no COOT13CTCTBYl01lJ)1M K<lWUialv[ 

cml'.3H, l3 KOTOpoti;.·1.:rn Ka>K;{Oro Ka.Ha.nu crrn3H 6a::iona.H CT<UllU·lH HCIIOJ1b3)ifffC5-l ;'.lJUl llhH10.:1Hemrn 

c;1e.::.1yl01u11x 3a,Ja11: 
llh16op C!HC.na D J3bl,J,CIIeHHhlX mumT-CITn=uuroB, npHHlilv!cUT HO BHHMaHne 

npoa3no;unem,HoCTh Kamurn. cmnn, D:e::O; 
J31>16op nepnoro npeKo,uepa wrn npe;.wapl·ffC,TbHOT'O KOJ{HponaHHH D BhEJ:CJiCHHblX rnl.IiOT

CHl'HcL'!OB Ha OCHOBe HeKOTO])hlX 1;:pv.TepHeB; 

J3blr!OIIHeHHe nermoro npe.D,uapHTcJlbHOro KO,c.mpoHaHHH D BhUWJlCHHl,lX mulOT-CHT'HHJTOB 

nep13bTJVl npeK021epoM ;.urn C03j.lJlHH5:l Ha6opa npem~api-rrem,HO K0;1HJ)OBaHHbTX BbT}_"\Cc'1CHHhJX 

rl!·LTOT-Cllnia,n OB; 

u1,1no11He111-1e uroporo npe;wapi-neJlbHOro Ko;.urponaHmi 11a6opa npe;1napHTesmHo 

KO,c1Hp0!3<lHHb!X Bbl;.:(eJ1eHHbTX JllUlOT-Cl1THc!J"JOB H aa6opa OO!lIHX THUiOT-C}!THa,IOB ).1)151 C03;.).i.LHHH 

ua6opa CMernaHHhlX lTHJIOT-CHrHaJIOil; n 
nepe,c,\at:Jy ;:.\aHHblX OT 6a30llOIT CTaHI~HHCOOTBCTCTBYK)tneMy 6ecnpOBO.:::J.HOMY TepMHHany 

no IG.lHaJTy CBH'JH C ffi.t6opoM CMemaHHhJX HHJlOT-CHTHa,non 1,iepe3 ,v!HO)KCCTBO nepe;.1:;:nou.u-rx 

al·UCHH, ;;:tJ 

16, CitcTel\m no nJ 5, n KOTOf)Ofi 6a'.30Ba>I CT<1HL\H.>I HCJIOJTh3yeTC51 ).1)15:l .BhT110Imemrn C: 
npe;.:rnapJ.-uem,11oro Ko.::.1upouarnrn n .J:Jur co 0mamrn Ha6opa cMemaHHblX nHJTOT-Cltrmwon 

rryTeM Bbmo.nHeHmi npe;umpHTe,nhHoro Ko;.rn-pouamrn Ha ocaone ci-mryJrnpHoro pa:mo1Kemrn 
(SVD) mrn ero amrpoKCHMa.LFHL 

17, CacreMa non, l 5, n KOTopoti 6aJoBa5I c-raHL\J..rn ucno;1wye,rc51 ;.:vrn Bhrno:memrn 

npe;.niapHTC,'1hHOro KOJ1l-iPOHarnrn H X\Jrn CO"mamrn na6opa Clv[CJ.UaHHblX 11HJTOT·CHTHi.lJIOH, 

BMncnH5:IH npe;TBapirremHoe KO/.rnpomnrne, ocHouaHaoe Ha ;nmepcu¢rnrnn:mr nepe21acm. 
18, Ci1c1etvra no n, 17, B lWTOf)Oii 6a'.30BaH CTaHl~HH HCJTOJ!b'JYCTCR )."(Jrn BhTnomieHHH 

npe;.1.1Japu,reJ1bHOro KO;.wpouaHHH, ocnonaHnoro Ha mmepcmllHKalJ,HH nepe;.~:-rc1H, BblJIOJIHCH.HH 

J1m6oro npO(.,'T])aT-iCTBeHHO-lmc'ToTHoro 6no4Horo Ko,c1a (SFBC) u Ha ocaone ;.:(HnepcncpHKarnm 

L\HKJTWiecKon 3a;.1ep1KKH (CDD) npe;.1,uapi-rreJmnoro Ko;.,:Hpomurmt 
!9, CncTeivra no mo6o;viy H3 rnL 15-18, n KOToport 6a'Jomrn CTaHmrn J.1cnoJ1b'_ryeTC.>I ;-urn 

l3bl6opa C!HC'Ia D Bb1;1eJTeHHbIX HH.HOT-OffHaJTOB, OT!·lOC>liUHXC51 K nponyc1rnori CHOCOOHOCTH 

irnmuia cmnH, C Y'ICTOM '3tnpaT Ha nepe;rn qy cnrmrnon, CB51'3aHHblX C ofoLlHMH H BbT)."(e.neHHblMH 

nILTOT-C-Hl'HclJ"l c!MH, 

20, C,-icTetvra no }T1060My H3 TlIT, 15- l 8, B KOTOpoft Oa'KlHaH CTaHrn-rn HCHOJlb'JyeTC.5I Ji:J"l.5I 

nm6opa nepuoro npeKOJlepa, rno6bl MffKCHMPGHpmian, npHmrryio MOff(HOCTb D Bblj.].eJTCTIBblX 

rHJIIOT-CHrHaX!OB B COOTBeTCTBymrn.eM 6ecnp0Bo;mo1,1 Te pMHHaJTe corJTaCHO orpaHfflremm.), 

no KOTOpO!vry nepBbIH npe1rn;1ep OCTclCT(.'.H OJ)TOH)HaJU,HhIM BTopm.-ry npe1rn.aepy, 

ncnoJThJyeMoi-iy /.Urn rrpe;:1nap1rre.r1hr1oro KOJJJrponamrn Ha6opa 06rru-1x 1m;10T-cnrmwoB. 
21, CHCTeMa no n.20, B KOTOpoh 0..lHH HJTH HeCKOJihKO H3 MHO>Kecrna 6ecnpOB0;1HhIX 

1epMH1-taJion 1<0tf(jmcypupyrorn51, LiT06br o6ecneciHTl> 06pan1yio cmub c 6a:mnon c"TaHt\HeIT, 

OTHOC5ITlJ;ettC51 K nepBOMY npe:.-i:BapHTCJlbHOMY KO).lHJ)(maHlHO D Bbl/le.,reHHblX fHD!OT-Clll'fi<":LlTOB. 

22. CHCTC:vra no n.21, n KOTOf!O!-! 6a'JOBa5l CTaHI~lrn HCITOJ'1h'JyeTC51 Ii:JHI BhI6opa nepBOfO 

npeKOD.epa ,Q.TT51 npe1napHTe,'IbHOro KOJ:HpOBaJ-l.HH D .Bbl/(rnetu-rb!X TIHJ10T·CHnraJIOB, HCITOJTb3Y5l 

i.nepaTlIBHhrtr npoqecc na ocnone o6panmh cirn:m. 

23, CliCTCMa no 11.20, B KOTOpOi'i 6a30l3a5l CTaHU.H5l HCHOJil>3yeTC>l ;urn Bb!6opa nepBOfO 
npeKo.nepa, cmrnrniomero noMexn, co3.nanaeMbie 6cuonorr CTaI·H~HeIT. 

24. Ci-iCTota no rr,15, u 1WTopot16a.3cma.5:1 CTaHU,H5t ;1ono.rtB1neJih.HO ncnom,3ye1c51 J1)15I 

BbrnOmremrn c.:1e21y10umx JH.Jar.i: 

npe/JnapwreIJbHor·o xo.::.111pouarnrn11a6opa npe;map11-rec1bHO xwnupoBaHHblx B&r.JeJremrblx 

nmrnT-cin-Hanon c Marmmerr To,K,c1ec-rnemwro rrpeo6paJ0Ba.1-nrn noc.:re nepnoro 

0 

0 
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npe;:W<l pl1TeJ1 bHOrO KOm1ponaHH5l C TCM' Tff06.bT i-rn6op CMC\Uamn,.ix flllI!OT·CJ!:TH,U103 co,:ie.p;Ka.;r 

6hl JJhl).lC.'"leHHhle nHJIOT·CHfHaJTl>T, ilhrpo.nHeHHhTe c nepe:xaHHblMl1 ,Ll<lHH.l>lMH; H 

rrr~~}.UJapHTe.:thHOro KO.ZUfpOnamrn Ha6opa o6H.lHX Hl1HOT·Cl·ll"Ha)roll C KOJ{Onof.j_ 10Uff011 C 
TCM ' •n 00.bf Haoop C.MelUaHH~,IX l'Hl!JOT· Crtn1anon HK,1Kl<la!i Ohl npe;ma pJ.-rrem,110 

KOi1H])OJJi'HlH.l,H! o6tnm.: THU10T· CHTfiil.7Jbl. 

25. (\1c1eMa TIQ n.24. fl KOTopot-1 6a'.JCBa>l CTclHl\HJ[ ;1ono;m.11TeJT.bHO HCf!.OM ,3yCTC,l'/ ;'.l!Hl' 

nhmom-re1-m5l. c.ne;.lymnmx :ia.r(a<i: 
nepe.:'.l.a•111 Hol,i1e.new11>1x m1J1Q1"·Cnn11u10n c.Mcurn1rnoro na6opa mmoT-c.11rmwoJJ •fepe-3 

nep1iy10 rpynny nepe; iaiournx a1-rre1rn 111 MHO>KecT.oa nepe~a10uuix a1ffe1m; u 

nepe.::taLTY. npe;wapi,nem,Ho KO;J.apoJJa1-rn1,1x o6ml1)( l1HJTO'r-cm-rnwoa CMClllam1oro na6opa 
nHJlOT·CHrHMOn <1epe:i 1rropy10 rpymry nepe.aaromHx affreHH 1n Mlrn)Kec-rna nepeJ.1ar-om11x 
a.HTemL 

26. Cncie~rn no n.2.5. l.l K(Y.l'OJ)OH oa:.JOFJMt crnmurn C<mep,1nn MHO>KeCT.oO 6a30!.3blX CntHIDlh, 

H nepnaii rpymra nepe,::unmrmx ameHH pacuo,K>iKeHa B nepuoM MHO.>Kecrne. 6a30ill,TX CTHH~Mv., 

a ETOpM! rpynna nepe;1a1ow:i1x a.1-ne1-rn pacno;10,KeHa no BTOpOM MtW>KeCTue 6~30BhJX 

CT<llilfrlf1. 

27. Cm.:TeMa no n.26. B KOTOpo'A, HO Mem,me'!-\ Mepe, rrepmrn 6a'JOOMI CTUHl\HU H lHOpaH 

6a.Jou;rn <.:Tt!HlU-Hl HJ ;\-\HO)l(eCTIJa. 6a30.Bl>!X L~l'al-U:.\Hf-1 HCHO!lb3YT01'C)I 1.r)Dl nepe,,:ia•m ~a.HHblX :::0 
llMCCTe· C Ha6opoM CMClWlHHhTX lllC!OT·CHn-rn.110.n. C: 

28. T>,nonasi cTaHLlH5l.. npen.11a:nmY.em-ia.>T ;a..'H! nepe;1a-qa ;i:amn,·1x no 1:aHarry Cl.lli.3H, rrpH 
3TOM OHJOBHH CTaHl~}l)I co,1ep'.>.!<HT: 

Mf!0)f(0CTBO nepe;'.ll-l!OH.UIX awre1rn: N 

npeK0~1ep, HCHO!H,3)'CMblA I{If}l' : 0 

Bbl00pa '-lH(;.:l,<: I.) BhTJ.leJJ.eHHhJX JllWOT· C.iffHaJlOl.l, npam-u,iau TJO llHlt!MaHH'e ~ 

rtPOVi3BOJ1HTem,HOC'J'h l<amura <.:1JW3H, De::0; -
BbtOOpa. nepBO!'() npetm;1epa1wH npeiiuapHTeJfhHOT'C KO;.lflpOnamrn D llbI;qe.neHJ·lblX HHJlOT· 

C.11.!'l-!/:WOll Ha OCH01ie HeKOTOpbTX. r,pwrepaen; 

llhJllO!l.HC.HWl nepJJOi'O rrpe;niap.11-1eJffiH(Jf'O l-•l'!.HpOBamrn D l3b1'AeJ1CHl:lbJX TIH,'10T·CHrHa.,on 

nepnhJM nper<0;1epoM n,rrn cm.mnnrn T-ia.6opa npe,ilJJap1-rre.H1>Ho K0.£1Hpona1-1Hblx nb1,ileJ1e.HHbIX 

TIH,10T·C.HTHf.lJiOJJ; 

n1>rno1memrn .oToporo npe,:;.oap11Te..r1&1-1oro KO.il.Hpomtm1~ ua6opa npe;:iaapwrem,Ho 
1(0!111 ponaHHhlX JJb.l;'.tem:HHblXlUfJTOi·CHr HajlQ l.l H 11a6opa o6urnx llHJIOT··C!-U'Ha.JlOl.l ,.'.VUI C03J).aH~ 
mt6opa CMemaHH.l>TX rJHHOT·CHrH.a.non; 11 

pa.,1i-ronepc;1lr<mK, n penHH'JHar.1eHtth1f.l ,1.,1H nepe;ia ,rn .:1a.H'Hhrx no r«uia.ny cmrnr. c im6opoM 
CMCl/J(.tHlfhfX TlHJfOT~Cl1t'Hll..rtOD '!Cpe'3 .MHO)l(eCTUO rrepe;1a.10Jl(HX aHTeJm. 

29. J:ia'.lOJJll.5l cntHllM51 no rr.28, JJ lWTOpon irpeKO,J.ep c.rry)l(J.l'1 ;J,JTl!' DbfflOS!HeHHH 
npe.:inapi1r e.r1bHoro l<O.ill1pooamrn 11 ;.urn C0'3JUlHl-rn Ha6opa cMernamn,rx rHWOT·CV.rHa110'8 

nyTeM npe;:mapirre,-n,Horo K0;:1Hpo.Ba1-nn.1, ocHonaHHOro rn:t CHmyrnpHOM pa'JHO)Ke1-rn1-1 (SVD) 
H . ..'111 ero annpOKCHMaU,HH. 

30. Ea·JOBl5l ernmurn no n.28, a l(OTOpon npeKO;:\Cp c.ny,KWf ~1.1rn l'!hlJJO!lHel·iJ,IU 

npe;rna.pHrem,Horo l<O;:mponamHl. H )lJI5l. C0'3;.tamrn Ha6opa CMelliHHHh'lX THl'i!OT· CHi'HaJiOB, 

Bt>mo:m}.[11 npe;.wap1ne.n1>Hoe 1<0,mrporrn1me, ocHonamwe Ha .uJ.mepcmjrm,m,tHH rrepe,ua,m. 
3 L Iia3o·na~ CHtllUlUf HO n.30, D l,OTOpotl rrpeKO;lC p cny,KHT mm Bhffl()Jll{CH}rn 

npe;.{H<l)')HTeJH,HOf() h'0;1HpOmHmfl, OC-HOBil.HHOrO Wt.mmepcwpHKat.(~HI nepe11:arni, fJbiH(.)J1HeH11H 

mo6oro ;n llj)OCTpallCTUCHllO · •lHCTOTJlblX OJ!O'lHblX K(};]OB (SFBC) ~ .111nepc11¢m«ll.(l.U.I 

i1111,:1w1cx:i-011 .ia~1epiKKJ1 {COD) npc;lnapmcnr,Horo KO,QHponaHJ.1'11. 

32. bll'.lOJJa~ C'TaHI.Ui5l no .:no601,ty n'.3 rrn.28-31, Il l(OTOpOt'J. npcr<o;icp CJ!y>Klff ~1.'15! .13b!6opa 
'IHC.'Ia l) l)ht,Je.nemn,rx THIHOT•CHn!aIJOD, OTHOC5!1!H1XC51 .K nponycrrn.otl CTIOCOOHOC111 KaHa.Jla 

Gil>1:m, c ytle'f OM '3aTpa l' Ha nepe,n,atJy CHrna..;100, CBR'.3a!il-lhlX C 0611u-rM~I .11 !H,I;JeJTeHHh!MH 

mrnor-c~rn-rnna!lm. 
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33. ba.:ma,lJ! cra11uH,1 no mo6oMy H'.3 rm.28-3.l, n 1<0Topo1,t npeKonep c;iy:>rrnT ,UST %16opa 
nepnoro npef,0/Jepa, <no61:,1 :',IHKCHl\.n!JHj)OllHTb TIJ)HHS!TYiO o\lOll-lHOCTb D .Bb!J,lC;'TCJ-!HhTX l1HJTOT· 

l'.[JrHa:wB n 000-rnercrnyroH,leM 6ecnpOBO,'.(HOM TCpMHHa,,e COr!J.HCHO orpaHH'lCHmO, 110. 

KOTOpOMy nepi3blH np e1-0,!1ep oc-i aeTCH opToro1,a.'1bHhJ!vf BTOl)OMY npe1<0;1ery, MCfJ.Oa1b'.JYeMO.My 

;:t.;15.! rrpe,1BapHTe.m,Horo KO::ttrponamrn Ha6opa 06im1x f'f}fJHYr-c1-n-Hanon. 

34. E a'JOJJ,UI CTaHl.lH5l no n.33, B KOTOpoil' 6~nonasi CnlHLtM51 nonOJIHHTe;ll,HO CO;..lep)Klff 
6ecnpono,1Hoti. rr pH.e~mMK, npem-ta1.m1•1eH.Hh1n ;1.!rn npt1e.Ma cnrHaJron o6pa-rHon cmnu, 
OTi·JOC511.lU-lXOl !< nep!lOMY npe;:.mapwreJlbHOMY .KOJ."!MpOmlHHTO 1) llbl,],CJl<:'.HHblX TH-i!lOT·C.11l'l!a.'!OT3, 

35. ba'..lOBilSJ CTaHUHS! rt• n.34, I) KOTOpon npe1-onep CJTY)Kl{T .i-lJUI DhT6opa nepnoro 
rrpcKOllCpa ;:uni npCj]!3ap}ITC.JLbHOro Ko.:mponarrmr D DhT.'.!CJlel-Ul'l>TX nmTOT·CHT'HaJIO"B, 1-rcno:tb3Y.H 

~rrep aTHBHhfH rrpou,ecc 1m ocHoBe o6parnon cn~3K 

36. fouomll namu,ui no n.33, n ROTopon npe,wr1ep cny;10-n 11.1m n1>16opa nepnoro 
fff)Ci<OfJCpa, CIH-!iKoUOUJero 110Mexn, CO'.lilcl.HHble 6a30l:l0Pi CTaH.uHe.fl. 

37. r;aJOH,H! \.'"HlHUH>l no n.28, JJ KOTOpon npcrw,uep J.IOTTOHJIHTCJlbHO J'fCT10:H,JyeTCS1 ;'.llHl 

nhlno.,mCHI-Hl cne.<1y1ourn:x '.Jaaa•i: 
rlj)ell!.lapH"re._;H,HOrO 1<0.,:nipoJl!UH(>\ Ha6opa rrpe;:wa.p1-rreflhHO KO;°:U·IP013ctl·ll·ll,TX l:lf,I,'\CJTeHHi.>!X 
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6hr Bl>fL{CilCHHblC flffJIOT-cnrmrnhr, l3blpOm-!CHHbJC C. nepeJ.laHHhTMH rtaHHbiMH; 11 

npCi {UHpHTCJJ.bHOe KO/lHj')OBaHl•re HtlOOpa o6U.XHX rTll.,10T·Cl.ff.HaJTOB C K0,10B011 KHttrott C 

TeM, YTOObl Ha6op CMeU.IaJH·ll,l)( ITHJJOT- Ciffl{a..r:toa DK.lUOYJa.rr 6bT npe,1.napHTCJ!i.>HO 

KO.,:u1poum1 Ht>1e 061.u11e muOT-c,1r1rn.n hi. 

38. 6a3o.oa~ namu151 no n.37, B r-01oport 6ecnpono;rnorr nepeJ1aT'rnK nonoJnrITTe.rr.&Ho 
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ne-pe,lia'IH npe.a,napl•HeJlbJ-10 l<OL!HpOBHHHhlX o6ruHX Til:fJTOT•Cl-l,n1.aJ!Oi) H31-m,oopa CMetuaHHbf.l( 

rnmoT-cHrnar10n •1epe'.3 nTopy10 rpynny nepena1onu:rx aHTCHH HJ .MHO)l'<ecTBa rrepe:ia.or~nx 
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39. fat30Da~ CTaHUHlJ no n.38, ll l,OTOpOH 6a:iOll<l$! CTaH!.l,lrn CO.:tep>KHT Ml,l();KCCTBO TO~ier, 
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MHOii<CC:l'Ba TO'ICK ncpe,na•m, 

40. Ea300IL5! CTlll!llfl5! no n.38, 8 {(0TOpOl1 6ecnpOB0,'1HOil' nepe;-:taT•nm HCnt).:lh:¾yeTCH ;{Jrn 

nepe~lcl'-IH )1.ll HHblX BMCCTe C Ha6o poM CMeJrnlHHblX TTJ.·IJTOT··ClfffHIJT()fl. no MeHJ,mei:\ Mepe, C 

O.;,lHH;\t ;:i_pyntM 6ecnp0130,s.tflbfM nepe.uaT'lHKOM. 
41 . l.>e(iTlpOBO;'.lHOl1 -repMliHa.Jr COX1ep:;1\!1T 6ec·npoBO,ilHOttnpHeMonepe,ilaT'!HJ(, HCTTOm,1yeMbJ.f1 

- ,;.tsrn npHeMa nepe/.l.amn,1x Cl1rHa.1on, con ep,irnwnx naim1>1e .n 1-1a6op CMemaHHbrX m -mc,r-

,... CH.r'H.twou. cpopMHpoaamu,rx cornacno cnoco6y no mo6oMy m Tm. l--5. 
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Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121 (d). 

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119 
12)0 Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f). 
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Certified copies of the priority documents have been received. 
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Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage 

application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)). 
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DETAILED ACTION 
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1. The present application, filed on or after March 16, 2013, is being examined under the 

first inventor to file provisions of the AIA. 

Claim Objections 

2. Claim 45 is objected to because of the following informalities: 

Claim 45, line 3, it is suggested to replace "polarization;" with "polarization.". 

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102 

3. The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that form the 

basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action: 

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless -

(a)(l) the claimed invention was patented, described in a printed publication, or in public use, on sale or 
otherwise available to the public before the effective filing date of the claimed invention. 

4. Claims 39, 41-42, 47, 49-50, 55, 57-58, 63, and 65-66 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 

102(a)(l) as being anticipated by Jing et al (2013/0163687). 

Regarding claims 39 and 55, Jing discloses an apparatus and a method implemented by a 

network node for signaling to a wireless communication device which precoders in a codebook 

are restricted from being used, the method characterized by: generating codebook subset 

restriction signaling that, for each of one or more groups of precoders, jointly restricts the 

precoders in the group by restricting a certain component that the precoders in the group have in 

common (see a codebook subset restriction and grouping in paragraphs 0009 and 0017-001); 
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and sending the generated signaling from the network node to the wireless 

communication device (see paragraph 0024). 

Page 3 

Regarding claims 41 and 57, Jing discloses wherein a precoder comprising one or more 

beam precoders is restricted if at least one of its one or more beam precoders is restricted (see 

beam in paragraph 0018). 

Regarding claims 42 and 58, Jing wherein the certain component comprises a 

beam precoder (see beam in paragraph 0018). 

Regarding claims 47, 49, 50, 63, 65, and 66, claims 47, 49, 50, 63, 65, and 66 have 

substantially the same limitations as method claims 39, 41, 42, 55, 57, and 58 except that method 

claims 47, 49, 50, 63, 65, and 66 are reverse process of method claims 39, 41, 42, 55, 57, and 58. 

Therefore, they are subject to the same rejection. 

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103 

5. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103 which forms the basis for all obviousness 

rejections set forth in this Office action: 

A patent for a claimed invention may not be obtained, notwithstanding that the claimed invention is not 
identically disclosed as set forth in section 102, if the differences between the claimed invention and the 
prior art are such that the claimed invention as a whole would have been obvious before the effective 
filing date of the claimed invention to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which the claimed 
invention pertains. Patentability shall not be negated by the manner in which the invention was made. 

6. Claims 43-44, 51-52, 59-60, and 67-68 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103 as being 

unpatentable over Jing in view of Novlan et al (2014/0016549). 

Regarding claims 43, 51, 59, and 67, Jing does not specifically disclose wherein a beam 

precoder is a Kronecker product. However, Novlan discloses Kronecker (see paragraphs 0042, 

0069). The claim would have been obvious because a person of ordinary skill has good reason to 
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pursue the known options within his or her technical grasp. If this leads to the anticipated 

success, it is likely the product not of innovation but of ordinary skill and common sense. 

Page 4 

Regarding claims 44, 52, 60, and 68, Novlan discloses wherein the different 

beamforming vectors comprise Discrete Fourier Transform (DPT) vectors (see DPT in paragraph 

0032). 

Allowable Subject Matter 

7. Claims 40, 45-46, 48, 53-54, 56, 61-62, 64, and 69-70 are objected to as being dependent 

upon a rejected base claim, but would be allowable if rewritten in independent form including all 

of the limitations of the base claim and any intervening claims. 

Conclusion 

8. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the 

examiner should be directed to BRIAND. NGUYEN whose telephone number is (571)272-

3084. The examiner can normally be reached on 8-4:30 Monday-Friday. 

Examiner interviews are available via telephone, in-person, and video conferencing using 

a USPTO supplied web-based collaboration tool. To schedule an interview, applicant is 

encouraged to use the USPTO Automated Interview Request (AIR) at 

http://www.uspto.gov/interviewpractice. 

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's 

supervisor, Hassan Kizou can be reached on (571) 272-3088. The fax phone number for the 

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300. 
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Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent 

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications 

may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished 

applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR 

system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR 

system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would 

like assistance from a USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated 

information system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000. 

/BRIAN D NGUYEN/ 
Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2472 
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Corresponds to RU201 1140068A 
cited herein 

If you wish to add additional U.S. Published Application citation information please click the Add buttonJ Add I 
FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS IRemovel 

Name of Patentee or 
Pages,Columns,Lines 

Examiner Cite Foreign Document Country Kind Publication 
Applicant of cited 

where Relevant TS 
Initial* No Number3 Code2j Code4 Date Passages or Relevant 

Document 
Figures Appear 

1 2011140068 RU A 2013-04-27 Rockstar Bidoo LP 

If you wish to add additional Foreign Patent Document citation information please click the Add button I Add I 

Examiner Cite 
Initials* No 
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STATEMENT BY APPLICANT 
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1 

Application Number 

Filing Date 

First Named Inventor Faxer 

Art Unit 

Examiner Name 

Attorney Docket Number 

15105648 

2016-06-17 

4015-9595 / P45698-US2 

If you wish to add additional non-patent literature document citation information please click the Add button I Add I 
EXAMINER SIGNATURE 

Examiner Signature II /BRIAND NGUYEN/ I Date Considered II 03/28/2018 

*EXAMINER: Initial if reference considered , whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through a 
citation if not in conformance and not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant. 

1 See Kind Codes of USPTO Patent Documents a t www USPTO GOV or MPEP 901.04. i Enter office that issued the document, by the two-letter code (WIPO 
Standard ST.3). 3 For Japanese patent documents, the indication o f the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial number of the patent document 
• Kind of documenl by the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST.16 if possible. 5 Applicanl is to place a check mark here i 
English language translation is attached. 
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1 See Kind Codes of USPTO Patent Documents at www.USPTO.GOV or MPEP $01.04. * Enter office that issued the docurnent, by the twoJetter code (WIPO
Standard ST.3). 7 For Japanese patent documents,the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the senal numberof the patent document.
* Kind of document by the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Slandard ST_16 if possible. " Applicant is to place a check mark here ill
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INFORMATION DISCLOSURE 
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT 
( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99) 

Application Number 

Filing Date 

First Named Inventor Faxer 

Art Unit 

Examiner Name 

Attorney Docket Number 

15105648 

2016-06-17 

4015-9595 / P45698-US2 

CERTIFICATION STATEMENT 

Please see 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98 to make the appropriate selection(s): 

That each item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was first cited in any communication 
from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more than three months prior to the filing of the 
information disdosure statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)(1 ). 

OR 

That no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was cited in a communication from a 
foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application, and , to the knowledge of the person signing the certification 
after making reasonable inquiry, no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was known to 

0 any individual designated in 37 CFR 1.56(c) more than three months prior to the fi ling of the information disclosure 
statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)(2). 

See attached certification statement. 

The fee setforth in 37 CFR 1.17 (p) has been submitted herewith. 

X A certification statement is not submitted herewith. 
SIGNATURE 

A signature of the applicant or representative is required in accordance with CFR 1.33, 10.18. Please see CFR 1.4(d) for the 
form of the signature. 

Signature / Justin J. Leonard/ Date (YYYY-MM-DD) 201~03-21 

Name/Print Justin Leonard Registration Number ~0986 

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the 
public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 
1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1 hour to complete, including gathering, preparing and submitting the completed 
application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you 
require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. 
Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND 
FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P .0. Box 1450, Alexandria, 
VA 22313-1450. 
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CERTIFICATION STATEMENT

Please see 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98 to make the appropriate selection(s):

That each item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was first cited in any communication
from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more than three months pricr to the filing of the
information disclosure statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e){1).

OR

That no item of information contained in the information disclosure staternent was cited in a communication from a

foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application, and, to the knowledge of the person signing the certification
after making reasonable inquiry, ho item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was known to
any individual designated in 37 CFR 1.56(c) more than three monthsprior to the filing of the informatian disclosure
statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)(2).

 

  
 

See attached certification statement.

The fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17 (p) has been submitted herewith.

> Acertification statement is not submitted herewith.
SIGNATURE

A signature of the applicant or representative is required in accordance with CFR 1.33, 10.18. Please see CFR 1.4(d) for the
form of the signature.
 

  
 

Signature / Justin J. Leonard / Date (YYYY-MM-DD)

Name/Print

2018-03-21 

 Justin Leonard  Registration Number

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the
public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR
1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1 hour to complete, including gathering, preparing and submitting the completed
application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending uponthe individual case. Any comments on the amountoftime you
require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S.
Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND
FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P-O. Box 1450, Alexandria,
VA 22313-1450.
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Receipt date: 03/21/2018 15/105,648 - GAU: 2472 

Privacy Act Statement 

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the 
attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised 
that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited 
is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to 
process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested 
information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may 
result in termination of proceedings or abandonment of the application or expiration of the patent. 

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses: 

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of Information Act 
(5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records from this system of records may be disclosed to the 
Department of Justice to determine whether the Freedom of Information Act requires disclosure of these record s. 

2. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence to a 
court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of settlement 
negotiations. 

3. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a 
request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance from the 
Member with respect to the subject matter of the record. 

4. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need for 
the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the 
requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m). 

5. A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records 
may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant 
to the Patent Cooperation Treaty. 

6. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of 
National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)). 

7. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or 
his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's responsibility to 
recommend improvements in records management practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 
2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this 
purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make 
determinations about individuals. 

8. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of 
the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record 
may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record was filed in 
an application which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is 
referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued patent. 

9. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law 
enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation. 
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Doc code: IDS PTO/SB/08a (03-15) 

Doc description: Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) Filed Approved for use through 07/31/2016. 0MB 0651·0031 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless ii contains a valid 0MB control number. 

Application Number 15105648 

Filing Date 2016-06-17 

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE First Named Inventor If axer 
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT 

Art Unit 
( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99) 

Examiner Name I 
Attorney Docket Number 4015-9595 I P45698-US2 

U.S.PATENTS I Remove I 

Examiner Cite Kind Name of Patentee or Applicant 
Pages,Columns,Lines where 

Initial* No 
Patent Number 

Code1 
Issue Date 

of cited Document 
Relevant Passages or Relevant 
Figures Appear 

1 

If you wish to add additional U.S. Patent citation information please click the Add button. I Add I 

U.S.PA TENT APPLICATION PUBLICATIONS I Remove I 

Examiner Publication Kind Publication Name of Patentee or Applicant 
Pages,Columns,Lines where 

Initial* 
Cite No 

Number Code1 Date of cited Document 
Relevant Passages or Relevant 
Figures Appear 

1 20130163687 A1 ~013--06-27 ~ing et al. 

2 20140016549 A1 ~014-01 -16 Novlan elal. 

3 20130229980 A1 ~013-09-05 wernersson et al. 

4 70100223237 A1 ~010-09-02 Mishra etal. 

If you wish to add additional U.S. Published Application citation information please click the Add buttonJ Add I 

Examiner Cite 
Initial* No 
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INFORMATION DISCLOSURE 
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT 
( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99) 

1 

Application Number 

Filing Date 

First Named Inventor Faxer 

Art Unit 

Examiner Name 

Attorney Docket Number 

15105648 

2016-06-17 

4015-9595 / P45698-US2 

If you wish to add additional Foreign Patent Document citation information please click the Add button I Add I 
NON-PATENT LITERATURE DOCUMENTS IRemovel 

Examiner Cite 
Include name of the author (in CAPITAL LETTERS), title of the article (when appropriate). title of the item 

Initials* No 
(book, magazine, journal, serial, symposium, catalog, etc), date, pages(s), volume-issue number(s), 
publisher, city and/or country where published. 

1 
11.LAMELDEEN, A., et al., "Frequent Pattern Compression: A Significance-Based Compression Scheme for L2 
Caches", Technical Report #1500, 2004-05-01 , pp. 1-15, University of Wisc.onsin 

2 
THOMAS, M. et al., "Elements of Information Theory", Chapter 3, Asymptotic Equipartition Property', 2006-01-01, pp. 
57-62, Second edition, John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 

If you wish to add additional non-patent literature document citation information please click the Add button I Add I 

EXAMINER SIGNATURE 

Examiner Signature II /BRIAN 0 NGUYEN/ I Date Considered I 03/28/2018 

*EXAMINER: Initial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through a 
citation if not in conformance and not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant. 

TS 

1 See Kind Codes of USPTO Patent Documents at www US PTO GOV or MPEP 901.04. 2 Enter office that issued the document, by the two-letter code (WIPO 
Standard ST.3). 3 For Japanese patent documents, the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial number of the patent document 
4 Kind of document by the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST.16 if possible. 5 Applicant is to place a check mark here i 
English language translation is attached. 
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INFORMATION DISCLOSURE 
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT 
( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99) 

Application Number 

Filing Date 

First Named Inventor Faxer 

Art Unit 

Examiner Name 

Attorney Docket Number 

15105648 

2016-06-17 

4015-9595 / P45698-US2 

CERTIFICATION STATEMENT 

Please see 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98 to make the appropriate selection(s): 

That each item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was first cited in any communication 
from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more than three months prior to the filing of the 
information disdosure statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)(1 ). 

OR 

That no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was cited in a communication from a 
foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application, and , to the knowledge of the person signing the certification 
after making reasonable inquiry, no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was known to 

0 any individual designated in 37 CFR 1.56(c) more than three months prior to the fi ling of the information disclosure 
statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)(2). 

See attached certification statement. 

The fee setforth in 37 CFR 1.17 (p) has been submitted herewith. 

X A certification statement is not submitted herewith. 
SIGNATURE 

A signature of the applicant or representative is required in accordance with CFR 1.33, 10.18. Please see CFR 1.4(d) for the 
form of the signature. 

Signature /Justin J. Leonard, Reg. No. 60986/ Date (YYYY-MM-DD) 2016-08-02 

Name/Print Justin Leonard Registration Number ~0986 

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the 
public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 
1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1 hour to complete, including gathering, preparing and submitting the completed 
application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you 
require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. 
Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND 
FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P .0. Box 1450, Alexandria, 
VA 22313-1450. 
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CERTIFICATION STATEMENT

Please see 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98 to make the appropriate selection(s):

That each item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was first cited in any communication
from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more than three months pricr to the filing of the
information disclosure statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e){1).

OR

That no item of information contained in the information disclosure staternent was cited in a communication from a

foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application, and, to the knowledge of the person signing the certification
after making reasonable inquiry, ho item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was known to
any individual designated in 37 CFR 1.56(c) more than three monthsprior to the filing of the informatian disclosure
statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)(2).

 

  
 

See attached certification statement.

The fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17 (p) has been submitted herewith.

> <Acertification statement is not submitted herewith.
SIGNATURE

A signature of the applicant or representative is required in accordance with CFR 1.33, 10.18. Please see CFR 1.4(d) for the
form of the signature.
 

  
 

Signature  /Justin J. Leonard, Reg. No. 60986/ Date (YYYY-MM-DD) 2016-08-02

Registration Number

  

Name/Print Justin Leonard   

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the
public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR
1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1 hour to complete, including gathering, preparing and submitting the completed
application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending uponthe individual case. Any comments on the amountoftime you
require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S.
Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND
FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P-O. Box 1450, Alexandria,
VA 22313-1450.
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Receipt date: 08/02/2016 15/105,648 - GAU: 2472 

Privacy Act Statement 

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the 
attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised 
that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited 
is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to 
process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested 
information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may 
result in termination of proceedings or abandonment of the application or expiration of the patent. 

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses: 

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of Information Act 
(5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records from this system of records may be disclosed to the 
Department of Justice to determine whether the Freedom of Information Act requires disclosure of these record s. 

2. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence to a 
court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of settlement 
negotiations. 

3. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a 
request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance from the 
Member with respect to the subject matter of the record. 

4. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need for 
the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the 
requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m). 

5. A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records 
may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant 
to the Patent Cooperation Treaty. 

6. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of 
National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)). 

7. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or 
his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's responsibility to 
recommend improvements in records management practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 
2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this 
purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make 
determinations about individuals. 

8. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of 
the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record 
may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record was filed in 
an application which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is 
referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued patent. 

9. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law 
enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation. 
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Doc description: Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) Filed Approved for use through 07/31/2016. 0 MB 0651·0031 
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

In re Application of Faxer 

Serial No.: 15/105648 

Filed: June 17, 2016 

For: Codebook Subset Restriction Signaling 

Attorney's Docket No: 4015-9595/P45698-US2 

Examiner: Brian D. Nguyen 

Group Art Unit: 2472 

Confirmation No.: 5548 

MS AMENDMENT 
Commissioner for Patents 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT 
In accordance with 37 C.F.R. 1.56, counsel wishes to make of record the attached items 

of information for the Examiner's consideration in connection with this application. Also attached 
is Form PTO/SB/08A for the Examiner's convenience in making such consideration of record. 
Inclusion herein of any particular item of information is not to be construed as an admission that 
same is prior art. Each item of information contained in the information disclosure statement: 

D was first cited in any communication from a patent office in a counterpart foreign or 
international application or from the Office, and this communication was not received by 
an individual designated in §1.56(c) more than thirty days prior to the filing of the 
information disclosure statement; or 
D is a communication that was issued by a patent office in a counterpart foreign or 
international application or by the Office, and this communication was not received by 
any individual designated in§ 1.56(c) more than thirty days prior to the filing of the 
information disclosure statement 
l:gj No statement re Patent Term Adjustment (PTA). 

The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any fees that may be required 
or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account 18-1167. 

Dated: May 8, 2018 

Respectfully submitted, 
COATS & BENNETT, P.L.L.C. 

/ David E. Bennett/ 
David E. Bennett 
Registration No.: 32,194 
Telephone: (919) 854-1844 
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

In re Application of Faxer, et al. 

Serial No.: 15/105648 

Filed: June 17, 2016 

For: Codebook Subset Restriction Signaling 

Docket No: 4015-9595 I P45698-US2 

Mail Stop Amendment 
Commissioner for Patents 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

Examiner: Brian D. Nguyen 

Group Art Unit: 2472 

Confirmation No.: 5548 

RESPONSE TO OFFICE ACTION 

This paper is being filed in response to the Office Action mailed April 13, 2018, having a 

reply due date of July 13, 2018. Reconsideration is respectfully requested in light of the 

remarks below. The Office is hereby authorized to charge any fees required for entry of this 

paper to Deposit Account 18-1167. 
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CLAIMS LISTING 

1-38. (Cancelled) 

Application Ser. No. 15/105648 
Attorney Docket No. 4015-9595 
Client Docket No. P45698-US2 

39. (Currently Amended) A method implemented by a network node for signaling to a 

wireless communication device which precoders in a codebook are restricted from being used, 

the method characterized by: 

generating codebook subset restriction signaling that, for each of one or more groups of 

precoders, jointly restricts the precoders in the group by restricting a certain 

component that the precoders in the group have in common, wherein the 

codebook subset restriction signaling is rank-agnostic signaling that jointly 

restricts the precoders in a group without regard to the precoders' transmission 

rank; and 

sending the generated signaling from the network node to the wireless communication 

device. 

40. (Cancelled) 

41. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39, wherein a precoder comprising one or 

more beam precoders is restricted if at least one of its one or more beam precoders is 

restricted. 

42. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39, wherein the certain component 

comprises a beam precoder. 
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Application Ser. No. 15/105648 
Attorney Docket No. 4015-9595 
Client Docket No. P45698-US2 

43. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 42, wherein a beam precoder is a 

Kronecker product of different beamforming vectors associated with different dimensions of a 

multi-dimensional antenna array. 

44. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 43, wherein the different beamforming 

vectors comprise Discrete Fourier Transform (OFT) vectors. 

45. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 42, wherein a beam precoder is a 

beamforming vector used to transmit on a particular layer of a multi-layer transmission, wherein 

different scaled versions of that beamforming vector are transmitted on different polarizations; 

46. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39, wherein a beam precoder is a 

Kronecker product of first and second beamforming vectors with first and second indices, 

wherein the first and second beamforming vectors are associated with different dimensions of a 

multi-dimensional antenna array, and wherein the codebook subset restriction signaling jointly 

restricts the precoders in a group of precoders that have the same pair of values for the first and 

second indices. 

47. (Currently Amended) A method implemented by a wireless communication device for 

decoding signaling from a network node indicating which precoders in a codebook are restricted 

from being used, the method characterized by: 

receiving codebook subset restriction signaling that, for each of one or more groups of 

precoders, jointly restricts the precoders in the group by restricting a certain 

component that the precoders in the group have in common, wherein the 

codebook subset restriction signaling is rank-agnostic signaling that jointly 
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Application Ser. No. 15/105648 
Attorney Docket No. 4015-9595 
Client Docket No. P45698-US2 

restricts the precoders in a group without regard to the precoders' transmission 

rank; and 

decoding the received signaling as jointly restricting precoders in each of the one or 

more groups of precoders. 

48. (Cancelled) 

49. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 47, wherein a precoder comprising one or 

more beam precoders is restricted if at least one of its one or more beam precoders is 

restricted. 

50. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 47, wherein the certain component 

comprises a beam precoder. 

51. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 50, wherein a beam precoder is a 

Kronecker product of different beamforming vectors associated with different dimensions of a 

multi-dimensional antenna array. 

52. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 51, wherein the different beamforming 

vectors comprise Discrete Fourier Transform (OFT) vectors. 

53. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 50, wherein a beam precoder is a 

beamforming vector used to transmit on a particular layer of a multi-layer transmission, wherein 

different scaled versions of that beamforming vector are transmitted on different polarizations; 
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54. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 47, wherein a beam precoder is a 

Kronecker product of first and second beamforming vectors with first and second indices, 

wherein the first and second beamforming vectors are associated with different dimensions of a 

multi-dimensional antenna array, and wherein the codebook subset restriction signaling jointly 

restricts the precoders in a group of precoders that have the same pair of values for the first and 

second indices. 

55. (Currently Amended) A network node for signaling to a wireless communication device 

which precoders in a codebook are restricted from being used, the network node comprising: 

a processor and a memory, the memory containing instructions executable by the 

processor whereby the network node is configured to: 

56. (Cancelled) 

generate codebook subset restriction signaling that, for each of one or 

more groups of precoders, jointly restricts the precoders in the 

group by restricting a certain component that the precoders in the 

group have in common, wherein the codebook subset restriction 

signaling is rank-agnostic signaling that jointly restricts the 

precoders in a group without regard to the precoders' transmission 

rank; and 

send the generated signaling from the network node to the wireless 

communication device. 
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57. (Previously Presented) The network node of claim 55, wherein a precoder comprising 

one or more beam precoders is restricted if at least one of its one or more beam precoders is 

restricted. 

58. (Previously Presented) The network node of claim 55, wherein the certain component 

comprises a beam precoder. 

59. (Previously Presented) The network node of claim 58, wherein a beam precoder is a 

Kronecker product of different beamforming vectors associated with different dimensions of a 

multi-dimensional antenna array. 

60. (Previously Presented) The network node of claim 59, wherein the different beamforming 

vectors comprise Discrete Fourier Transform (OFT) vectors. 

61. (Previously Presented) The network node of claim 58, wherein a beam precoder is a 

beamforming vector used to transmit on a particular layer of a multi-layer transmission, wherein 

different scaled versions of that beamforming vector are transmitted on different polarizations; 

62. (Previously Presented) The network node of claim 55, wherein a beam precoder is a 

Kronecker product of first and second beamforming vectors with first and second indices, 

wherein the first and second beamforming vectors are associated with different dimensions of a 

multi-dimensional antenna array, and wherein the codebook subset restriction signaling jointly 

restricts the precoders in a group of precoders that have the same pair of values for the first and 

second indices. 
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63. (Currently Amended) A wireless communication device for decoding signaling from a 

network node indicating which precoders in a codebook are restricted from being used, the 

wireless communication device comprising: 

a processor and a memory, the memory containing instructions executable by the 

processor whereby the wireless communication device is configured to: 

64. (Cancelled) 

receive codebook subset restriction signaling that, for each of one or 

more groups of precoders, jointly restricts the precoders in the 

group by restricting a certain component that the precoders in the 

group have in common, wherein the codebook subset restriction 

signaling is rank-agnostic signaling that jointly restricts the 

precoders in a group without regard to the precoders' transmission 

rank; and 

decode the received signaling as jointly restricting precoders in each of 

the one or more groups of precoders. 

65. (Previously Presented) The wireless communication device of claim 63, wherein a 

precoder comprising one or more beam precoders is restricted if at least one of its one or more 

beam precoders is restricted. 

66. (Previously Presented) The wireless communication device of claim 63, wherein the 

certain component comprises a beam precoder. 
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67. (Previously Presented) The wireless communication device of claim 66, wherein a beam 

precoder is a Kronecker product of different beamforming vectors associated with different 

dimensions of a multi-dimensional antenna array. 

68. (Previously Presented) The wireless communication device of claim 67, wherein the 

different beamforming vectors comprise Discrete Fourier Transform (OFT) vectors. 

69. (Previously Presented) The wireless communication device of claim 66, wherein a beam 

precoder is a beamforming vector used to transmit on a particular layer of a multi-layer 

transmission, wherein different scaled versions of that beamforming vector are transmitted on 

different polarizations; 

70. (Previously Presented) The wireless communication device of claim 63, wherein a beam 

precoder is a Kronecker product of first and second beamforming vectors with first and second 

indices, wherein the first and second beamforming vectors are associated with different 

dimensions of a multi-dimensional antenna array, and wherein the codebook subset restriction 

signaling jointly restricts the precoders in a group of precoders that have the same pair of values 

for the first and second indices. 
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REMARKS 

Application Ser. No. 15/105648 
Attorney Docket No. 4015-9595 
Client Docket No. P45698-US2 

Applicant appreciates the Examiner indicating that claims 40, 45-46, 48, 53-54, 56, 61-

62, 64, and 69-70 are allowable if rewritten into independent form including all the limitations of 

their base claim and any intervening claims. Applicant amends independent claims 39, 47, 55, 

and 63 to incorporate the allowable subject matter of dependent claims 40, 48, 56, and 64, 

respectively. Claims 40, 48, 56, and 64 have therefore been canceled. 

Independent claims 39, 47, 55 and 63 stand rejected under 35 U.S.C. §102 as being 

anticipated by U.S. Patent Application Publication No. 2013/0163687 to Jing et al. ("Jing"). 

While Applicant disagrees with the rejections, Applicant has, in the interest of expedited 

prosecution, amended the independent claims to include the allowable subject matter. Such 

amendments render moot any further discussion of Jing. Applicant submits that the 

independent claims, and their respective dependent claims, define over the cited art for at least 

the reasons indicated in the Action. 

For the forgoing reasons, it is respectfully urged that the present application is in 

condition for allowance and notice to such effect is respectfully requested. 

Dated: July 11, 2018 

Respectfully submitted, 
COATS & BENNETT, P.L.L.C. 

/Brandee N. Woolard/ 
Brandee N. Woolard 
Registration No.: 68,795 
Telephone: (919) 854-1844 
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2472 

DATE MAILED: 09/11/2018 

APPUCA TION NO. HLINGDATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMA TlON NO. 

15/105.648 06/17/2016 Sebastian Faxer 4015-9595 I P45698-US2 5548 

TITLE OF INVENTION: Codebook Subset Restriction Signaling 

APPLN. TYPE E,\ITITY STATUS ISSUE FEE DUE PUBLICATION FEE DUE PREY. PAID ISSUE FEE TOT AL FEE(S) DUE DATE DUE 

nonprovisiooal UN DISCOUNTED SIOOO $0.00 $0.00 $ 1000 12/11/2018 

THE APPLICATION IDENTIFIED ABOVE HAS BEEN EXAMINED AND IS ALWWED FOR ISSUANCE AS A PATENT. 
PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS CLOSED. THIS NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE IS NOT A GRANT OF PATENT RIGHTS. 
THIS APPLICATION IS SUBJECT TO WITHDRAWAL FROM ISSUE AT THE INITIATIVE OF THE OFFICE OR UPON 
PETITION BY THE APPLICANT. SEE 37 CFR 1.313 AND MPEP 1308. 

THE ISSUE FEE AND PUBLICATION FEE (IF REQUIRED) MUST BE PAID WITHIN THREE MONTHS FROM THE MAILING 
DATE OF THIS NOTICE OR THIS APPLICATION SHALL BE REGARDED AS ABANDONED. THIS STATUTORY PERIOD 

'A T BE EXTE OED. SEE 35 U.S.C. 151. THE ISSUE FEE DUE INDICATED ABOVE DOES NOT REFLECT A CREDIT 
FOR ANY PREVIOUSLY PAID ISSUE FEE IN THIS APPLICATION. IF AN ISSUE FEE HAS PREVIOUSLY BEEN PAID IN 
THIS APPLICATION (AS SHOWN ABOVE), THE RETURN OF PART B QI,' THlS FORM WILL BE CONSIDERED A REQUEST 
TO REAPPLY THE PREVIOUSLY PAID ISSUE FEE TOWARD THE ISSUE FEE NOW DUE. 

HOW TO REPLY TO THIS NOTICE: 

I. Review the ENTITY STATUS shown above. If the ENTITY STATUS is shown as SMALL or MICRO, verify whether entitlement to that 
entity stams still applies. 

If rhe ENTITY STATUS is the same as shown above, pay the TOTAL FEE(S) DUE shown above. 

If the ENTITY STAT US is changed from that shown above, on PART B - FEE(S) T RANSMITTAL, complete section number 5 titled 
"Change in Entity Stanis (from status indicated above)". 

For purposes of this notice, small entity fees are 1/2 the amount of undiscounted fees, and micro entity fees are 1/2 the amount of small entity 
fees. 

II. PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL, or its equivalent, must be completed and remroed 10 the United States Patent and Trademark Office 
(USPTO) with your ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE (if required). If you are charging the fee(s) to your deposit account, section "4b" 
of Part B - Fee(s) Transmittal should be completed and an extra copy of the form should be submitted. If an equivalent of Part B is filed, a 
request to reapply a previously paid issue fee must be clearly made, and delays in processing may occur due to the difficulty in recognizing 
the paper as an equivalent of Part B. 

III. All communications regarding this application must give the application number. Please direct all communications prior to issuance to Mail 
Stop ISSUE FEE unless advised to the contrary. 

IMPORTANT REMINDER: Ut.ility patents issuing on applications filed on or after Dec. 12, 1980 may require payment of maintenance 
fees. It is patentee's responsib.ility to ensure timely payment of maintenance fees when due. 
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UNritep STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENTOF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address; COMMISSIONER POR PATENTS

PO Box 1450
Alexaodia, Virgima 27513-6450Wy WSO. poy 

NOTICE OF ALLOWANCEAND FEE(S) DUE

24112 7500 01 2018

COATS & BENNETT, PLLC NGUYEN, BRIAN D

1400 Crescent Green, Suite 300

fA7t

DATE MAILED: OW/1 1/2018

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED [INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO, OONFIRMATLON NO

15/105,648 06/17/2016 Sebastian Faner AM 5-9595 | P45698-182 5548
 

TITLE OF INVENTION; Codebook Subset Restnction Signaling

APPLN. TYPE ENTITY STATUS ISSUE FEE DUE PUBLICATION PEE DUE|PREY. PAID [ISSUE PEE TOTAL PEE(S) DUE DATE DUE 
DODprevi stonal UNDISCOUNTED S1000 30.00 30,00 S 1000 L2/VL/2008

THE APPLICATION IDENTIFIED ABOVE HAS BEEN EXAMINED AND IS ALLOQWED FOR ISSUANCE AS A PATENT.
PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS CLOSED. THIS NOTICE OF ALLOWANCEIS NOT A GRANT OF PATENT RIGHTS.

THIS APPLICATION IS SUBJECT TO WITHDRAWAL FROMISSUE AT THE INITIATIVE OF THE OFFICE OR UPON
PETITION BY TITE APPLICANT. SEE 37 CFR 1.313 AND MPEP 1308.

THE ISSUER FEE AND PUBLICATION FEE (IF REQUIRED) MUSTBE PAID WITHIN THREEMONTHS FROM THE MAILING
DATE OF THIS NOTICE OR THIS APPLICATION SHALL BE REGARDED AS ABANDONED. THIS STATUTORY PERIOD

CANNOT BE EXTENDED, SEE 35 U.S.C. 151. THE ISSUE FEE DUE INDICATED ABOVE DOES NOT REFLECT A CREDIT
FOR ANY PREVIOUSLY PAID ISSUE FEE IN THIS APPLICATION. IF AN ISSUE FEE HAS PREVIOUSLY BEEN PAID IN

THIS APPLICATION (AS SHOWN ABOVE), THE RETURN OF PART B OF THIS FORM WILL BE CONSIDERED A REQUEST
TO REAPPLYTHE PREVIOUSLYPAID ISSUE FEE TOWARD THE ISSUE FEE NOW DUE.

HOW TO REPLY TO THIS NOTICE:

I. Review the ENTITY STATUS shown above. If the ENTITY STATUSis shown as SMALL or MICRO, verify Whether entitlement to that
ently status sall applies,

Ifthe ENTITY STATUSis the same as shown above, pay the TOTAL PEE(S) DUE shown above.

[Fthe ENTITY STATUSis changed from that shown above. on PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL, complete section number 5 titled
"Change in Entity Status (from status indicated above)".

For purposes of this notice, small entity fees are 1/2 the amount of undiscounted fees, and micro enticy fees are 1/2 the amount of small entity
fees,

II. PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL,or its equivalent, must be completed and returned to the United States Patent and Trademark Office
(USPTO) with your ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE(if required). If you are charging the fee(s) to your deposit account, section "4b"
of Part B - Fee(s) Transmittal should be completed and an extra copy of the form should be submitted. If an equivalent of Part B is filed, a
request to reapply a previously paid issue fee must be clearly made, and delays in processing may occur due to the difficulty in recognizing
the paper as an equivalent of Part B.

HT. All communications regarding this application mustgive the application number, Please direct all communications priorto issuance to Mail
Stop ISSUE FEE unless advised to the contrary.

IMPORTANT REMINDER:Utility patents issuing on applications filed on or after Dec. 12, 1980 may require payment of maintenance
fees. It is patentee’s responsibility to ensure timely payment of maintenance fees when due.
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PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL 

Complete and send this form, together with applicable fee(s), to: Mail Mail Stop ISSUE FEE 
Commissioner for Patents 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450 

or Fax (571)-273-2885 

INSTRUCTIONS: This form should be used for transmitting the ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE (if required). Blocks l through 5 should be completed where appropriate. All 
further correspondence including the Patent, advance orders and notification of maintenance fees will be mailed to the current correspondence address as indicated unless corrected 
below or directed otherwise in Block 1, by (a) specifying a new correspandence address; and/or (b) indicating a separate "FEE ADDRESS" for maintenance fee notifications. 

Note: A certificate of mailing can only be used for domestic mailings of the 

CURRENT CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS (Note: Use Block I for any change of address) 
Fee(s) Transmittal. This certificate cannot be used for any other accompanying 
papers. Each additional paper, such as an assignment or formal drawing, must 
have its own certificate of mailing or transmission. 

2411 2 7590 09/1 1/20 18 

COATS & BENNETT, PLLC 
1400 Crescent Green, Suite 300 
Cary, NC 27518 

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE 

15/105,648 06/17/2016 

TITLE OF INVENTION: Codebook Subset Restriction Signaling 

APPLN. TYPE ENTITY STATUS ISSUE FEE DUE 

nonprovisional UNDISCOUNTED $1000 

EXAMINER ART UNIT 

NGUYEN, BRIAND 2472 

l. Change of correspondence address or indication of "Fee Address" (3 7 
CFR 1.363). 

0 Change of correspondence address (or Change of Correspondence 
Address form PTO/SB/122) attached. 

0 "Fee Address" indication (or "Fee Address" Indication form PTO/ 
SB/47; Rev 03-02 or more recent) attached. Use of a Customer 
Number is re uired, 

Certificate of Mailing or Transmission 
I hereby certify that thi s Fee(s) Transmittal is being deposited with the United 
States Postal Service with sufficient postage for first class mail in an envelope 
addressed to the Mail Stop ISSUE FEE address above, or being facsimile 
transmitted to the USPTO (571) 273-2885, on the date indicated below. 

(Derositor's name 

(Signature 

(Date 

FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO. 

Sebastian Faxer 4015-9595 I P45698-US2 5548 

PUBLICATION FEE DUE PREY. PAID ISSUE FEE TOT AL FEE(S) DUE DATE DUE 

$0.00 $0.00 $1000 12/11/2018 

CLASS-S UBCLASS 

370-328000 

2. For printing on the patent front page, list 
( 1) The nan1es of up to 3 registered patent attorneys 
or agents OR, alternatively, 2 _____________ _ 
(2) The name of a single firm (having as a member a 
registered attorney or agent) and tl1e names of up to 
2 registered patent attorneys or agents. If no name is 
listed , no name will be printed. 

3 _____________ _ 

3. ASSIGNEE NAME AND RESIDENCE DATA TO BE PRINTED ON THE PATENT (print or type) 

PLEASE NOTE: Unless an assignee is identified below, no assignee data will appear on tl1e patent. !fan assignee is identifi ed below, the document has been filed for recordation 
as set forth in 37 CFR 3.11. Completion of tl1is form is NOT a substitute for filing an assignment. 

(A) NAME OF ASSIGNEE (B) RESIDENCE (CITY and STATE OR COUNTRY) 

Please check the appropriate assignee category or categories (will not be printed on the patent) : 0 Individual O Corporation or other private group entity O Government 

4a. The following fee(s) are submitted: 

0 Issue Fee 

0 Publication Fee (No small entity discount permitted) 

0 Advance Order - # of Copies _________ _ 

5. Change in Entity Status (from status indicated above) 

0 Applicant certifying micro entity status. See 3 7 CFR 1.29 

0 Applicant asserting small entity status. See 37 CFR 1.27 

0 Applicant changing to regular undi scounted fee status. 

4b. Payment ofFee(s): (Please first reapply any previously paid issue fee shown above) 

0 A check is enclosed. 

0 Payment by credit card. Form PTO-2038 is attached. 

0The director is hereby authorized to charge the required fee(s), any deficiency, or credits any 
overpayment, to Deposit Account Number (enclose an extra copy of this form). 

NOTE: Absent a valid certification of Micro Entity Status (see forms PTO/SB/15A and 15B), issue 
fee payment in the micro entity amount will not be accepted at the risk of application abandonment. 
NOTE: If the application was previously under micro entity status, checking this box will be taken 
to be a notification of loss of entitlement to micro entity status. 
NOTE: Checking this box will be taken to be a notification of loss of entitlement to small or micro 
entity status, as applicable. 

NOTE: This form must be signed in accordance with 37 CFR 1.31 and 1.33. See 37 CFR 1.4 for signature requirements and certifications. 
Authorized Signature _______________________ Date ___________________ _ 

Typed or printed nan1e _____________________ _ 

PTOL-85 Part B (10-13) Approved for use through 10/31/2013. 
Page 2 of3 

0MB 0651-0033 

Registration No. _______________ _ 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 



APPUCA TION NO. ALINGDATE FIRST NAi\<IED INVENTOR 

15/105.648 06/17/2016 Sebastian Fax.er 

24112 7590 09/11/2018 

COATS & BENNETT, PLLC 
1400 Crescent Green, Suite 300 
Cary, NC 275 18 

UNITED STATES DEPAR'fMENTOFCOJ\'IMERCE 
United States Patent and Trademark Office 
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS 

P.O . Box 1450 
Alexandria. Virgi.nia 22:3 1:l-1450 
www.uspto.gov 

ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONARll-lA TION NO. 

4015-9595 I P45698-US2 5548 

EXAMINER 

NGUYEN. BRIAND 

ART UNIT PAPER NUMBER 

2472 

DATE MAILED: 09/11/2018 

Determination of Patent Term Adjustment under 35 U.S.C. 154 (b) 
(Applications filed on or after May 29, 2000) 

The Office has discontinued providing a Patent Tenn Adjustment (PT A) calculation with the Notice of Allowance. 

Section l(h)(2) of the AIA Technical Corrections Act amended 35 U.S.C. 154(b)(3)(B)(i) to eliminate the requirement 
that the Office provide a patent term adjustment determination with the notice of allowance. See Revisions to Patent 
Tenn Adjustment, 78 Fed. Reg. 19416, 19417 (Apr. 1, 20 13). Therefore, the Office is no longer providing an initial 
patent term adjustment determination with the notice of allowance. The Office will continue to provide a patent term 
adjustment determination with the Issue Notification Letter that is mailed to applicant approximately three weeks prior 
to the issue date of the patent, and will include the patent term adjustment on the patent. Any request for reconsideration 
of the patent term adjustment determination (or reinstatement of patent term adjustment) should follow the process 
outlined in 37 CFR 1.705. 

Any questions regarding the Patent Term Extension or Adj ustment determination should be directed to the Office of 
Patent Legal Administration at (571)-272-7702. Questions relating to issue and publication fee payments should be 
directed to the Customer Service Center of the Office of Patent Publication at l -(888)-786-0101 or (571)-272-4200. 
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UNritep STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMERTOF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER POR PATENTS

Po Bow 1450
Alexaodia, Virgima 27513-6450wiv Ww Spo. ROW 
 APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO.|CONFIRMATION NO.

15/105,648 OO/T7/2016 Sebastian Faxér A0L5-9595 / PAS@9H-IUS2 5548

EXAMINER
24112 7500 00/1/2018

COATS & BENNETT, PLLC NGUYEN, BRIAN D
{400 Crescent Green, Suite 300ays ARTUNI PAPER NUMBER
Cary, NC 27518 eerie|]=eae|

f47t

DATE MAILED: OW/1 1/2018

Determination of Patent Term Adjustmentunder 35 U.S.C. 154 (b)
(Applications filed on or after May 29, 2000)

The Office has discontinued providing a Patent Term Adjustment (PTA) calculation with the Notice of Allowance.

Section 1(h)(2) of the AIA Technical Corrections Act amended 35 U.S.C. 154(b)(3)(B)(i) to eliminate the requirement
that the Office provide a patent term adjustment determination with the notice of allowance. See Revisions to Patent
Term Adjustment, 78 Fed, Reg, 19416, 19417 (Apr. 1, 2013). Therefore, the Office is no longer providing an initial
patent term adjustment determination with the notice of allowance, The Office will continue to provide a patent term
adjustment determination with the Issue Notification Letter that is mailed to applicant approximately three weeks prior
to the issue date of the patent. and will include the patent term adjustment on the patent. Any request for reconsideration
of the patent lerm adjustment determination (or reinstatement of patent term adjustment) should follow the process
outlined in 37 CFR 1.705.

Any questions regarding the Patent Term Extension or Adjustment determination should be directed to the Office of
Patent Legal Administration at (571)-272-7702. Questions relating to issue and publication fee payments should be
directed to the CustomerService Centerof the Office of Patent Publication at 1-(888)-786-O101 or (571)-272-4200,
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0MB Clearance and PRA Burden Statement for PTOL-85 Part B 

The Paperwork Reduction Act (PRA) of 1995 requires Federal agencies to obtain Office of Management and Budget 
approval before requesting most types of information from the public. When 0MB approves an agency request to 
collect information from the public, 0MB (i) provides a valid 0MB Control Number and expiration date for the 
agency to display on the instrument that will be used to collect the information and (ii) requires the agency to inform 
the public about the 0MB Control Number's legal significance in accordance with 5 CFR 1320.5(b). 

The information collected by PTOL-85 Part B is required by 37 CFR 1.311. The information is required to obtain 
or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is 
governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, including 
gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon 
the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions 
for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, 
U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR 
COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, 
Virginia 22313-1450. Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection 
of information unless it displays a valid 0MB control number. 

Privacy Act Statement 

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your 
submission of the attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements 
of the Act, please be advised that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b) 
(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information 
is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to process and/or examine your submission related to a patent 
application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not 
be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may result in termination of proceedings or abandonment 
of the application or expiration of the patent. 

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses: 
1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of 

Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C 552a). Records from this system of records may 
be disclosed to the Department of Justice to determine whether disclosure of these records is required by the 
Freedom of Information Act. 

2. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence 
to a court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of 
settlement negotiations. 

3. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting 
a request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance 
from the Member with respect to the subject matter of the record. 

4. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having 
need for the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply 
with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m). 

5. A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of 
records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property 
Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty. 

6. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of 
National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)). 

7. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, 
or his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's responsibility 
to recommend improvements in records management practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 
2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection 
of records for this purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall 
not be used to make determinations about individuals. 

8. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of 
the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record 
may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record was filed 
in an application which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application 
is referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspection or an issued patent. 

9. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law 
enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation. 
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Notice of Allowability 

Application No. 
15/105,648 
Examiner 
BRIAN D NGUYEN 

Applicant(s) 
Faxer et al . 
Art Unit 
2472 I AIA Status 

Yes 

- The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address-
All claims being allowable, PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS (OR REMAINS) CLOSED in this application. If not included 
herewith (or previously mailed) , a Notice of Allowance (PTOL-85) or other appropriate communication will be mailed in due course. THIS 
NOTICE OF ALLOWABILITY IS NOT A GRANT OF PATENT RIGHTS. This application is subject to withdrawal from issue at the initiative 
of the Office or upon petition by the applicant. See 37 CFR 1.313 and MPEP 1308. 

1.0 This communication is responsive to the amendment filed 7/11/18. 

DA declaration(s)/affidavit(s) under 37 CFR 1.130(b) was/were filed on __ . 

2.0 An election was made by the applicant in response to a restriction requirement set forth during the interview on __ ; the 
restriction requirement and election have been incorporated into this action . 

3.0 The allowed claim(s) is/are See Continuation Sheet . As a result of the allowed claim(s), you may be eligible to benefit from the 
Patent Prosecution Highway program at a participating intellectual property office for the corresponding application. For more 
information , please see http://www.uspto.gov/patents/init_events/pph/index.jsp or send an inquiry to 
PPHfeedback@uspto.gov. 

4.0 Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f) . 

Certified copies: 

a) • All b) 0 Some *c) D None of the : 

1. D Certified copies of the priority documents have been received. 

2. D Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No. __ . 

3. D Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this national stage application from the 

International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)). 

• Certified copies not received : __ . 

Applicant has THREE MONTHS FROM THE "MAILING DATE" of this communication to file areply complying with the requirements 
noted below. Failure to timely comply will result in ABANDONMENT of this application. 
THIS THREE-MONTH PERIOD IS NOT EXTENDABLE. 

5.0 CORRECTED DRAWINGS (as "replacement sheets") must be submitted. 

D including changes required by the attached Examiner's Amendment / Comment or in the Office action of 
Paper No./Mail Date __ . 

Identifying indicia such as the application number (see 37 CFR 1.84(c)) should be written on the drawings in the front (not the back) of each 
sheet. Replacement sheet(s) should be labeled as such in the header according to 37 CFR 1.121(d). 

6.0 DEPOSIT OF and/or INFORMATION about the deposit of BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL must be submitted. Note the 
attached Examiner's comment regarding REQUIREMENT FOR THE DEPOSIT OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL. 

Attachment(s) 
1.0 Notice of References Cited (PT0-892) 

2.0 Information Disclosure Statements (PTO/SB/08), 
Paper No./Mail Date . 

3.0 Examiner's Comment Regarding Requirement for Deposit 
of Biological Material __ . 

4.0 Interview Summary (PT0-413) , 
Paper No./Mail Date. __ . 

/BRIAN D NGUYEN/ 
Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2472 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office 

5. D Examiner's AmendmenVComment 

6. D Examiner's Statement of Reasons fo r Allowance 

7. • Other __ 

PTOL-37 (Rev. 08-13) Notice of Allowability Part of Paper No./Mail Date 20180904 
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Continuation Sheet (PTOL-37) Application No. 15/105,648 

Continuation of 3. The allowed claim(s) is/are: 39,41-47,49-55,57-63 and 65-70 



Application/Control No. Applicant(s)/Patent Under Reexamination 

Search Notes 15/105,648 Faxer et al. 

I I 111 I 
Examiner Art Unit 

BRIAN D NGUYEN 2472 

CPC - Searched* 

Symbol Date Examiner 

H04B7/0469 4/1 2/18 BN 

H04B7/0478 4/12/18 BN 
H04B7/0639 4/12/18 BN 

H03M7/3068 4/1 2/18 BN 
H03M7/3082 4/1 2/18 BN 

CPC Combination Sets - Searched* 

Symbol Date Examiner 

US Classification - Searched* 

Class Subclass Date Examiner 

* See search history printout included with this form or the SEARCH NOTES box below to determine the scope of the 
search. 

Search Notes 

Search Notes 

text and symbols limited by date search 

updated 

Interference Search 

US Class/CPC 
US Subclass/CPC Group 

Symbol 

see the 
attached 
printout 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office 
Page 1 of 1 

Date 

4/12/18 

09/04/2018 

Date 

09/04/2018 

Examiner 

bn 

bn 

Examiner 

bn 

Part of Paper No.: 20180904 
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Application/Control No. 

Index of Claims 15/105,648 

I I 11 
Examiner 

BRIAN D NGUYEN 

✓ Rejected - Cancelled N 

= Allowed Restricted I 

CLAIMS 

0 Claims renumbered in the same order as presented by applicant 

CLAIM 
Final Original 04/12/2018 09/04/2018 

1 - -
2 - . 
3 - -
4 - . 
5 - -
6 - -
7 - . 
8 - -
9 - -
10 - -
11 - -
12 . . 
13 - . 
14 - -
15 - . 
16 - -
17 - -
18 - -
19 - -
20 - . 
21 - -
22 - . 
23 . . 
24 - -
25 - . 
26 - -
27 - -
28 - . 
29 - -
30 - -
31 - . 
32 - -
33 - -
34 - -
35 - -
36 . . 
37 - -
38 - -

1 39 ✓ = 
40 = -

2 41 ✓ = 
3 42 ✓ = 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office 

Page 1 of 2 

Applicant(s)/Patent Under Reexamination 

Faxer et al. 

Art Unit 

2472 

Non-Elected 

Interference 

0 CPA 

DATE 

A 

0 

0 T.D. 

Appeal 

Objected 

D R.1.47 

Part of Paper No.: 20180904 
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Application/Control No. Applicant(s)/Patent Under Reexamination

Index of Claims \15;105,648

ll | | | | sanBRIAN D NGUYEN

=|Cancelled | Non-Elected A Appeal
=| Allowed | Restricted 1|interference|0] Objected

CLAIMS
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an application which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is 
referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued patent. 

9. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law 
enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation. 

EFSWeb2 .1.18 ALL REFERENCES CONSIDERED EXCEPT ~IBERE LINED THROUGH. / B . D.N/ 
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Supplements/ 
Notice of Allowability 

Application No. 
15/105,648 
Examiner 
BRIAN D NGUYEN 

Applicant(s) 
Faxer et al . 
Art Unit 
2472 I AIA Status 

Yes 

- The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address-
All claims being allowable, PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS (OR REMAINS) CLOSED in this application. If not included 
herewith (or previously mailed) , a Notice of Allowance (PTOL-85) or other appropriate communication will be mailed in due course. THIS 
NOTICE OF ALLOWABILITY IS NOT A GRANT OF PATENT RIGHTS. This application is subject to withdrawal from issue at the initiative 
of the Office or upon petition by the applicant. See 37 CFR 1.313 and MPEP 1308. 

1.0 This communication is responsive to the amendment filed 7/11/18. 

DA declaration(s)/affidavit(s) under 37 CFR 1.130(b) was/were filed on __ . 

2.0 An election was made by the applicant in response to a restriction requirement set forth during the interview on __ ; the 
restriction requirement and election have been incorporated into this action . 

3.0 The allowed claim(s) is/are See Continuation Sheet . As a result of the allowed claim(s), you may be eligible to benefit from the 
Patent Prosecution Highway program at a participating intellectual property office for the corresponding application. For more 
information , please see http://www.uspto.gov/patents/init_events/pph/index.jsp or send an inquiry to 
PPHfeedback@uspto.gov. 

4.0 Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f) . 

Certified copies: 

a) • All b) 0 Some *c) D None of the : 

1. D Certified copies of the priority documents have been received. 

2. D Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No. __ . 

3. D Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this national stage application from the 

International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)). 

• Certified copies not received : __ . 

Applicant has THREE MONTHS FROM THE "MAILING DATE" of this communication to file areply complying with the requirements 
noted below. Failure to timely comply will result in ABANDONMENT of this application. 
THIS THREE-MONTH PERIOD IS NOT EXTENDABLE. 

5.0 CORRECTED DRAWINGS (as "replacement sheets") must be submitted. 

D including changes required by the attached Examiner's Amendment / Comment or in the Office action of 
Paper No./Mail Date __ . 

Identifying indicia such as the application number (see 37 CFR 1.84(c)) should be written on the drawings in the front (not the back) of each 
sheet. Replacement sheet(s) should be labeled as such in the header according to 37 CFR 1.121(d). 

6.0 DEPOSIT OF and/or INFORMATION about the deposit of BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL must be submitted. Note the 
attached Examiner's comment regarding REQUIREMENT FOR THE DEPOSIT OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL. 

Attachment(s) 
1.0 Notice of References Cited (PT0-892) 

2.0 Information Disclosure Statements (PTO/SB/08), 
Paper No./Mail Date . 

3.0 Examiner's Comment Regarding Requirement for Deposit 
of Biological Material __ . 

4.0 Interview Summary (PT0-413) , 
Paper No./Mail Date. __ . 

/BRIAN D NGUYEN/ 
Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2472 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office 

5. 0 Examiner's AmendmenVComment 

6. D Examiner's Statement of Reasons fo r Allowance 

7. • Other __ 

PTOL-37 (Rev. 08-13) Notice of Allowability Part of Paper No./Mail Date 20180924 
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Application/Control Number: 15/105,648 
Art Unit: 2472 

EXAMINER'S AMENDMENT 

Notice of Pre-AJA or AJA Status 

Page 2 

1. The present application, filed on or after March 16, 2013, is being examined under the 

first inventor to file provisions of the AIA. 

2. The application has been amended as follows: 

At the end of claims 45, 53, 61, and 69, replace";" with".". 

Conclusion 

3. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the 

examiner should be directed to BRIAND NGUYEN whose telephone number is (571)272-3084. 

The examiner can normally be reached on Monday-Friday 8:00 - 4:30. 

Examiner interviews are available via telephone, in-person, and video conferencing using 

a USPTO supplied web-based collaboration tool. To schedule an interview, applicant is 

encouraged to use the USPTO Automated Interview Request (AIR) at 

http://www.uspto.gov/interviewpractice. 

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's 

supervisor, Hassan Kizou can be reached on 571-272-3088. The fax phone number for the 

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300. 

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent 

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications 

may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished 

applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR 
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system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR 

system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would 

like assistance from a USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated 

information system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000. 

/BRIAND NGUYEN/ 
Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2472 
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

In re Application of Sebastian Faxer 

Serial No.: 15/105648 

Filed: June 17, 2016 

For: Codebook Subset Restriction Signaling 

Docket No: 4015-9595 

Mail Stop Issue Fee 
Commissioner for Patents 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

Examiner: Brian D. Nguyen 

Group Art Unit: 2472 

Confirmation No.: 5548 

AMENDMENT AFTER ALLOWANCE UNDER 37 C.F.R. §1.312 

This paper is being filed in response to Notice of Allowance mailed September 11, 2018 

and the Supplemental Notice of Allowability mailed October 1, 2018. Applicant respectfully 

requests entry of the following amendments under 37 CFR §1.312 after the Notice of Allowance 

and before payment of the issue fee. The Office is hereby authorized to charge any fees 

required for entry of this paper to Deposit Account 18-1167. 
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CLAIMS LISTING 

1-38. (Cancelled) 

Application Ser. No. 15/105648 
Attorney Docket No. 4015-9595 
Client Docket No. P45698-US2 

39. (Previously Presented) A method implemented by a network node for signaling to a 

wireless communication device which precoders in a codebook are restricted from being used, 

the method characterized by: 

generating codebook subset restriction signaling that, for each of one or more groups of 

precoders, jointly restricts the precoders in the group by restricting a certain 

component that the precoders in the group have in common, wherein the 

codebook subset restriction signaling is rank-agnostic signaling that jointly 

restricts the precoders in a group without regard to the precoders' transmission 

rank; and 

sending the generated signaling from the network node to the wireless communication 

device. 

40. (Cancelled) 

41. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39, wherein a precoder comprising one or 

more beam precoders is restricted if at least one of its one or more beam precoders is 

restricted. 

42. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 39, wherein the certain component 

comprises a beam precoder. 

2 of 9 
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Application Ser. No. 15/105648 
Attorney Docket No. 4015-9595 
Client Docket No. P45698-US2 

43. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 42, wherein [[a]] the beam precoder is a 

Kronecker product of different beamforming vectors associated with different dimensions of a 

multi-dimensional antenna array. 

44. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 43, wherein the different beamforming 

vectors comprise Discrete Fourier Transform (OFT) vectors. 

45. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 42, wherein [[a]] the beam precoder is a 

beamforming vector used to transmit on a particular layer of a multi-layer transmission[[,]]: and 

wherein different scaled versions of that beamforming vector are transmitted on different 

polarizations[[;]L 

46. (Currently Amended) The method of claim [[39]] 42, wherein [[a]] the beam precoder is a 

Kronecker product of first and second beamforming vectors with first and second indices, 

wherein the first and second beamforming vectors are associated with different dimensions of a 

multi-dimensional antenna array, and wherein the codebook subset restriction signaling jointly 

restricts the precoders in a group of precoders that have the same pair of values for the first and 

second indices. 

47. (Previously Presented) A method implemented by a wireless communication device for 

decoding signaling from a network node indicating which precoders in a codebook are restricted 

from being used, the method characterized by: 

receiving codebook subset restriction signaling that, for each of one or more groups of 

precoders, jointly restricts the precoders in the group by restricting a certain 

component that the precoders in the group have in common, wherein the 

3 of 9 
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Application Ser. No. 15/105648 
Attorney Docket No. 4015-9595 
Client Docket No. P45698-US2 

codebook subset restriction signaling is rank-agnostic signaling that jointly 

restricts the precoders in a group without regard to the precoders' transmission 

rank; and 

decoding the received signaling as jointly restricting precoders in each of the one or 

more groups of precoders. 

48. (Cancelled) 

49. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 47, wherein a precoder comprising one or 

more beam precoders is restricted if at least one of its one or more beam precoders is 

restricted. 

50. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 47, wherein the certain component 

comprises a beam precoder. 

51. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 50, wherein [[a]] the beam precoder is a 

Kronecker product of different beamforming vectors associated with different dimensions of a 

multi-dimensional antenna array. 

52. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 51, wherein the different beamforming 

vectors comprise Discrete Fourier Transform (OFT) vectors. 

53. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 50, wherein [[a]] the beam precoder is a 

beamforming vector used to transmit on a particular layer of a multi-layer transmission[[,]]: and 

4 of 9 
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wherein different scaled versions of that beamforming vector are transmitted on different 

polarizations[[;]L 

54. (Previously Presented) The method of claim [[47]] 50, wherein [[a]] the beam precoder is 

a Kronecker product of first and second beamforming vectors with first and second indices, 

wherein the first and second beamforming vectors are associated with different dimensions of a 

multi-dimensional antenna array, and wherein the codebook subset restriction signaling jointly 

restricts the precoders in a group of precoders that have the same pair of values for the first and 

second indices. 

55. (Previously Presented) A network node for signaling to a wireless communication device 

which precoders in a codebook are restricted from being used, the network node comprising: 

a processor and a memory, the memory containing instructions executable by the 

processor whereby the network node is configured to: 

56. (Cancelled) 

generate codebook subset restriction signaling that, for each of one or 

more groups of precoders, jointly restricts the precoders in the 

group by restricting a certain component that the precoders in the 

group have in common, wherein the codebook subset restriction 

signaling is rank-agnostic signaling that jointly restricts the 

precoders in a group without regard to the precoders' transmission 

rank; and 

send the generated signaling from the network node to the wireless 

communication device. 

5 of 9 
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57. (Previously Presented) The network node of claim 55, wherein a precoder comprising 

one or more beam precoders is restricted if at least one of its one or more beam precoders is 

restricted. 

58. (Previously Presented) The network node of claim 55, wherein the certain component 

comprises a beam precoder. 

59. (Currently Amended) The network node of claim 58, wherein [[a]] the beam precoder is a 

Kronecker product of different beamforming vectors associated with different dimensions of a 

multi-dimensional antenna array. 

60. (Previously Presented) The network node of claim 59, wherein the different beamforming 

vectors comprise Discrete Fourier Transform (OFT) vectors. 

61. (Currently Amended) The network node of claim 58, wherein [[a]] the beam precoder is a 

beamforming vector used to transmit on a particular layer of a multi-layer transmission[[,]]: and 

wherein different scaled versions of that beamforming vector are transmitted on different 

polarizations[[;]L 

62. (Currently Amended) The network node of claim [[55]] 58, wherein [[a]] the beam 

precoder is a Kronecker product of first and second beamforming vectors with first and second 

indices, wherein the first and second beamforming vectors are associated with different 

dimensions of a multi-dimensional antenna array, and wherein the codebook subset restriction 

6 of 9 
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signaling jointly restricts the precoders in a group of precoders that have the same pair of values 

for the first and second indices. 

63. (Previously Presented) A wireless communication device for decoding signaling from a 

network node indicating which precoders in a codebook are restricted from being used, the 

wireless communication device comprising: 

a processor and a memory, the memory containing instructions executable by the 

processor whereby the wireless communication device is configured to: 

64. (Cancelled) 

receive codebook subset restriction signaling that, for each of one or 

more groups of precoders, jointly restricts the precoders in the 

group by restricting a certain component that the precoders in the 

group have in common, wherein the codebook subset restriction 

signaling is rank-agnostic signaling that jointly restricts the 

precoders in a group without regard to the precoders' transmission 

rank; and 

decode the received signaling as jointly restricting precoders in each of 

the one or more groups of precoders. 

65. (Previously Presented) The wireless communication device of claim 63, wherein a 

precoder comprising one or more beam precoders is restricted if at least one of its one or more 

beam precoders is restricted. 

7 of 9 
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66. (Previously Presented) The wireless communication device of claim 63, wherein the 

certain component comprises a beam precoder. 

67. (Currently Amended) The wireless communication device of claim 66, wherein [[a]] the 

beam precoder is a Kronecker product of different beamforming vectors associated with 

different dimensions of a multi-dimensional antenna array. 

68. (Previously Presented) The wireless communication device of claim 67, wherein the 

different beamforming vectors comprise Discrete Fourier Transform (OFT) vectors. 

69. (Currently Amended) The wireless communication device of claim 66, wherein [[a]]the 

beam precoder is a beamforming vector used to transmit on a particular layer of a multi-layer 

transmission[[,]l; and wherein different scaled versions of that beamforming vector are 

transmitted on different polarizations[[;]L 

70. (Currently Amended) The wireless communication device of claim [[63]]66, wherein 

[[a]]the beam precoder is a Kronecker product of first and second beamforming vectors with first 

and second indices, wherein the first and second beamforming vectors are associated with 

different dimensions of a multi-dimensional antenna array, and wherein the codebook subset 

restriction signaling jointly restricts the precoders in a group of precoders that have the same 

pair of values for the first and second indices. 

8 of 9 
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REMARKS 

Application Ser. No. 15/105648 
Attorney Docket No. 4015-9595 
Client Docket No. P45698-US2 

Claims 43, 45, 46, 51, 53, 54, 59, 61, 62, 67, 69, and 70 are amended to correct for 

typographical errors before payment of the issue fee. Entry of the amendments is respectfully 

requested under 37 CFR §1.312 and in compliance with MPEP § 714.16. An amendment to the 

claims may be entered by the examiner, without withdrawing the application from issue, where 

the amendments merely correct formal matters within a claim without changing the scope 

thereof. MPEP § 714.16 Applicant submits that such amendments are needed to correct minor 

typographical errors without changing the scope of the claims. 

If the Examiner has any questions, it is respectfully requested that the Examiner contact 

Applicant's representative at the below number. 

Dated: November 14, 2018 

Respectfully submitted, 
COATS & BENNETT, P.L.L.C. 

/Brandee N. Woolard/ 
Brandee N. Woolard 
Registration No.: 68,795 
Telephone: (919) 854-1844 

9 of 9 
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Response to Rule 312 Communication 

Application No. 

15/105,648 

Examiner 

BRIAN D NGUYEN 

Applicant(s) 

Faxer et al. 

Art Unit AIA Status 

2472 Yes 

-- The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address -

1. 0The amendment filed on 14 November 2018 under 37 CFR 1.312 has been considered, and has been: 

a) 0 entered. 

b) 0 entered as directed to matters of form not affecting the scope of the invention. 

c) 0 disapproved because the amendment was filed after the payment of the issue fee. 

Any amendment filed after the date the issue fee is paid must be accompanied by a petition under 37 CFR 1.313(c)( 1) 

and the required fee to withdraw the application from issue. 

d) 0 disapproved. See explanation below. 

e) 0 entered in part. See explanation below. 

/BRIAN D NGUYEN/ 
Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2472 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office 

PTOL-271 (Rev. 04-01) Reponse to Rule 312 Communication Part of Paper No. 20181123 
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal 

Application Number: 15105648 

Filing Date: 17-Jun-2016 

Title of Invention: Codebook Subset Restriction Signaling 

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Sebastian Faxer 

Filer: Brandee N. Woolard/Kristi Dunshee 

Attorney Docket Number: 4015-9595 / P45698-US2 

Filed as Large Entity 

Filing Fees for U.S. National Stage under 35 USC 371 

Description Fee Code Quantity Amount 
Sub-Total in 

USO($) 

Basic Filing: 

Pages: 

Claims: 

Miscellaneous-Filing: 

Petition: 

Patent-Appeals-and-Interference: 

Post-Allowance-and-Post-Issuance: 

UTILITY APPL ISSUE FEE 1501 1 1000 1000 
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Description Fee Code Quantity Amount 
Sub-Total in 

USO($) 

Extension-of-Time: 

Miscellaneous: 

Total in USO($) 1000 
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt 

EFSID: 34490173 

Application Number: 15105648 

International Application Number: 

Confirmation Number: 5548 

Title of Invention: Codebook Subset Restriction Signaling 

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Sebastian Faxer 

Customer Number: 24112 

Filer: Brandee N. Woolard/Kristi Dunshee 

Filer Authorized By: Brandee N. Woolard 

Attorney Docket Number: 4015-9595 / P45698-US2 

Receipt Date: 05-DEC-2018 

Filing Date: l 7-JUN-2016 

Time Stamp: 12:23:49 

Application Type: U.S. National Stage under 35 USC 371 

Payment information: 

Submitted with Payment yes 

Payment Type EFT 

Payment was successfully received in RAM $1000 

RAM confirmation Number l 20618INTEFSW12240700 

Deposit Account 

Authorized User 

The Director of the USPTO is hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpayment as follows: 
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File Listing: 

Document 
Document Description File Name 

File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages 
Number Message Digest Part /.zip (ifappl.) 

829860 

1 Issue Fee Payment (PTO-85B) 9595Transmittal.pdf no 1 
57a 146b4 2c7db921 c23944 77e 15 3 5 80ed3 t 

25f4a 

Warnings: 

Information: 

30432 

2 Fee Worksheet (S806) fee-info.pdf no 2 
9ddn6343d502907a719e040c:ab9a28697 

e3966 

Warnings: 

Information: 

Total Files Size (in bytes) 860292 

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents, 
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a 
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503. 

New A1n~lications Under 35 U.S.C. 111 
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR 
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this 
Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application. 
National Stage of an International A1n~lication under 35 U.S.C. 371 
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35 
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a 
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course. 
New International Am~lication Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office 
If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for 
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number 
and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning 
national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of 
the application. 



UNITED STATES DEPARTIIIENT OF COMMERCE 
United States Patent and Trademark Office 
Address: COMMJSSIONER FOR PATENTS 

APPLICATION NO. ISSUE DATE 

15/105.648 01/29/2019 

24 112 7590 

COATS & BENNETT, PLLC 
1400 Cresceot Green, Suite 300 
Cary, NC 27518 

01/09fl0l9 

PATENTNO. 

10193600 

P.O. Box 1450 
Ale:-.andrin. Virginia 22313•14S0 
www .uspto.gov 

ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. 

4015-9595 / P45698• US2 

ISSUE NOTIFICATION 

The projected patent number and issue date are specified above. 

Determination of Patent Term Adjustment under 35 U.S.C. 154 (b) 
(application filed on or after May 29, 2000) 

CONFIRMATION NO. 

5548 

The Patent Te1m Adjustment is 224 day(s). Any patent to issue from the above-identified application will include 
an indication of the adjustment on the front page. 

If a Continued Prosecution Application (CPA) was filed in the above-identified application, the filing date that 
determines Patent Term Adjustment is the filing date of the most recent CPA. 

Applicant will be able to obtain more detailed information by accessing the Patent Application Infonnation 
Reuieval (PAIR) WEB site (http://pair.uspto.gov). 

Any questions regarding the Patent Term Extension or Adjustment determination should be directed to the Office 
of Patent Legal Adminisu·ation at (571)-272-7702. Questions relating to issue and publication fee payments 
should be directed to the Application Assistance Unit (AAU) of the Office of Data Management (ODM) at 
(571)-272-4200. 

APPLICANT(s) (Please see PAIR 'NEB site http://pai.r.uspto.gov for additional applicants): 

Telefonaktiebolaget LM Ericssou (publ), Stockholm, SWEDEN; 
Sebastian Faxer, Hirfalla, SWEDEN; 
Mattias Frenne, Uppsala, SWEDEN; 
Simon Jarmyr, Skarpnack, SWEDEN; 
George Jongren, Sundbyberg, SWEDEN; 
NikJas Wernersson, Solna, SWEDEN; 

The United States represents the largest, most dynamic marketplace in the world and is an unparalleled location 
for business investment, innovation, and commercialization of new technologies. The USA offers tremendous 
resources and advantages for those who invest and manufacture goods here. Through SelectUSA, our nation 
works to encourage and facilitate business investment. To learn more about why the USA is the best country in 
the world to develop technology, manufacture products, and grow your business, visit SelectUSA.gov. 
IR 103 (Rev. 10/09) 
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS 

  

 
 

 

: P.O. Bos 1450
5 Alexandria, Virginia 22513-1450)

ee enw spo.owe

APPLICATION NO. ISSUE DATE PATENT NO. ATTORNEY DOCKETNO. CONFIRMATION. WO,

15/105 .648 01/29/2019 10193600 4015-9595 / PASG698-US2 5545

34112 7390 OLAO2014

COATS & BENNETT, PLLC
1400 Crescent Green, Suite 300

Cary, NC 27518

ISSUE NOTIFICATION

The projected patent number and issue date are specified above,

Determination of Patent Term Adjustment under 35 U.S.C. 154 (b)
(applicationfiled on or after May 29, 2000)

The Patent Term Adjustmentis 224 day(s), Any patent to issue from the above-identified application will include
an indication of the adjustment onthe front page.

If a Continued Prosecution Application (CPA) wasfiled in the above-identified application, the filing date that
determines Patent Term Adjustmentis the filing date of the most recent CPA.

Applicant will be able to obtain more detailed information by accessing the Patent Application Information
Retrieval (PAIR) WEBsite (http://pair.uspto. gov).

Any questions regarding the Patent Term Extension or Adjustment determination should be directed to the Office
of Patent Legal Administration at (571)-272-7702, Questions relating to issue and publication fee payments
should be directed to the Application Assistance Unit (AAU) of the Office of Data Management (ODM) at
(571)-272-4200,

APPLICANT(s) (Please see PAIR WEB site http://pair,uspto,gov for additional applicants):

Telefonaktiebolaget LM Ericsson(publ), Stockholm, SWEDEN:
Sebastian Paxér, Jirtiilla, SWEDEN;

Mattias Prenne, Uppsala, SWEDEN;
Simon Jarmyr, Skarpnack, SWEDEN;
George Jéngren, Sundbyberg, SWEDEN;
Niklas Wernersson, Solna, SWEDEN;

The United States represents the largest, most dynamic marketplace in the world and is an unparalleled location
for business investment, innovation, and commercialization of new technologies. The USA offers tremendous
resources and advantages for those who invest and manufacture goods here. Through SelectUSA, our nation
works to encourage and facilitate business investment. To learn more about why the USA is the best country in
the world to develop technology, manufacture products, and grow your business, visit SelectUSA. gov.
18103 (Rev. 10/09)
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IN THE UNITED STA TES PATENT & TRADEMARK OFFICE 

IN RE APPLICATION OF: U.S. Patent No. 10,193,600 

USPTO CONFIRMATION CODE: 5548 

APPLICATIONNO.: 15/105,648 

PCT FILED: January 11, 2016 

U.S. FILED: June 17, 2016 

EXAMINER: Brian D Nguyen 

GROUP ART UNIT: 2472 

FOR: CODEBOOK SUBSET RESTRICTION SIGNALING 

37 CFR 1.322 & 37 CFR 1.323 REQUEST FOR CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION 
FOR USPTO AND/OR APPLICANT MISTAKE 

HONORABLE COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS & TRADEMARKS 

SIR: 

The following is a request for a certificate of correction m Serial Number 
15/105,648, now Patent Number 10,193,600. 

A certificate of correction under 35 USC 254 is respectfully requested in the 
above-identified patent. 

All errors were the fault of the USPTO, no fee required. In the event that a further 
fee is required, please charge the amount to our Deposit Account No. 50-1379. 

The exact locations where the errors appear in the patent and patent application 
are as follows: 

1 
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In Column 4, Line 44, delete "comprise;" and insert - - comprise: - -, therefor. 
(ORIGINALLY FILED SPECIFICATION DATED JUNE 17, 2016, PAGE 5 
(PAGE 132 OF FW), LINE 8) 

In Column 10, Line 17, delete "two PMIS" and insert - - two PMis - -, therefor. 
(ORIGINALLY FILED SPECIFICATION DATED JUNE 17, 2016, PAGE 11 
(PAGE 138 OF FW), LINE 26) 

In Column 13, Line 30, delete "rank:" and insert - - rank; - -, therefor. 
(ORIGINALLY FILED SPECIFICATION DATED JUNE 17, 2016, PAGE 15 
(PAGE 142 OF FW), LINE 24) 

In Column 15, Lines 51-52, delete "index is" and insert- - index i2 is - -, 
therefor. 
(ORIGINALLY FILED SPECIFICATION DATED JUNE 17, 2016, PAGE 18 
(PAGE 145 OF FW), LINE 7) 

In Column 19, Line 53, 
- - -

d 1 
" (J00

::
0a cos(th)sin(O)si_nt-f3)+cos(-f3)cos(O)-),, d 

e ete ."'I'.- ~ , \ · · · - · ' -- -- an 

insert __ 0 = acos( cos($) sin(iJ) sin(-{]) + cos(-{]) cos(e)} _ -, 
therefor. 
(ORIGINALLY FILED SPECIFICATION DATED JUNE 17, 2016, PAGE 22 
(PAGE 149 OF FW), LINE 17) 

In Column 26, Line 14, delete "s configured" and insert - - is configured - -, 
therefor. 
(ORIGINALLY FILED SPECIFICATION DATED JUNE 17, 2016, PAGE 30 
(PAGE 157 OF FW), LINE 4) 

In Column 26, Line 51, in Claim 4, delete "a beam" and insert - - the beam - -, 
therefor. 
(AMENDMENTS TO THE CLAIMS DATED NOVEMBER 14, 2018, 
PAGE 3 OF 9, CLAIM 43, LINE 1) 

In Column 27, Line 37, in Claim 14, delete "claim 8, wherein a beam" and 
insert - - claim 10, wherein the beam - -, therefor. 
(AMENDMENTS TO THE CLAIMS DATED NOVEMBER 14, 2018, 
PAGE 5 OF 9, CLAIM 54, LINE 1) 

2 
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The requested corrections are attached on Form PTO 1050. 

. 2018 

DATE 

3 

Respectfully Submitted 

/Ronald J . Ward ,Reg#54870/ 

Ronald J. Ward 
Registration No. 54,870 
Attorney of Record 
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PTO/SB/44 (09-07) 
Approved for use through 01/31/2020 . 0MB 0651-0033 

U .S. Patent and Trademarl< Office; U .S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
Under the Paperworl< Reduction Act of 1995 , no persons are required to respond to a collection of in fomration unless it displays a valid 0MB control number. 

(Also Fomr PTO-1050) 

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 
CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION 

PATENT NO. : 10,193,600 B2 

APPLICATION NO. : 15/105,648 

ISSUE DATE 

INVENTOR(S) 

: January 29, 2019 

: Faxer, et al. 

Page 1 of 2 

It is certified that an error appears or errors appear in the above-identified patent and that 
said Letters Patent is hereby corrected as shown below: 

In Column 4 , Line 44, delete "comprise;" and insert - - comprise: - -, therefor. 

In Column 10, Line 17, delete " two PMIS" and insert - - two PMis - -, therefor. 

In Column 13, Line 30, delete "rank:" and insert - - rank; - -, therefor. 

In Column 15, Lines 51-52, delete " index is" and insert - - index i2 is - -, therefor. 

In Column 19, Line 53, - - -
d 1 " 00::::a cos(th)sin(H)si:n(-f:l)+cosf-13)cos(ff)),, d e ete .T .- · , '- P , '- · ' , ·· an 

insert-_ 0 = acos(cos( ¢) sin(e) sin(-{J) + cos(-{J) cos(e)} _-, therefor. 

MAILING ADDRESS OF SENDER (Please do not use customer number below): 

6300 Legacy, MS EVR 1-C-11 
Plano, TX 75024 
972-583-8656 

This collection of infomration is required by 37 CFR 1.322, 1.323, and 1.324. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefrt by the public which is to file 
(and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentialny is governed by 35 u.s.c. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1.0 hour to 
complete , inc luding gathering , preparing , and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the indiv idual case. Any 
comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, 
U.S . Patent and Trademarl< Office, U.S. Department of Commerce , P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria , VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS 
TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Attention Certificate of Corrections Branch, Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 
22313-1450. 

If you need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PT0-9199 and select option 2 
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PTO/SB/44 (09-07) 
Approved for use through 01/31/2020 . 0MB 0651-0033 

U .S. Patent and Trademarl< Office; U .S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
Under the Paperworl< Reduction Act of 1995 , no persons are required to respond to a collection of in fomration unless it displays a valid 0MB control number. 

(Also Fomr PTO-1050) 

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 
CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION 

PATENT NO. : 10,193,600 B2 

APPLICATION NO. : 15/105,648 

ISSUE DATE 

INVENTOR(S) 

: January 29, 2019 

: Faxer, et al. 

Page 2 of 2 

It is certified that an error appears or errors appear in the above-identified patent and that 
said Letters Patent is hereby corrected as shown below: 

In Column 26, Line 14, delete "s configured" and insert - - is configured - -, therefor. 

In Column 26, Line 51, in Claim 4 , delete "a beam" and insert - - the beam - -, therefor. 

In Column 27, Line 37, in Claim 14, delete "claim 8, wherein a beam" and 
insert - - claim 10, wherein the beam - -, therefor. 

MAILING ADDRESS OF SENDER (Please do not use customer number below): 

6300 Legacy, MS EVR 1-C-11 
Plano, TX 75024 
972-583-8656 

This collection of infomration is required by 37 CFR 1.322, 1.323, and 1.324. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefrt by the public which is to file 
(and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentialny is governed by 35 u.s.c. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1.0 hour to 
complete , inc luding gathering , preparing , and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the indiv idual case. Any 
comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, 
U.S . Patent and Trademarl< Office, U.S. Department of Commerce , P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria , VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS 
TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Attention Certificate of Corrections Branch, Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 
22313-1450. 

If you need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PT0-9199 and select option 2 
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Privacy Act Statement 

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection 
with your submission of the attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, 
pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised that: (1) the general authority for the 
collection of this information is 35 U .S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited is voluntary; 
and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark 
Office is to process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do 
not furnish the requested information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to 
process and/or examine your submission, which may result in termination of proceedings or 
abandonment of the application or expiration of the patent. 

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses: 

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the 
Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C 552a). Records from 
this system of records may be disclosed to the Department of Justice to determine whether 
disclosure of these records is required by the Freedom of Information Act. 

2. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use , in the course of 
presenting evidence to a court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to 
opposing counsel in the course of settlement negotiations. 

3. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of 
Congress submitting a request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the 
individual has requested assistance from the Member with respect to the subject matter of the 
record. 

4. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the 
Agency having need for the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of 
information shall be required to comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as 
amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m). 

5. A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in 
this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the 
World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty. 

6. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal 
agency for purposes of National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the 
Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)). 

7. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, 
General Services, or his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as 
part of that agency's responsibility to recommend improvements in records management 
practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall 
be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this 
purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not 
be used to make determinations about individuals. 

8. A record from this system of records may be disclosed , as a routine use, to the public after 
either publication of the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent 
pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 
CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record was filed in an application which 
became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is 
referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspection or an 
issued patent. 

9. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, 
or local law enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential 
violation of law or regulation. 
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Application Number: 15105648 

Filing Date: 17-Jun-2016 

Title of Invention: Codebook Subset Restriction Signaling 

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Sebastian Faxer 

Filer: Brian Michael Kearns/Amber Rodgers 

Attorney Docket Number: 4015-9595 / P45698-US2 

Filed as Large Entity 

Filing Fees for U.S. National Stage under 35 USC 371 

Description Fee Code Quantity Amount 
Sub-Total in 

USO($) 

Basic Filing: 

Pages: 

Claims: 

Miscellaneous-Filing: 

Petition: 

Patent-Appeals-and-Interference: 

Post-Allowance-and-Post-Issuance: 

CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION 1811 1 150 150 
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USO($) 

Extension-of-Time: 

Miscellaneous: 

Total in USO($) 150 
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt 

EFSID: 36057580 

Application Number: 15105648 

International Application Number: 

Confirmation Number: 5548 

Title of Invention: Codebook Subset Restriction Signaling 

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Sebastian Faxer 

Customer Number: 24112 

Filer: Brian Michael Kearns/Amber Rodgers 

Filer Authorized By: Brian Michael Kearns 

Attorney Docket Number: 4015-9595 / P45698-US2 

Receipt Date: 20-MAY-2019 

Filing Date: 17-JUN-2016 

Time Stamp: 14:16:06 

Application Type: U.S. National Stage under 35 USC 371 

Payment information: 

Submitted with Payment yes 

Payment Type DA 

Payment was successfully received in RAM $150 

RAM confirmation Number 052119INTEFSW00000509501379 

Deposit Account 

Authorized User 

The Director of the USPTO is hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpayment as follows: 
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Document 
Document Description File Name 

File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages 
Number Message Digest Part /.zip (ifappl.) 

143871 
P45698-

1 Request for Certificate of Correction US2_2019-05-20_CoC_Request no 3 
_Letter.pdf efc9360a0edc85cca2ebb37d2409b1af2bf9 

1511 

Warnings: 

Information: 

159211 
P45698-

2 Request for Certificate of Correction US2_2019-05-20_Co(_PTO-105 no 3 
0.pdf 3afe0a354d4d3d9954d4248058fe9840d4c 

8b755 

Warnings: 

Information: 

30437 

3 Fee Worksheet (5B06) fee-info.pdf no 2 
7ae8f623f988490bbed bc791 a2dl 7c1 a4a5 

9ca26 

Warnings: 

Information: 

Total Files Size (in bytes) 333519 

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents, 
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a 
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503. 

New AQQlications Under 35 U.S.C. 111 
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR 
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this 
Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application. 
National Stage of an International AQQlication under 35 U.S.C. 371 
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35 
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a 
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course. 
New International AQQlication Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office 
If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for 
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number 
and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning 
national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of 
the application. 
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PATENT NO. 
APPLICATION NO. 
DATED 
INVENTOR(S) 

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION 

: 10,193,600 B2 
: 15/105648 
: January 29, 2019 
: Fax.er et al. 

Page 1 of 1 

It is certified that error appears in the above-identified patent and that said Letters Patent is hereby corrected as shown below: 

In the Specification 

Column 4, Line 44, delete "comprise;" and insert -- comprise: --, therefor. 

Column 10, Line 17, delete "two PMIS" and insert -- two PMis --, therefor. 

Column 13, Line 30, delete "rank:" and insert -- rank; --, therefor. 

Column 15, Lines 51-52, delete "index is" and insert -- index i2 is--, therefor. 

Column 19, Line 53, delete "8=a cos(~)sin(0)sin(-~)+cos(-~)cos(0))" and insert 

-- 0 = acos(cos(</i) sin(0) sin(-/J) + cos(-/J) cos(0)) --, therefor. 

Column 26, Line 14, delete "s configured" and insert -- is configured--, therefor. 

In the Claims 

Column 26, Line 51, Claim 4, delete "a beam" and insert -- the beam--, therefor. 

Column 27, Line 37, Claim 14, delete "claim 8, wherein a beam" and insert -- claim 10, wherein the 
beam--, therefor. 

Signed and Sealed this 
Twenty-fifth Day of June, 2019 

~~ 
Andrei Iancu 

Director of the United States Patent and Trademark Office 
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt 

EFSID: 39442829 

Application Number: 15105648 

International Application Number: 

Confirmation Number: 5548 

Title of Invention: Codebook Subset Restriction Signaling 

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Sebastian Faxer 

Customer Number: 24112 

Filer: Brian Michael Kearns/Amber Rodgers 

Filer Authorized By: Brian Michael Kearns 

Attorney Docket Number: 4015-9595 / P45698-US2 

Receipt Date: 14-MAY-2020 

Filing Date: 17-JUN-2016 

Time Stamp: 14:52:03 

Application Type: U.S. National Stage under 35 USC 371 

Payment information: 

Submitted with Payment I no 

File Listing: 

Document 
Document Description File Name 

File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages 
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Information: 

Total Files Size (in bytes)~ 682572 

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents, 
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a 
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503. 

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111 
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR 
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this 
Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application. 
National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371 
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35 
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a 
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course. 
New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office 
If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for 
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number 
and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning 
national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of 
the application. 


